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Abstract

The thermal and mechanical properties of eruption plumes from explosive

volcanism can be characterized in a unique way from data obtained by Earth-observing

satellites. This study demonstrates the use of high temporal resolution geostationary and

high spatial and spectral resolution polar orbiting weather satellites in providing details of

the timing, dynamics, and changing character of eruption plumes from the May 18, 1980

eruption of Mount St. Helens and the June 1991 eruptions of Pinatubo. Remote sensing

allowed determination of maximum plume altitudes and plume top undercooling at Mount

St. Helens (31 ±1 km and 15°C, respectively) and at Pinatubo (40 ±1 km and 55°C), the

greatest values ever recorded with modem instruments. For Mount St. Helens, plume

behavior downwind can be monitored by the thermal signature of the plume top and is

predicted by a simple model. Because eruption column altitudes are a function of thermal

energy flux at the vent, eruption rates, and therefore erupted volumes of tephra, can be

calculated to be -0.2 km3 dense rock equivalent (DRE) for Mount St. Helens and -6.1

krrr' DRE for Pinatubo.

Both thermal IR and visible data allow the remote recognition of plumes caused by

Plinian versus co-ignimbrite eruptive styles ofactivity. Measurements from satellite-based

data indicate that the initial umbrella plumes spread as radially symmetric, high-velocity,

gravitationally driven currents before becoming advected in the prevailing winds. AVHR.R

multi-spectral thermal IR data were used to improve the discrimination ofvolcanic plumes

from meteorological (water vapor) clouds at Pinatubo using a thermal differencing

algorithm based on T4 (10.8 urn) - Is (11.9 urn). The algorithm was successful in
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distinguishing some examples of downwind drifting plumes but was not successful in

other, similar cases. I also examine satellite images of the plumes from secondary

explosions that produced and plumes several months after the Pinatubo eruption, showing

that some reached stratospheric altitudes.

To model some of the phenomena detected in volcanic plumes, a senes of

analogue laboratory experiments were performed to simulate the separation of ash and

aerosol-forming gas in the atmosphere and the formation of secondary intrusions from

finite volcanic umbrella plumes. Examination of laterally spreading mixtures of fresh

water and particles released into a laboratory tank containing a uniformly stratified

aqueous solution indicate that the current remains coherent before particles sediment

through the intrusion. As the particles settle into the underlying ambient fluid, the particle

depleted intrusion is reduced in density and rises. The lateral motion ofthe initial intrusion

induces a return flow in the ambient fluid which sweeps some of the sedimenting particles

inwards, eventually reaching a new neutral buoyancy height and re-intruding to form a

secondary intrusion. The process is then repeated to form further, weaker intrusions at

lower levels. The results are consistent with field observations of ash-gas separation at

Sakurajima volcano and further suggest that volcanic aerosols may form up to a kilometer

or more above the original injection height of an umbrella plume. This work constrains

some parameters important to assessing the climactic impact oferuptions.
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Preface

This work is the result of a study in remote sensmg satellite image analysis

undertaken from 1991 to 1995 at the Planetary Geosciences group of the Hawaii Institute

of Geophysics and Planetology, University of Hawaii. It also includes aspects of fluid

dynamical laboratory work, and field research on volcanic eruption plume products,

performed at Cambridge University, UK, and in the field at Mount Pinatubo, respectively.

Research results were compiled and submitted to scientific journals for publication during

this period as individual projects were completed. This manuscript contains three main

sections, each corresponding to an individual paper I have submitted or published as first

author, and an appendix that includes a closelyrelated paper on which I am co-author.

The first section (chapter 2) is a study of the evolution of the May 18, 1980,

Mount St. Helens eruption plumes and shows that eruptive chronology, style, column

altitudes, and therefore amount of erupted tephra can be determined from GOES data.

This paper has been published with JGR Solid Earth (100:8469-8487, 1995). The second

main section (chapter 3) is a similar study from the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo in

the Philippines where the utility of both GMS and AVHRR sateIlite instruments were

demonstrated. Part of this chapter will be submitted for publication to the Bulletin of

Volcanology. The final section (chapter 4) is a laboratory study of the effects ofa laterally

injected umbrella plume into a uniformly stratified environment, highlighting gas-ash

separation processes. This work was performed in collaboration with Andrew Woods at

Cambridge. Woods' contribution included a review of the manuscript, checking

calculations, assisting with application of the model for the initial intrusion rates in the
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laboratory tank, and providing literature on models for spreading umbrella plumes. The

contents of this chapter have been submitted as a paper which is in press with JVGR.

Additionally, in appendix B, I present a simple model for downwind ash distribution at

Mount S1. Helens based on satellite remote sensing data. For this study, I collaborated

with Andrew Woods by providing the satellite data analysis and measurements necessary

to input into the model developed by Woods. I co-authored the manuscript with Woods

and S. Self and I later checked calculations. This paper is in press with the Bulletin of

Volcanology.

During the tenure of my NASA Climate and Global Change Fellowship as a

research student, I also contributed to the following publications:

Self S, Zhao f-X, Holasek RE, Torres RC, King AJ (1995) The atmospheric effect of

the 1991 Mount Pinatubo eruption. USGS ProfPaper, in press

Holasek RE, Thordarson Th, Self S (1995) Scientists use satellites to study the 1991

eruption ofMount Pinatubo. Natturufraedingurinn (in Icelandic), submitted

Woods AW, Holasek RE, Self S (1995) Dynamics of the giant umbrella cloud from the

1991 eruption ofMount Pinatubo, in prep

Because of financial limitations on journal publication of color images, this

dissertation contains a more complete collection of the satellite data used in my

investigations than are in the submitted and published manuscripts. Also included is a list

of images available (Appendix A). These items are intended to enhance the utility of this

dissertation as a reference because much of this data could not be included in the

published versions.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 Introduction

The great amount of research presently directed towards understanding

atmospheric and oceanic influences on the climate ofour planet reflects a new awareness

ofglobal change and the need to determine how both natural and man-made phenomena

impact short term climate variations. The complexity of Earth's atmosphere-ocean

climate interactions requires that we endeavor to understand individual components of

the total system. One component that is amenable to study, both retrospectively and in

the future, is the impact on the Earth's atmosphere and surface of explosive volcanic

eruptions and their resultant aerosols. Eruptions of certain types provide distinct,

quantifiable signals and produce atmospheric effects that impact whole hemispheres, and

occasionally the entire globe. We are now able to obtain a synoptic view that allows

global monitoring of explosive volcanism using satellite-borne sensors. Nevertheless,

we are still a long way from understanding the effects of large eruptions on atmospheric

composition and climate. From the climate record of the past 200 years, it is not

obvious which perturbations were related to volcanic activity and which changes were

the result of other factors (Self and Rampino, 1988). It is clear, however, that

stratospheric aerosol loading is primarily related to volcanic eruptions (Sedlacek et al.,

1983). We must therefore develop models of the atmospheric impact of all the major

types of volcanic eruptions so that we know what to expect when very large eruptions

occur.

1
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In the past twenty years regular reports of explosive volcanic eruptions on a

world-wide basis have been improved dramatically by the Smithsonian Institution

Scientific Event Alert Network (SEAN), now called the Global Volcanism Network

(GVN). One of the remarkable things the GVN documents is that many, perhaps a

majority, of explosive eruptions are not observed directly by local scientists on the

ground. This is due to several factors, such as short eruptive duration, lack of proper

observational facilities, or difficulties with geographical and/or political location. At the

same time there has been a strong desire among the entire scientific community to have

more direct observational data on explosive eruptions to record basic information such

as plume top altitudes, chronology, duration, and eruptive style of events for the

purpose ofassessing the impact ofexplosiveeruptions.

Perhaps the most important challenge to global change research, for the purpose

of making policy decisions, will be the early detection of the effects of global warming

due to man's influence. In order to do this, it will be essential to recognize and remove

effects resulting from natural phenomena, of which those due to volcanic aerosols are

significant. Several important questions need to be addressed, such as (1) how large an

impact on climate can volcanic eruptions have (temperature, precipitation, and weather

patterns), both in terms of short-term effects from individual events or longer term

changes controlled by periods ofenhanced volcanism? (2) Besides climate change, what

are some of the other possible influences of volcanic aerosols on the atmosphere, e.g.,

on ozone depletion or on cloud condensation nuclei? (3) What are the relationships

between volcanism, aerosols, the radiation budget, global climate, and regional weather

2
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(e.g., El Nino Southern Oscillation)? (4) How can data sets from the various satellite

borne instruments presently operating, or slated to be deployed, be used to improve the

identification, classification and tracking of volcanogenic plumes and aerosols, to

provide information on compositions and quantities of components, and reactions within

the plume? My research concentrates on the last problem but bears strongly on the

other three.

Although considerable research has been directed at modeling the atmospheric

effects of a nuclear exchange (Turco et aI., 1990), relatively little has been done to

estimate the effects of explosive eruptions. Recurring explosive volcanism is a certainty

and, judging by past frequencies (Newhall and Self, 1982), in the future the Earth will

again be subjected to the atmospheric ravages of very large eruptions. One recent and

moderately large eruption, that of Mt. Pinatubo on June 14-16, 1991, produced an

aerosol cloud containing -20 million tons of S02, several times that of the -7 million

tons released from El Chichon in 1982 (Bluth, et aI., 1992). The Pinatubo aerosol cloud

girdled much ofthe Earth for several years, causing atmospheric effects and reduction in

radiation received at the surface.

1.2 Methodology and Previous Work

Since the early 1970's, the capability of satellite detection and monitoring of

explosive volcanic eruptions has been greatly enhanced by geostationary and polar

orbiting meteorological weather satellites which can provide consistent, repetitive, day

and night multispectral digital data for even the most remote locations. Preliminary

3



studies have demonstrated that weather satellites can readily detect, map, and track

explosive ash plumes. However, few investigators have completed more detailed studies

involving discrimination of eruptive styles, volumes, dynamics, delineating plumes from

meteorological water/ice clouds and performed detailed thermal analysis using

multispectral data. Weather satellites provide not only the synoptic view essential for

tracking large eruption plumes, but also the high temporal resolution (as often as every

30 minutes) that allows plume evolution and eruptive style to be closely documented.

Earth-observing satellites with instruments capable of greater spatial and spectral

resolution (LANDSAT Thematic Mapper (TM); SPOT) provide a more detailed view of

relatively small-scale volcanic phenomena at much lower temporal resolution.

The data provided by weather and other satellites are fast becoming central to

both our understanding of explosive eruptions themselves, as well as the climatic and

atmospheric impact of explosive volcanism. Although the capability of satellite systems

has been clearly demonstrated on a few eruptions, satellite data exist on a large number

oferuptions which have not been studied.

Many valuable data on volcanic eruption plumes from the early 1970's to present

are available on archived meteorological satellite images. These little used data

represent a vital source of information that relates the rate of input of volcanic

particulates and aerosols into the atmosphere, and the influence of volcanism on short

term «2yr.) climate change.

The volcanic contribution to the atmosphere and its effects on the radiation

budget and surface temperatures are well known, and the importance of sulfate aerosols

4



is the topic of several ongoing investigations. However, the potential impact on the

atmosphere of spreading plumes of silicate dust and sulfur gases and the resulting

aerosols is considerably less well studied but can be examined by satellite data collected

in the days to weeks following majoreruptions. In this study, quantitative attempts have

been made to identify the amount of material erupted into the atmosphere. This can

provide an independent check on the more traditional methods of volcanic tephra

volume determination, i.e., integration of isopachs of deposits. A further product of this

research is the creation of a well characterized satellite data base on a few large volcanic

eruptions, which can act as an integral part of NASA' s broader Earth Observing System

Data and Information System (EOSDIS).

This study is the culmination of earlier work (Glaze et al., 1989; Glaze and Self,

1991; Holasek and Rose, 1991) that has demonstrated both the process of acquiring and

examining this specific type of historical satellite data and some of its broad scientific

applications. I conduct an exploratory study of some these data, with particular

emphasis on achieving the following:

1) Develop a better understanding of the chronology, style, timing, rise rates

and heights of explosive eruption columns. Because of the synoptic view, weather

satellites can provide an excellent time-based record of the major vertical eruption

columns and spreading umbrella plumes during a sequence of explosions. Due to

cloudiness this can be hard to record from the ground and, although problems

sometimes exist from the satellite perspective, plumes are often observed and tracked,

particularly eruptions that enter the stratosphere. Furthermore, in remote regions, where
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active volcanoes often exist, satellite-derived information may be the only source of data

available.

It is usual to use the instrument-perceived temperature from a thermal channel to

infer the altitude of the top of eruption columns. This technique, however, can often

give erroneous results due to dynamic undercooling (Woods and Self, 1992). The

maximum height of an eruption plume is a reflection of the eruption rate in vertical

explosive eruptions (Morton et aI., 1956; Wilson et aI., 1978; Sparks, 1986) and thus

the satellite data give a record of the changing eruption rate as an eruption proceeds. If

integrated, the time/eruption plume height (rate) record gives an estimate of the erupted

tephra volume (Harris et aI., 1981; Holasek and Rose, 1991). The importance of this

aspect to the study of global climate change is to determine the actual height that an

eruption column reached, as this directly controls the level and quantity of injection of

aerosols into the atmosphere. It is important to know whether or not an eruption

column reaches the stratosphere and how much material is injected. Relatively few

detailed satellite investigations have been performed to determine plume altitudes or

confirm ground-based observations and numerical models.

2) Map the dispersal of eruption plumes. The pattern of expansion and

movement of volcanic plumes is often complex (Danielson, 1981) and are influenced by

the height of the column and the regional winds at various levels. Complete plume

dispersal has rarely been well recorded, but is often of major concern because it induces

ashfall over broad areas and affects air traffic and communications (Rose et al., 1983;

Casadevall and Murray, 1991; Miller, 1991; Sparks et al., 1991; Casadevall, 1994).
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Satellite data have the potential of providing the basis for ash fallout forecasts (Glaze

and Self, 199"1) and for air traffic routing alerts if a system for rapid data retrieval can be

instituted.

3) Identification of eruption plumes, and what properties of plumes enable

volcanic particulates and aerosols to be delineated ~th multispectral data of some

eruptions while others are less easily identified. Work on the delineation of ash plumes

from meteorological clouds has advanced slowly since the first suggestions that AVHRR

thermal IR bands 4 and 5 could be processed to distinguish volcanic plumes from the

Galunggung eruption in 1982 (Hanstrum and Watson, 1983; Prata, 1989). The ratio of

the two thermal bands allowed discrimination of volcanic plumes from meteorological

clouds on images ofthe 1986 Mount St. Augustine, Alaska eruption (Holasek and Rose,

1991). The reason for this discrimination is not understood. Prata (1989) and Holasek

and Rose (1991) suggested that the two thermal bands (10.3 to 12.5 urn) are in the same

range as the characteristic molecular vibration wavelengths (Restrahlen bands) for

silicate minerals; thus band ratioing or subtraction is thought to enhance the presence of

silicate material in the plume. More recent studies suggest that plume opacity is the

governing factor causing the algorithm to give a successful discrimination (prata and

Barton, 1994; Schneider et al., 1994). The algorithm(s) are not always successful at

distinguishing plumes and the whole topic of discrimination for ash-laden and ash-poor

plumes is addressed using NOAA AVHRR data with two thermal IR bands. A long

term goal has been to develop a real-time capability to detect and characterize an

eruption plume from satellite data.
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4) Perform a series of fluid dynamic laboratory experiments to model laterally

injected umbrella plumes in a stratified environment. The purpose of the experiments

was to show how ash separation from volcanic gases in the stratosphere can cause

significant dynamic changes in umbrella plumes leading to the formation of separate ash

and gas plumes with, potentially, critically different trajectories in the atmosphere. The

experiments also successfully reproduce the formation of multiple secondary intrusions

below the main umbrella plume, as observed at several eruptions. Knowledge of the key

physical parameters acting on eruption plumes will enable future activity to be studied

more easily.

I systematically investigated images of the eruptions ofMount St. Helens, 1980,

and Pinatubo, 1991, that produced stratospheric injections of volcanic gas and ash. I

was able to extend the study of major eruptions by making satellite interpretations of the

plume chronology, style, height, tephra volume, temperature, spreading rates and

spectral properties as well as performing qualitative and quantitative experiments to

observe simulated laterally injected stratospheric umbrella plume dynamics. The data

derived in this study are of value from an operational perspective because I have tested

criteria that can be applied to the detection ofvolcanic plumes and aerosols under a wide

range of conditions, thereby enabling the identification and dispersal of eruption plumes

such as Mount St. Helens and Pinatubo to be monitored, and their impacts on the Earth

system to be assessed.

There are many models of plume behavior, dynamics and dispersal, but there are

few data on real volcanic plumes with which to compare them. This study presents a
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series of observations and measurements of eruption plumes from Mount St. Helens and

Pinatubo volcanoes, as well as a sequence of laboratory experiments that furnish a

comprehensive set of data with which to compare existing models of plume behavior

and, further, allow the development ofnew models.

Results of this study provide new examples of plume movement and therefore

atmospheric circulation in areas proximal to the eruption. Because an eruption is a

short-term injection of material into the atmosphere, it is a significant experiment for the

atmospheric scientist, who is interested in atmospheric movement at different levels.

Applications to the Global Change Program include a better determination of

discrimination techniques and input conditions of volcanic eruption plumes in the

atmosphere and characterization of the content and dispersal of plumes. Eruption

related perturbations can have a significant effect on global temperature trends (e.g., Self

et aI., 1981; Rampino and Self, 1982, 1984; Devine et aI., 1984; Kelley and Sear, 1984;

Angell and Korshover, 1985; Parker, 1985; Rampino et aI-, 1988), and on the

atmosphere (e.g., Kienle and Shaw, 1979; Newell, 1982; Rose et aI., 1983; Hofinann,

1987; Rose and Chesner, 1990).
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1.3 The Atmospheric Impact of Volcanic Eruptions

It is now well established that volcanogenic aerosols are an important cause of

atmospheric perturbations and therefore a critical component in global climate change.

Since the discovery of the stratospheric sulfate aerosol layer by C. Junge and associates

in the 1960's it has become evident that this layer in the atmosphere is strongly

influenced by volcanogenic sulfuric acid droplets (Bigg, 1975; Castleman et aI., 1974;

Sedlacek et aI., 1983). Silicate dust from eruptions seems to have shorter atmospheric

residence times and to cause smaller radiative effects than sulfates (Toon and Pollack,

1976), but in greater abundance their potential impact is largely unknown. Other

volcanogenic volatiles such as water and halogens, particularly HCI, may be important in

determining ozone levels, particularly as concentrations ofCFC's continue to increase in

the atmosphere. However, HCI scavenging appears to occur quickly in volcanic plumes

(Tabazadeh and Turco, 1993) and numerous observations have shown that volcanoes do

not significantly contribute to the stratospheric chlorine burden (Wallace and Livingston,

1992; Lazrus et aI., 1979). Depletion of stratospheric ozone appears to occur after

volcanic sulfate aerosol injections (prather, 1992; Krueger, 1983, 1985) and

heterogeneous processes occurring on the surfaces of the aerosol particles, similar to

those causing the ozone hole, are implicated (Hofinann and Oltmans, 1993; Soloman et

aI., 1993; Grant et aI., 1992; Hofinann and Solomon, 1989; Turco, 1990).

Some studies have suggested that there may be a simple relationship between the

sulfur yield of a volcanic eruption and mean global surface temperatures (e.g., Palais and

Sigurdsson, 1989). It is known that enhanced levels ofaerosols after volcanic eruptions
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coincide with periods oflowered incident solar radiation (e.g., DeLuisi et al., 1983),

lower surface and tropospheric temperatures (Angell and Korshover, 1985), and

stratospheric warming (Angell and Korshover, 1983). However, as mentioned above,

the magnitude of the signal in the surfacetemperature record is difficult to detect against

background variation, even for the biggest historic eruptions (Mass and Schneider,

1977; Self et aI., 1981; Mass and Portman, 1989). Recently, Angell (1988, 1990) has

suggested that for the EI Chich6n and Agung cases, subtracting the warming effects of

EI Nino and Southern Oscillation from the temperature record makes the volcanic signal

clearer. Simple models suggest that eruptions on the scale of large prehistoric events

have the potential to alter climate to a much greater degree than historic events (e.g.,

Stothers et aI., 1986; Rampino et aI., 1988). A mounting body of proxy data suggests

that the climatic and environmental changes produced by eruptions in the early Middle

Ages may have been radical (Baillie, 1990).
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CHAPTER 2

GOES Weather Satellite Observations and Measurements of the May 18,1980,
Mount St. Helens Eruption

2.1 Abstract

I demonstrate the use of Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite

(GOES) images of the May 18, 1980, Mount St. Helens volcanic plume in providing

details of the changing character of this major explosive eruption. Visible and thermal

infrared (IR) data from a sequence of images at 30-minute intervals from 0850 to 1720

Local Time (LT) give information on dispersal and plume top temperature. Initial visible

and thermal IR images at 0850 show the top of a spreading co-ignimbrite-like umbrella

plume and an overshooting column emerging from it, both rising off the ground-hugging

pyroclastic gravity flow generated by the opening directed blast. The overshooting

column had a minimum temperature significantly colder than local ambient atmosphere,

indicating substantial undercooling, and a maximum altitude of 31 ±1 Ian at 0920. This

large plume system then formed a high-velocity, radially spreading, gravitationally driven

current before becoming advected in the wind field at an average downwind velocity of 29

mls. Within 30 to 60 minutes the undercooled plume adjusted to ambient temperatures.

After this initial event, the eruption column fluctuated over the next 8 hours between

stable Plinian column rise and unstable conditions favoring column collapse, leading to

pyroclastic flows and further development of co-ignimbrite ash columns. Over this period

of observation, profiles of plume top temperatures derived from thermal IR data versus

distance along the downwind axis have distinctive patterns, with steep slopes associated
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with co-ignimbrite plumes and shallower slopes associated with Plinian plumes.

Moreover, reflectance values from visible GOES data change from lower to higher during

periods of transition from darker toned Plinian to lighter toned co-ignimbrite plumes

indicating that in this case satellite data resolved changes in eruptive style from plumes

with a coarser to a finer dominant particle size.

2.2 Introduction

Several authors have used satellites to make observations of volcanic eruptions

[summarized by Holasek and Rose (1991, Table 1)]. Satellite-borne sensors make

qualitative observations and quantitative measurements of erupting volcanoes that cannot

be made in situ because of the frequent lack of trained personnel in the area, the

geographical or political remoteness of many volcanoes, the hazards associated with

making volcanological observations from the ground, and the inability to attain a synoptic

view in 24-hour all-weather conditions. The GOES provides a synoptic view, frequent

coverage, and day or night imaging capabilities that are well suited to eruption plume

studies. The May 18, 1980, eruption of Mount St. Helens (MSH) provides an excellent

opportunity to investigate the effectiveness of examining a major eruption plume with

satellite data because controls provided by ground-based observations and other remotely

sensed information, including classified military satellite (Sparks et al., 1986) and radar

data (Harris et al., 1981), are available to compare with and to constrain the GOES data.

Previous studies of eruption plumes using sequential GOES images, such as Lascar 1986
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(Glaze et al., 1989) have been of considerably smaller plumes over much shorter periods

and have not provided detailed thermal analysis.

The onset of the MSH eruption on May 18 was marked by explosions from the

summit region that were first observed at 0832.7 (Rice, 1981; Moore and Rice, 1984).

Sparks et al. (1986) used photographic and classified satellite observations to show that

the vigorously rising plume above the blast flow started at approximately 0837. The

plume reached altitudes greater than 30 km and lateral spreading velocities of nearly 60

rn/s as the gas and ash plume intruded into the atmosphere. The first GOES image to

capture the MSH eruption plume has a start time of 0845, and contains data acquired over

the volcano at about 0850 (see below). As the eruptive style ofMSH on May 18, 1980,

changed, Plinian and co-ignimbrite-type eruption columns and plumes were produced, as

described by observations from the ground (Criswell, 1987; Carey et aI., 1990). Careyet

al. (1990) showed the eruption column to be an initial blast/co-ignimbrite plume before

0900, after which Plinian activity lasted until approximately 1215, followed by a return to

ignimbrite-producing activity and co-ignimbrite plumes, with a late resumption of Plinian

discharge after 1600.

I examined 18 GOES thermal IR. and 18 visible images taken every 30 minutes

starting at 0850 LT and ending at 1720 on May 18, 1980. I combine GOES-derived

information with that from previous studies to develop a more accurate and

comprehensive picture of plume behavior. In this study the term "plume" and "column"

are used to refer to the horizontally spreading and vertically rising volcanic ash and gas,

respectively, while "cloud" is reserved for meteorological features. I show that the
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changes in eruptive style match reflectance changes of plumes in visible images and

changes in the proximal thermal profiles in thermal IR images. I also present

geometrically corrected images on a Mercator projection that express the dispersal area of

the MSH plume more clearly than in previouslyused satellite projections.

The MSH eruption provides a test case, because the controls provided by other

data sets constrain measurements made with the GOES data. Analysis with GOES can

provide details such as changes in eruptive behavior, column height estimates by analyzing

shadows, or the thermal history of eruption plumes which reflect their altitude in a

stratified atmosphere. The MSH plume was the first in which the significance of

undercooling at the top of eruption columns was recognized (Self et aI., 1990; Woods and

Self, 1992). Eruption column altitudes are a function of thermal energy flux at the vent

and if maximum column height can be remotely determined, then quantitative estimates of

eruption rates can be made at volcanoes imaged by satellite-borne detectors. Reliable data

on altitude and dispersal characteristics of eruption plumes are also critical in determining

the level of stratospheric injection of aerosol-forming gases and particles and to

corroborate models of volcanic ash and gas dispersal (Bursik et al., 1992; Chapter 4 and

Appendix B).

2.3 GOES Instrument and Data Manipulation

The GOES system is operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA). Data are available from NOAA, National Environmental

Satellite Data and Information Service, National Climatic Data Center, Satellite Data
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Services Division, Washington, D. C. 20233. The GOES are spin-stabilized satellites

operated at the nominal geostationary altitude of 35,800 km. The data used in this study

were gathered with a two-channel GOES 3 instrument called VISSR (Visible and Infrared

Spin Scan Radiometer). VISSR contains a visible channel for high-resolution daytime

imaging and a thermal IR channel to allow day and night imaging. The scanning system

consists of a mirror that is stepped mechanically to provide north to south viewing, while

the rotation of the GOES satellite provides west to east scanning. The mirror is stepped

after each satellite rotational scan in a sequence of 1821 total scans to provide a complete

view of the Earth disk from just beyond the northern horizon to just beyond the southern

horizon in 18.21 minutes. Each mirror step causes a change in the scan angle that

translates to a distance of approximately 7.4 km near nadir (Gibson, 1984). The visible

portion of the instrument consists of eight sensors sensitive to the 0.54-to 0.70-llm band

arranged in a linear array oriented north-south allowing the instrument to sweep out eight

parallel scan line paths as the satellite rotates. The ground resolution of the visible sensor

is nominally 0.5 nautical miles or 0.9 lan. The IR detectors use a 10.5-to 12.6-llm band

pass filter. The IFOV ofthe IR detectors are nominally 4 nautical miles (7.4 km) in a N-S

direction (equal to one step ofthe scanning mirror) and 2 nautical miles (3.2 km) in an E

W direction. The data values are resampled or doubled in the N-S direction and are

available at 3.2 km samplingbut still retain 7.4-km resolution data.

Owing to the amount of time that the GOES satellite scan takes, the time of image

acquisition over MSH (46.2°N, 122.18°W) is approximately 5 minutes after the start of

the scan. Therefore, in this work, 5 minutes are added to the image start times to obtain a
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more accurate estimate of when the data were gathered over the MSH area. The

confidence level for the timing is approximately ±l minutes; however, timing errors after

the first image are insignificant because image times for the same general location are

considered relative to each other and the data gathering times should be the same. The

time accuracy for the MSH data also prevents confusion that results if reading times from

the annotation in small print at the bottom of the images, which record the start time of

image acquisition and do not represent the time data were gathered over MSH as

accurately.

Image and graphical analysis were performed on UNIX-based workstations with

McIDAS and IDL software, allowing image navigation to be used to correct for the

geometric effects of satellite views of the Earth's curved surface. All of the images

presented in this paper have been remapped to a Mercator projection, giving features a

geometry closer to what one might see looking down from directly above (plate 2.1a).

One effect not corrected for in image navigation is the displacement of features at altitude.

The GOES west satellite subpoint is on the equator at 135°W longitude. Although the

GOES instrument is >35,000 krn from Earth, it makes an angle of _7° with the normal to

Earth's surface and MSH. For MSH, features at altitude will be displaced northward by

tan(latitude + satellite angle to feature) which translates into a northward displacement at

ground level of>130% ofa features altitude above sea level. In addition, because MSH is

-12°E ofthe satellite longitude, the projection is also slightlyeastward.

Vertical plume top measurement errors based on visible shadow data are

determined based on varying solar elevation angle and the relative resolution of the
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images, based on their location on the Earth relative to the sensor. Shadow lengths, and

the edge of the plume, were determined from DN values. Typical values for shadows

were < 40 and other features (plumes, ground, etc.) had DN values significantly higher

(>90). Boundaries were assumed to be accurate to 1 pixel. Given the 0.9 km nominal

resolution, and the oblique N/S geometry associated with noon-time observations, this

translates to maximum pixel elongation of -1.3 km. The early morning observations, with

oblique EfW geometry, have a concomitant minimum elongation of 0.25 Ian, so the

vertical plume measurement error ranges from -0.7 to 4.4 km. At earlier times during the

day, the lower solar elevation angle causes a much longer shadow and measurements of

the shadow length become more accurate than at higher solar elevation angles, therefore

allowing a more accurate determination of altitude error. The geometry of the plume,

particularly the edge ofthe plume, can have an effect on the error. Because the geometry

of the plume edge is unknown, plume edges are assumed to be square. Qualitatively,

lower solar elevation angles also give an improved location of the top of the plume edge,

while a high solar elevation angle will give greater errors of the plume edge when

observing non-square edges. In either case, the effect of varying plume edge topography

is to cause underestimates ofplume altitude.

Some potential errors in making the geometric satellite measurements, other than

the errors inherent in the data themselves, include measurements of plume dimensions

from the image processing system. Plumes on both the thermal IR.and visible images were

measured as accurately as possible after the appropriate stretching or other image

manipulations were performed to allow volcanic plume features to be delineated from the
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rest of the data in a particular scene. The thermal IR data were first thermally mapped and

set to a predetermined color table (level slicing) before measurements were made. It is

assumed that the measured infrared radiance transmitted to space from the plume closely

represents the plume top temperature and assumes the emissivity of the ash is close to

unity and the optical depth of the plume in the thermal IR. is > 1. No calibration is

performed on the normalized raw visible data but the thermal IR. data are calibrated by the

National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service on a weekly basis based on

calibration parameters received from the instrument. Generally, the accuracy of these

temperatures is limited to 2°C to 4°C (Gibson, 1984). In addition, daytime thermal IR.

images have both thermal emission and reflection data which might cause low levels of

heating at the plume tops and the hybrid signal may not be as accurate for determining

temperatures as nighttime thermal IR. images(Sawada, 1987). Errors may result from the

fact that meteorological clouds can have a similar temperature to that of the plumes and

some confusion may result when clouds form around an eruption plume, sometimes as a

direct result of its presence (Barr, 1982).

The confusion produced by plume-induced and other meteorological clouds is

reduced by use of the visible data wherein the volcanic plumes may be more easily

distinguished from meteorological clouds; however, the distal edges of the plume on the

visible images become diffuse with time, this can make the location of the plume perimeter

difficult, particularly at the spreading front. After approximately 1350 the visible images

start to show significant dilution at the leading edge and sides of the downwind plume,

which may introduce significant errors when attempting to measure distances to the
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advancing plume front at times later than 1350. I feel that the higher spatial resolution

visible images allow a better estimation of distances than do the thermal IR. images. This

is reflected in more consistent plume edge velocity values measured from the visible

Images.

2.4 GOES Satellite Plume Chronology and Temperatures

Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1 relate the chronology of events at MSH. Immediately

after the first block of the north flank slid away, ground observations indicate that a dark

toned blast flow formed rapidly and expanded to its maximum extent in 5-7 minutes,

covering an area of approximately 600 km2 (Druitt, 1992; Criswell, 1987; Sparks et aI.,

1986). Sparks et aI. (1986) used classified satellite data to determine specific convective

plume rise velocities at high temporal resolution for initial phases of the eruption. They

noted at least four individual vertically rising columns during the first 15 minutes of the

eruption, two at relatively low levels «10 km) and two at higher levels. The first column,

and its resulting plume, observed to reach significant altitude will be referred to here as

column and plume I and the second as column and plume II [after the original work by

Rice (1981)]. Plume I was interpreted as the first "main" plume rising off the entire 600

km2 area of the blast flow, while plume II was considered to be the result of further

columns lifting off the blast flow, forming another ash plume that rose beyond the altitude

ofplume I (Sparks et al., 1986).

The blast plumes discussed here are considered to be a type of co-ignimbrite ash

plume. Classified USAF satellite data show the rising center of initial high columns I and
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II to be clearly located NNE of the vent (Rice, 1981); therefore they cannot be attributed

to Plinian activity as the center for Plinian column rise would be over the vent, and wind

would have advected them eastward. GOES data also show the location of the

approximate center of rise for plumes I and II to be 15 km NE of the vent (plates 2.2a and

2.4a). Plate 2.2a shows a meteorological skirt cloud that has formed around the rising

column as a result of the updraft of relatively moist air along the column margin. A

combination of natural settling and negative buoyancy due to evaporative cooling results

in a subsiding ring of air surrounding the updraft column. This sinking air subsequently

spreads out horizontally to form a skirt around the updraft core when it reaches a level of

neutral buoyancy (Barr, 1982), which is in the upper troposphere in this case.

Calculations of plume height using shadows produced by the eruption plume in a

visible image yield an altitude of approximately 26 km for plume I at 0850. Thirty minutes

later, the second visible image shows plume I at approximately 26 km altitude, and

shadows cast onto the top of plume I indicate that plume II extended above it at an

altitude of approximately 31 km (Figure 2.1 and Plate 2.2a). These altitudes correspond

well to the satellite data of Rice (1981), which indicated that plume I was near its final

altitude of 24-27 km at 0850 and plume II was near its final altitude of 29-32 km at

-0900-0912. In addition, the thermal IR image at 0850 shows undercooling of plume I

relative to ambient at approximately -65°C near the top of its ascent, and the relatively hot

plume II still ascending at -47°C (plate 2.3a and Figure 2.6a).

Ground observers at MSH reported lighter toned plumes to result from co

ignimbrite plume rise and darker toned plumes to be the result of localized ash plumes
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produced by the directed blast and, later, by Plinian phases of the eruption (Criswell,

1987). The first visible image in the sequence at 0850 (plate 2.4a) shows a darker colored

plume with a distinct lighter toned region located 10-15 km NE of the volcano summit,

that is, in the approximate center of the region covered by the blast flow. The thermal IR.

image at the same time (plate 2.3a) reveals a cold plume with the coldest portion located

at the NW end adjacent to a relatively "hot" region; both the coldest and hottest areas

correlate with the lighter toned area in the visible image. I believe the lighter toned

portion of the visible image resulted from columns and plumes I and II, fine-grained co

ignimbrite material, emerging through the underlying, relatively dark toned ash (blast)

plumes.

The Plinian column was emplaced by 0920 (Criswell, 1987), and the 0920 image

shows four distinct plumes (plate 2.2a). Using the convention of Rice (1981), the four

plumes are referred to as high-altitude light colored plumes I and II (as above) and lower,

darker plumes or ash layers III and IV, derived from lower altitude ejecta. Plumes I and II

are at high altitude while layer ill is overriding layer IV at significantly lower altitudes. In

addition, the 0920 thermal IR image indicates two (navy blue on Plate 2.3b) Ll-shaped

colder fronts, the more distal one from ash/blast plume layer IV at relatively low altitudes

and the more proximal one representing the growing Plinian plume (layer III). The 0920

thermal IR data (plate 2.3b) indicate a plume top temperature of -550 to -59°C,

corresponding to a wide range of altitudes (11 to 22 km) on the radiosonde profiles

(Figure 2.2), the tropopause being at 10-12 km. The plume top at this time, however, is

shown to be significantly higher, at approximately 30 km altitude, by both shadow
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measurements on GOES visible images at 0920 and classified satellite data (Rice, 1981).

The plume top is >15°C colder than ambient at this point.

The Plinian phase of the eruption maintained a vertical column with a top between

14 and 18 km until just after noon (Harris et al., 1981; Sarna-Wojocicki et aI., 1981;

Carey et al., 1990). The 0920 to 1050 visible images (plates 2.4b-2.4e) clearly show

downwind entrainment of layer IV, moving at a faster rate than the Plinian plume (layer

Ill), The thermal IR images show that the upper plume IT descended from warmer to

colder stratospheric levels as it reached the tropopause. The low-level blast-related plume

and Plinian plume (layers IV and ill, respectively) are darker than co-ignimbrite plumes I

and IT that overlie them in the visible images from 0920 to 1050 (plates 2.4b-2.4e).

Layers mand IV were lower and colder while the higher plumes I and IT are observed to

be warmer in thermal IR. images (plates 2.3b-2.3e), reflecting their relative altitudes with

the highest plumes being in the stratosphere (Figure 2.2). The wind velocity was stronger

at the tropopause than at levels above or below (Figure 2.3), allowing layers m and IV to

spread more quickly than the higher co-ignimbrite plumes. Both visible and thermal IR.

images from 0920 to 1050 show layer m moving slower than the underlying layer IV

before descending far enough into the troposphere to be sheared off by a change from

westerly to northerly winds as shown at 1120 (plate 2.4t). At this point one cannot easily

distinguish between the sheared and quickly dissipating layer IV and the darker overlying

Plinian plume (layer Ill) on the visible images.

At approximately 1215 the eruption changed from Plinian to pyroclastic flow

producing, which generated an elongate co-ignimbrite ash column extending over several
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kilometers north of the vent (Carey et al., 1990; Criswell, 1987). Criswell (1987) noted

that these co-ignimbrite ash plumes reached altitudes nearly as high as those produced

from the Plinian phase and that a tonal lightening in the ash plume occurred

contemporaneously. The visible image at 1220 (plate 2.4g) shows a distinctive disk

measuring 50 km E-W and 54 km N-S that appears to be rising from an area north of the

summit, consistent with these observations. If this plume was the result of a column from

a relatively small source, such as the volcanic vent, one would expect the initial plume to

,-
develop with the E-W dimension equal to or longer than the N-S dimension as a result' of

prevailing winds. A larger initial dimension perpendicular to the prevailing winds is

indicative of co-ignimbrite plume rise from a large elongate region north of the MSH

summit. This co-ignimbrite plume once again appears lighter toned in the visible satellite

images, particularly as it spreads downwind from 1220 to 1520 (plate 2.4g-2.4k).

From photographic observations between 1430 and 1500, the frequency of

pyroclastic flows decreased while their size increased, indicating a transition to the late

climactic phase of the eruption (Criswell, 1987). Strong vertical (plinian) ejection at the

vent that had restarted b}'"1628 occurred immediately before a late peak eruption column

height of 19 Ian (Criswell, 1987; Harris et aI., 1981). The 1720 (plate 2.41) visible image

indicates a change back to a darker toned plume.

2.5 Plume Altitudes

The thermal method of determining plume top altitude at 0850 requires

comparison of satellite thermal IR instrument-perceived temperatures with radiosonde
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data (Table 2.2 and Figure 2.2) to extrapolate a unique height associated with a given

temperature. This method may present significant uncertainty, however, because of plume

undercooling (Woods and Self, 1992) and, as in the MSH case, the narrow range of

temperature change with altitude between 12 and 20 km in the radiosonde profile. Thus

the temperature of the plume top does not necessarily indicate a unique height. However,

because a significant shadow cast by the eruption plume is seen on the visible image at

0850 (plate 2.4a), I was able to use this to constrain estimates of plume top altitude.

Figure 2.4 shows the basic geometry used to calculate plume altitude knowing shadow

length, site location, and solar elevation angle. From a solar elevation angle of 32° at

0850, obtained from astronomical ephemeris data, I estimate plume I to be at 25.6 km

(rounded to 26 km) above a 0.5-km ground elevation. This corresponds closely with

classified satellite data estimates of 26 km for plume I at 0850. Thus the GOES image

most probably imaged plume I near the end of its ascent [classified satellite data indicate

that plume I continued to rise to approximately 27 km (Rice, 1981) after 0850]. From

radar data, Harris et al. (1981) observed that the plume exceeded the 24.5 km altitude

limit ofthe system at 0850 (Figure 2.1).

A shadow on the visible image at 0920 (plates 2.2a and 2.4b) is cast by plume I

onto a volcanically induced meteorological cloud deck with a top at approximately 8 km,

as determined by radiosonde temperature profile comparisons with thermal IR. images.

The solar elevation angle at 0920 is 37.2°, and the shadow method yields an altitude of

18.2 km above the cloud layer, indicatinga maximum altitude ofjust over 26 km. On this

image, plume I is probably near the beginningof its descent. The 0920 image also shows
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plume II casting a shadow onto plume I, indicating plume IT to be approximately 4.5 kIn

higher than plume I, yielding a maximum altitude ofabout 31 km. This value corresponds

well to estimates from other satellite data of 29-32 krn for plume IT (Rice, 1981). The

satellite estimates of altitude at 0920 and those ofRice (1981) are significantly higher than

those of 14 km estimated from radar (Figure 2.1), however. It is worth noting that

information from the radar system used by Harris et al. (1981) depends on several plume

parameters includingthe reflectivity factor, Z, which is equal to the summation of the sixth

power of the particle diameter for all the particles in a unit volume of target space. Co

ignimbrite plumes such as plumes I and II are primarily composed of fine-grained particles

and may be sufficiently diffuse in the atmosphere to become partially transparent to the

radar system. In addition, smaller particles, and possibly gases, could be separating from

rapidly descending larger particles or a discrete larger volume mass (see Chapter 4),

rendering the remaining mass per unit volume of ash too diffuse to be detected by the

radar but dense enough to cast a shadow. Thus the 14-kIn height determination from

radar may be of the Plinian column only.

The visible image at 0950 shows plume II with a diffuse shadow length of

approximately 28 km which translates to a descending plume top altitude of 26 krn. At

1020 the shadow length indicates a continued descent to an altitude of 20.9 km, The

plume continued its descent until 1050 as the shadow height indicates an altitude of 15.7

Ian at that time. The average rate of plume IT descent from 0950 to 1050 was 2.7 mis, but

this relatively rapid descent stopped by 1120 as the plume shadow at this time indicates an

altitude of 15.2 km. Bursik et al. (1992) note a transition from primarily gravitationally
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controlled spreading to wind advected movement of the plume at the time of the 1050

image which corresponds to the end of the relatively rapid plume I and II descent. Plume

altitudes and relative rates ofascent and descent determined from shadow length on visible

images and temperature comparisons of thermal IR images with radiosonde data are given

in Table 2.2. Because the maximum plume height as determined from shadow length is

probably representative of a descending plume IT at 0950 and 1020 and not a maintained

Plinian column, I assumed a plume height of the underlying Plinian column at these two

times to be the equivalent of the height at 1050 (-15.6 Ian), in general agreement with the

radar-detennined altitude.

2.6 Spreading of the MSH Plume

The >30 Ian maximum height attained near the beginning of the eruption at 0920

as a result of rising co-ignimbrite plumes I and IT marks the transition between rise and

descent of the umbrella plume. The initial sinking from a higher to lower altitude was

accompanied by much faster lateral velocities than those of the prevailing winds. This was

because the ash and gas mixture moved primarily as a laterally spreading intrusive gravity

current until its velocity fell below the wind speed, at which point the plume was advected

by the prevailing winds (Bursik et al., 1992). My calculations, based on the timing of the

observed plume rise and the first satellite image at 0850, suggest an initial lateral spreading

velocity of 60 mis, double the average over the entire satellite image sequence (Figure

2.5). I measured an average initialvelocity from both thermal IR and visible images of 60

mls over the first 13 minutes of plume movement. Earlier a value of250 km/h (69.4 mls)
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was estimated by Sarna-Wojcicki et al. (1981) from copies of the same images. The

discrepancy between the two results may be due to the way in which the satellite data

were analyzed. Sarna-Wojcicki et al. (1981, p. 578) reported the plume in the 0850 image

as an "ovoid lens about 80 km long in an east-west direction, 45 km wide in the north

south direction." The standard GOES image format is in a satellite projection which gives

the initial MSH plume the appearance of being ovoid. However, if the image is properly

navigated the plume dimensions are approximately 74 Ian by 74 Ian. Plate 2.1 compares a

satellite based projection and a Mercator projection of the same image from 0920. The

images shown in this paper have been remapped to a Mercator projection so that the

plumes appear closer to their "real" geometry.

The maximum rate of plume advance is by portions of the plume entrained in the

higher velocity regime at the tropopause. The forward velocity of the leading downwind

plume edge measured over the duration of the image sequence (plate 2.2b) shows an

initial velocity ofalmost 60 mls and an average velocity of29 mls on the visible images up

to 1720 (Table 2.3). The average value corresponds to the maximum wind velocities of

approximately 28-36 mls at the tropopause (10 to 12 Ian), as determined from

atmospheric wind profiles measured at the Salem, Oregon, airport and at Spokane,

Washington, on May 18, 1980 (Figure 2.3).

As shown above, visible images up to 1050 indicate eruption plumes at various

altitudes (layers ill-IV). The average velocity of the leading edge of layer IV is

approximately 31 mls from 0950 to 1050 (Table 2.3). During this same time period, layer

ill moved at an average rate of approximately 16 mls. Radar data indicate a maximum
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plume altitude at this time of approximately 14 krn (Figure 2.1) which corresponds to a

wind velocity from both Salem and Spokane radiosonde profiles (Figure 2.3) of

approximately 16 mis, in good agreement with the layer III velocity. A rate of 31 mls for

layer IV corresponds to an altitude of 10-12 km on radiosonde profiles, indicating that

layer IV was at or near the tropopause.

As the plumes descended from stratospheric heights, they began to be sheared

downwind as they passed into levels having higher wind velocities (Figure 2.3), resulting

in the lower portions moving at higher speeds than the upper parts. Therefore the satellite

detected not only the plume top, as in the earliest image, but also the frontal portion of the

sheared plume, that is, the part in the highest wind velocity regime near the tropopause.

As a result, it can be expected that the maximum velocity of the continuously fed plume

should be close to the velocity of the maximum winds, approximately 28-36 mls (Figure

2.3). Carey and Sigurdsson (1982) performed a linear regression on the wind profile data

for Salem, Oregon, and found a 31-mls maximum velocity at the tropopause. Both values

agree in general with the measurement of 29 mls for the average plume velocity,

particularly when considering that the initial plume(s) were injected to altitudes above the

tropopause and require time to descend to the altitude ofmaximum wind velocity.

2.7 Thermal Analysis

A series of thermally calibrated and mapped images of the plume top was used to

examine the change in thermal characteristics of the upper surface over time. The range of

digital data numbers and temperatures with their corresponding color representations are
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shown in Table 2.4. The coldest temperature detected was -65°C on the first image at

0850 (plate 2.4a). There is no radiosonde measurement that shows a temperature value

that is this cold (Figure 2.2), therefore this image displays the undercooled portion of

plume I resulting from decompression of the quickly rising gas and ash plume, as

described in Woods and Self (1992). In addition, the cold portion of the plume represents

the top of the rising column estimated to be at approximately 26 km at 0850 (Figure 2.1).

The radiosonde profiles at this altitude suggest a temperature of approximately -SO°C, so

that an undercooling of 15°C is indicated.

Plume top temperatures measured from thermal IR images along the downwind

axis of the proximal (upwind) region of the plume are plotted against the downwind

distance from the vent. The 0850 plot shows a wide range of temperature values from a

low of -64°C to a high of -47°C (Figure 2.6a), the low being the undercooled portion of

the top of plume I. The warmer area at -47°C represents the emergent and still rapidly

ascending [40 mls (Rice, 1981)] co-ignimbrite plume IT at analtitude of approximately 23

km. It is significantly to the east ofplume I and located approximately 30 km downwind.

The altitude of plume IT at 0920 is approximately 31 Ian, as indicated by both

GOES (Figure 2.1) and classified satellite data (Rice, 1981). The temperature profile at

0920 (Figure 2.6a) indicates that plume IT (now at -SSOC) has moved little in half an hour,

which corresponds to the low wind velocity (-2 mls) indicated for plume IT altitudes

(Figure 2.3). The 0920 temperature profile shows that plume I warmed by 9°C to -S6°C

while plume IT cooled by 8°C to approximately -55°C. A radiosonde temperature of 

50°C is indicated at the altitude determined for plume I at 0920 (26 km), indicating that
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plume I is still 6°e colder than ambient and has warmed by -9°e from the maximum

undercooling of -65°C in the 0850 image. Atmospheric temperature profiles register

approximately -40oe at 31 km (Figure 2.2), indicating an undercooling relative to ambient

of 15°C for plume IT at 0920.

Slopes of the downwind thermal plume top profiles (Figures 2.6a-2.6c) reveal a

general trend in the proximal region. The temperatures at 0850 and 0920 and 1220 to

1550 are high near the volcano and drop rapidly downwind, while those from 0950 to

1150 and 1620 to 1720 fall less rapidly with distance from the vent. At 1215, several

sources (discussed above) indicate that the eruption plume began to be dominated by the

rise of a co-ignimbrite plume. This phase lasted until about 1630, when a final return to

Plinian activity was noted. The thermal profiles (Figures 2.6a-2.6c) correlate well with

this sequence of activity, showing steeper slopes at times when primarily co-ignimbrite or

blast column rise was taking place (0830 to 0900 and 1215 to 1630) and shallower slopes

during periods of mostly Plinian activity (0900 to 1215 and 1630 to 1715). The profiles

also show the proximal initial Plinian plume top temperatures to progressively warm up to

the beginning of co-ignimbrite activity, thereby causing progressively steeper profiles

(Figure 2.5b). Figure 2.6c shows the equivalent cooling progression in initial proximal

temperatures for co-ignimbrite columns preceding Plinian activity, thereby leading to

profiles with a shallower slope.

I am uncertain of the cause of this effect but speculate that the rapid change in

temperature may be induced by differences in plume spreading or density and particle size.

The rising blast and co-ignimbrite plume tops may be more diffuse and have finer particle
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sizes allowing them to cool to ambient more quickly, or they may spread differently than

do the Plinian columns, producing steeper slopes in the temperature profiles. The error in

the calibrated temperature of the thermal IR data may be as much as 2°C to 4°C (Gibson,

1984), which is close to the small changes in the trends of some of the temperature

profiles. However, this error is applicable to the instrument during a broad time period

and the trends in this data are occurring at intervals of 30 min. Considering temperature

trends in the profiles occur relative to each other in a sequence of temporally confined

images, errors in relative change of the temperature profiles should be significantly less

than those reported for general individual measurements.

2.8 Reflectance Changes in Visible Images

Digital data for the GOES visible images express reflectance as relative brightness

in data numbers ranging from 0 to 255, with 0 being darkest and 255 brightest. MSH

plumes imaged at the times when Plinian activity was occurring have data numbers

generally <124, while plumes emitted during times when co-ignimbrite ashes were

produced have data numbers generally ~124. Plate 2.4g illustrates the difference in data

numbers of the relatively dark Plinian plume and the newly emerging and lighter colored

co-ignimbrite plume. The changes in brightness of the plumes as observed in the visible

satellite images are the result of a change in reflectance, caused by one or more of the

following: (1) particle size and shape, (2) compositional changes of ash and gas, and (3)

changes in the solar elevation and azimuth relative to the plume and satellite.
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I argue that changes in the dominant grain size and, to a much lesser extent,

composition or components of the erupted pyroclastics are significant enough to cause the

changes in reflectance observed in the visible images. As particle size decreases, the

surface area to volume ratio for a singleparticle increases and the mean optical path length

traversed through grains decreases causing reflectance to increase. As a result, smaller

particle sizes give a higher reflectance in the visible portion of the spectrum. Co

ignimbrite ash is selectively fine grained (-40 11m) as a result of its being entrained by gas

with a low initial upward velocity when lifting off pyroclastic flows (Woods and Wohletz,

1991) and has a significantly smaller average grain size, and perhaps better sorting, than

ejecta transported upward in a vigorous Plinian column. Studies of fall deposits show that

fine ash layers result from co-ignimbrite or blast phases of the eruption and coarser layers

result from Plinian activity (Sarna-Wojcicki et al., 1981; Waitt and Dzurisin, 1981).

Alternatively, Criswell (1987) correlated the more lithic-rich ash deposits with tonal

darkening in the column and the more pumiceous deposits with lighter toned eruption

columns, but how this might relate to reflectance of the plume as imaged by the weather

satelliteis unclear.

The solar elevation angle can affect the reflectance of the surface of the plume top

to the satellite sensor according to the slope toward or away from the Sun. Satellite

viewing geometry is also important but less so temporally because the instrument is in a

static position and the viewing effects should be consistent. Plume surfaces sloping

toward the direction of the Sun should produce higher data numbers whereas those

sloping away from the Sun should produce low values. The images for MSH cover most
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of the day on May 18 and therefore represent significant changes in Sun angle. However,

these changes do not seem to strongly influence the brightness values of the top surface of

the plume, as these varied in the morning and evening (low Sun angle) and also during

midday (high Sun angle). Furthermore, changes in brightness values occurred

contemporaneously with changes in eruptive character between Plinian and co-ignimbrite

styles reported by ground observations.

The initial compositions of all of the eruption columns and plumes probably

involve a large quantity of water both from the erupted material and condensed moisture

from the atmosphere. This shows up in nearly all the images as a highly reflective region

over the column that dissipates as the plume spreads. As the plume is carried downwind,

ice crystal growth and fallout, evaporation, and diffusion cause the water to become less

important to the reflectivity than the ash. Plumes from several other eruptions such as EI

Chich6n 1982 and Augustine 1986 (Holasek and Rose, 1991) show a similar high

reflectance in proximal areas when observed on visible wavelength satellite images.

2.9 Volume of Tephra Erupted

Eruption rates and therefore erupted volumes can be estimated from the plume

altitudes obtained by analysis of the GOES satellite data from the beginning of the

eruption until 1650, and from the radar data of Harris et aI. (1981) from 1800 until 2200

on May 18, 1980. The initial plumes I and II were likely the result of an instantaneous

event (Sparks et al., 1986) rather than a maintained column. Treating the rest of the

eruptive sequence as a continuous eruption column and integrating over the altitude range
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in Figure 2.1, with a -2 km correction factor for average column starting altitudeand using

the plume rise equations of Morton et al. (1956) as in Wilson et al. (1978) yields an

average eruption rate of 1.4 x 104 m' S·l from 0950 to 1650 and approximately 0.2 krrr'

dense rock equivalent (DRE) total erupted volume of tephra. Sarna-Wojcicki et al. (1981)

estimated a minimum fallout volume of 0.2-0.25 krrr' DRE from MSH on May 18 by

direct measurement inside the 0.5-mm isopach, while Rose and Hoffinan (1982) suggest

that as much as 75% of the air fall volume is outside the 0.5-mm isopach and estimate a

total tephra fallout of just under 0.5 km'. The values for erupted volume obtained by

applying plume rise equations to the satellite data-determined plume heights are minimum

valuesand are in general agreement withthe independently derived ground values above.

2.10 Discussion

Eruption column heights can be determined from satellite data by several methods

(Glaze et aI., 1989). GOES visible images of the MSH eruption plumes allowed the

shadow method to be used to calculate maximum plume altitudes of 26 Ian on the 0850

image and 31 km on the 0920 image, in good agreement with altitudes determined from

classified satellite information (Rice, 1981). Shadow-determined altitudes agree with

radar altitudes after 1100, but radar values prior to this seem low as the radar system had

a 25.5-km height limit and may not have been capable of detecting the initial descending

plumes I and II because of low particle concentrations. The slightly lower (-1 km) but

consistent altitude values from radar in the afternoon (Figure 2.1) may also be the result of

the inability of the radar to detect a diffuse upper portion of the plume.
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Thermal IR images at 0850 and 0920 indicate plume top temperatures of rising

columns that were colder than any reported in the radiosonde profile, indicating

undercooling of -15°e due to decompression of the rapidly rising volcanic ejecta and

entrained air. Over the proximal regions of the plume (top of eruption column), plume

temperature is not necessarily the same as the ambient temperature because of

undercooling. This can lead to incorrect estimates of plume top altitude based on

comparisons with radiosonde temperature data (Woods and Self, 1992). Plume I was

observed to warm -9°e but still be 6°e colder than ambient between 0850 and 0920,

reaching ambient temperatures by 0950. This indicates that the undercooled plumes

equilibrated to ambient temperatures in a period of 30-60 min. After this period the

downwind MSH plume had achieved the temperature of the atmosphere in the 12-to 17

km range, and thus a plume temperature determination made on it and compared with the

atmospheric temperature profile would give a more reasonable estimate of its altitude.

This may be applicable to other volcanic plumes and presents a way of avoiding the

problems introduced by undercooling; instrument-perceived plume top temperatures

determined by satellite may be used to pinpoint plume altitudes if the plume segment is

more than 1 hour old. However, as undercooled plumes sink as they are advected

downwind, heights determined from plumes z 1 hour old will not be maximum altitudes.

In the May 18 MSH event, only the opening co-ignimbrite-like eruption columns (I

and II) significantly penetrated into the stratosphere, reaching a maximum of about 30 km.

GOES data help to constrain the interval during which this plume subsided and indicate

that midlevel stratospheric injection of ash and gas occurred only for about 0.5 to 1 hour
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in the early part of the eruption. For the remainder of the May 18 eruption, plume tops

were confined to the lower stratosphere (-17 Ian) until a brief period late in the eruption

(Figure 2.1). This was perhaps an additional reason, besides the apparently low sulfur

content of the magma (Devine et aI., 1984), why there was little sulfate aerosol generation

and atmospheric impact from the MSH eruption (Robock, 1981). Due to the atmospheric

structure and circulation at the time (Danielsen, 1981), perhaps little of the sulfur gases

released became involved in stratospheric circulation.

Measurements of the initial horizontal movement of the plume indicate a velocity

greater than that of the maximum winds at any altitude and therefore corroborate the

findings of Bursik et al. (1992) that the plume initially spread as a gravitationally driven

current before becoming advected in the wind field. The average downwind horizontal

velocity of the plume fronts through the entire sequence of images is 29 mis, a value that

is near the maximum wind velocity at the tropopause of 28-36 mls. The average

horizontal velocity of the portions of the plume at higher altitudes would be lower in the

absence of initial gravitational movement, as the column rose to levels well above the

tropopause, where the wind velocity was significantly lower and the plume descended into

higher wind velocity regions only as it subsided toward the tropopause.

Visible wavelength satellite data document the change in eruptive style from the

darker toned initial blast plume and lighter toned co-ignimbrite plume in the 0850 image to

the beginnings of a darker toned Plinian plume in images from 0920 to 1150. The 1220

image shows the return to co-ignimbrite column rise with a light toned, elongate ash

plume that persists until after 1620, at which time the plume begins to darken again,
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corresponding to a reversion to Plinian activity by 1650. The initial combination of darker

and lighter toned areas of the plume within the same visible images in the sequence

starting at 1450 is probably the result of both pyroclastic flows producing co-ignimbrite

columns and the Plinian column occurring simultaneously, as observed from the ground

(Criswell, 1987; Rosenbaum and Waitt, 1981). I speculate that the lighter colored tones

observed in the visible satellite images are the result of higher reflectance produced by the

selectively small grain size of ash elutriated from the pyroclastic flows to form co

ignimbrite columns.

Digital data for MSH indicate a data number (DN) of approximately 124 as the

approximate cutoff in visible images delineating the above change in eruptive style, with

DN values <124 characterizing Plinian phases of the eruption and values ~124

characterizing co-ignimbrite activity (plates 2.4g-l). Because the visible data are

uncalibrated raw relative brightness levels, however, the approximate DN of 124 may not

be a discriminating value for other eruption plumes. I hope to test this hypothesis for

other eruptions observed with GOES and other visible wavelength satellite-borne sensors.

2.11 Conclusions

The opening phase of the May 18, 1980, Mount St. Helens eruption featured a

large co-ignimbrite-like eruption column lifting off the blast flow, which was formed of

several individual rising columns (Rice, 1981; Sparks et aI., 1986), as documented on

GOES images. A maximum height ofabout 30 km is determined on the 0920 image at the

top ofa second, overshooting co-ignimbrite column (plume II), by using the dimensions of
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shadows cast by the plume. These columns rose and spread as isolated volcanic thermals

rather than continuously fed systems to form plumes that became undercooled as a result

of adiabatic expansion in the middle stratosphere. Plume I, derived from the first major

high altitude column, was observed to warm -9°C and still be 6°C colder than the ambient

atmosphere between 0850 and 0920, reaching ambient temperatures by 0950. This

indicates that the undercooled plumes equilibrated to ambient temperatures in a period of

30-60 minutes, by which time they had subsided to an maximum elevation of about 17 km.

Determining plume heights with thermal IR. data-derived temperatures may be problematic

unless a strong inflection in the atmospheric temperature profile occurs at the tropopause,

otherwise it may not be possible to obtain a unique ambient atmospheric height for a given

plume temperature. The plume height may be resolved in cases where there is a significant

difference in the directions between upper tropospheric and lower stratospheric winds, the

plume spreading direction being simply resolved from the satellite images.

At MSH, initial plume spreading occurred as a gravity current in both downwind

as well as cross-wind spread recognized by Bursik et al. (1992) before becoming advected

in the wind field. The average downwind plume velocity of 29 mls reflects the movement

of the leading edge of the plume in the region of maximumatmospheric wind speeds at or

near the tropopause. Comparisons of the chronology of the dispersal and characteristics

of the May 18 plume determined from thermal IR. and visible satellite data, and

corroborated by ground-based observations of plume development compiled by several

workers, indicate that the same events can be distinguished. The GOES visible data

delineate co-ignimbrite (DN> 124) and Plinian (DN < 124) plumes as a function of their
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relative reflectance. Downwind thermal profiles of the proximal plume top indicate rapid

changes associated with co-ignimbrite plumes and less-rapid variations with Plinian

activity. The rapid variations, the result of quicker changes to colder plume top

temperatures over a given distance, indicate that the co-ignimbrite plumes cool more

quickly than Plinian columns, possibly as a result of differences in spreading rates or

particle size and plume density. Thus visible and thermal IR satellite images can be used

to document changes in plume type and hence eruptive style (Plinian versus co-ignimbrite)

at MSH on May 18. Further testing of this technique on other eruptions is warranted.

In this period before the launch of satellite-based global monitoring systems such

as the NASA Earth Observing System, weather satellites provide the most fruitful method

for remote monitoring of large-scale phenomena of explosive volcanism. This study has

demonstrated some of the uses and limitations of remote analysis of explosive eruption

columns and plumes by the GOES weather satellite, which gives images at O.5-hr intervals

but at relatively low spatial resolution. Other satellites such as advanced very high

resolution radiometer (AVHRR) do not provide the high frequency of observations but

give better spatial and spectral resolution and can be used for more detailed analysis of

"snapshots" of eruption plumes, particularly at polar latitudes where the GOES has a very

oblique viewing angle. Distinction of eruption style using criteria such as reflectance

values should be explored using AVHRR images. However, for eruption column height,

transport direction of plumes, and other such large-scale phenomena, GOES provides a

unique and detailed picture ofvolcanic plumes that are difficult to study otherwise.
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Table 2.1. Chronology of events at MSH.

Number TimeLT Event

0950
1020
1050
1120
1150
1215
1220
1250
1320
1350
1420
1450

0920

0900

0832
0837
0850

5

4

1
2
3

landslide, 5+ magnitude earthquake, lateral blast and beginningofblast flowa
start ofblastflowplume rise a
first GOES visible image indicates plume I at 26.1 km altitude

GOES thermal IR image indicates 15°C undercooling in plumeI
militarysatellite data indicateplume I at 24-27 km altitudeb

militaIysatellite data indicateplume ITat 29-32 km altitudeb
radar indicates plume heightjust over 15 km C

start ofPlinianphase of eruption d
secondGOES imageindicates30.75-kIn maximum plume ITaltitude

GOES thermal IR image indicates 15°C undercooling in plumeII
Plinian column established d

GOES image
GOES image
GOESimage
GOES imageshows plumesheeredto the southas it descends below tropopause
GOES image
changefromPlinian to co-ignimbrite activity d. e
appearance of light-toned (co-ignimbrite) plume in visible GOES image
GOESimage
GOES image
GOES image
GOESimage
GOESimage

both co-ignimbrite and Plinian columnsoccurring contemporaneously d.f
18 1511 eruptionintensity increased.f
19 1520 GOES image
20 1550 GOES image
21 1620 GOES image
22 1630 verticalPliniancolumnreestablished
23 1650 visibleGOES imageshowschange back to darker-toned (plinian)plume
24 1720 GOESimage

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Numbers and their corresponding timesand eventsare representedon the time lineon Figure2.1.
a Sparkset al. (1986).
b Rice (1981).
C Harris et al. (1981).
d Criswell (1987).
e Careyet al. (1990).
f Rosenbaum and Waitt (1981).

..
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Table 2.2. MSH plume altitudes from GOES visible and thermal IR. data.

41 32.00 0 12 26.12 + 33.49 d
30 37.17 8 11-22 30.75 - 2.57
28 42.21 0 21-27 25.90 - 2.69
19 47.07 0 21-27 20.93 - 2.76
12 51.64 0 21-27 15.67 - 2.92
10 55.78 0 11-22 15.21 - 0.26
9 59.28 0 11-22 15.65 + 0.24

10 61.87 0 11-22 19.21 + 1.98
8 63.25 0 11-22 16.37 -1.58
8 63.27 0 11-22 16.39 + 0.01
8 61.88 0 11-22 15.47 - 0.51
9 59.32 0 11-22 15.67 + 0.11
5 55.83 10 11-22 17.37 + 0.94
5 51.70 10 11-22 16.33 - 0.58
6 47.15 10 11-22 16.47 + 0.08

10 42.28 10 11-22 19.10 + 1.46
9 37.25 10 11-22 16.84 - 1.26

Time Cumulative Solar Cloud Deck Altitude From Maximum Rate of
LT Shadow Elevation Altitude,a IR Images,b Plume Altitude,C AscentJDescent,

Length, km Angle, Deg km km km m/s
0850
0920
0950
1020
1050
1120
1150
1220
1250
1320
1350
1420
1450
1520
1550
1620
1650

Cloud deck heights and corresponding plume altitude ranges are from thermal IR. images and
radiosonde temperature profile data. Ascent/descent rates after 1050 are within the 2-km confidence level
on plume altitude determinations but are included as measured.

a All altitudes calculated without a cloud deck have a ground elevation correction factor of 0.5 km
added to get maximum plume altitude.

b Altitudes were determined by temperature comparisons of thermal IR.images and radiosonde profiles.
C Maximum altitudes determined from proximal area of plume. Confidence level for shadow-altitude

measurement ±2 km.
d The rising co-ignimbrite plume started at approximately 0837 as observed from photographic studies

(Sparks et al, 1986) which gives only 13 minutes to the time of the first GOES image at 0850.

..
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Time
LT

Table 2.3. MSH leading edge plume velocity.

Upwind 6.Downwind Width Downwind
Distance,a Distance, km velocity,

km km mls

Transverse
velocity,

mls
0850 28 46.5 74 59.626

0920 32 58 121 32.22
0950 28 43 162 26.67
1020 24 43 182 26.67
1050 15 50 192 27.78
1120 13 61 33.89
1150 14 62 34.44
1220 19 56 31.11
1250 12 50 27.78
1320 9 46 25.56
1350 12 55 30.56
1420 12 52 28.89
1450 6 53 29.44
1520 8 46 25.56
1550 13 51 28.33
1620 12 50 27.78
1650 12 . 50 27.78
1720 14 53 29.44

59.62
26.11
22.78
11.11
5.56

The change in downwind distance relates the westward rate of advance of the leading edge of the ash
plume. Transversevelocity relates the rate of plume expansion in a north-south direction. The average
downwindvelocity(29.10 mls) wascalculated without the initial value of 59.62 mls. Including this value
raises the average to 30.75 mls. Confidencelevels for velocityare ±2 mls.

a The upwind distance relates the distance from the position of the eastern edge of the plume to the
apgarent rising center of the plume.

The rising co-ignimbrite plume started at approximately0837 as observedfrom photographic studies
(Sparks et al., 1986) which gives only 13 minutes to the time of the first GOES image at 0850.
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Table 2.4. MSH thermal IRlevel slicing data.

DNRange
Minimum Maximum

210 255
205 209
200 204
195 199
190 194
185 189
180 184
174 179
164 173
154 163
144 153
134 143

Temperature Range.X'
Minimum Maximum

-1l0.2 -65.2
-64.2 -60.2
-59.2 -55.2
-54.2 -50.2
-49.2 -45.2
-44.2 -40.2
-39.2 -35.2
-34.2 -30.2
-29.7 -25.2
-24.7 -20.2
-19.7 -15.2
-14.7 -10.2
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Isopleth
Color
white
blue
navy
cyan

avocado
green
yellow
orange
pink

maroon
khaki
gray
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c = solar elevation angle
d = shadow length
h = plume height

d

h = [tan(cr)(d)]
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Figure 2.5. Velocity profile measured from the spreading plume front in the GOES visible
images. Note the initial gravitational spreading rate (60 m/s) is significantly higher than
the average wind adveeted movement of the plume of29 mls (see Table 2.3). The vertical
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Thermal Plume Profile: MSH 18 May 1980
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Figure 2.6. Thermal profiles along the center proximal region of the plwne(s) showing (a)
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Thermal Plume Profile: MSH 18 May 1980
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Figure 2.6. (Continued) (c) Thermal profiles along the center proximal region of the
plume(s) showing the trend for the profiles to reach a colder temperature over a shorter
distance during co-ignimbrite eruptive activity (steep slopes).
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Plate 2.1. GOES visible images ofMSH at 0920. These were formed at the same time
but (a) is in a Mercator projection and (b) is in a "standard" satellite projection. These
images illustrate the confusion that can result if data are not properly navigated. The
volcanic plume appears elongate in the satellite projection (b) but is actually round as
displayed in the Mercator projection (a).
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Plate 2.2. (a) GOES visible image of MSH plume at 0920 showing four individual
plumes. Layers ill and IV are relatively dark toned while plumes I and TI appear lighter.
The red "x" indicated the location of the vent which is clearly to the south of the rising
center for plumes I and TI. Also shown is a meteorological skirt cloud that has formed
around the column as a result of the rising volcanic current. (b) Plume spreading
geometry measured from GOES visible images between 0850 and 1720 on May 18, 1980.
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Plate 2.3. Sequence of 12 GOES thermal IR images (a-I) showing the variation in plume
top temperature over time. The colors relate to temperature levels as indicated in the
lower right comer ofeach image and also listed in Table 2.4.
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Plate 2.4. Sequence of 12 GOES visible images (a-I) showing the evolution of the MSH
plume. Note the changes in the relative brightness over time due to the changes in the
eruptive character as indicated in the text; (g-l) have DN 124 colored yellow to help
delineate the boundary between the dark toned Plinian plume and lighter toned co
ignimbrite plume.
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CHAPTER 3

Weather Satellite Observations and Interpretation of the 1991

Mount Pinatubo Eruption

3.1 Abstract

I demonstrate the use ofhourly Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) and

NOAA polar orbiting Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite

images of the June 1991 Mount Pinatubo volcanic eruption plumes in providing details of

the timing, dynamics and changing character of this major explosive eruption. Satellite

images provide the only effective means of examining the series of large, stratospheric

level, eruption plumes produced from the 1991 eruption of Pinatubo. I examined -100

weather satellite images of the Pinatubo volcanic plumes with the aim of determining how

much quantitative information about the timing and characteristics of eruptive events and

eruption plume dynamics can be obtained.

I determined the chronology of eruptive plume events at Pinatubo which

culminated in a 9.5 hour-long climactic phase on 15 June. Using visible and thermal IR

satellite data, compared with ancillary information, I determined Plinian versus co

ignimbrite eruptive styles, maximum column altitudes of 40 krn and column-top

undercooling in excess of 55°C. Because eruption column altitudes are a function of

thermal energy flux at the vent, I was able to calculate eruption rates based on maximum

column altitudes and therefore estimated a total volume of erupted tephra on 12-16 June
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of -5.5 km' DRE (Dense Rock Equivalent). Incorporating additional ground-based radar

data on plume altitudes from many small eruptive events for the period after 16 June

through late September 1991, I estimated -6.1 km" total volume of tephra erupted which

is supported by ground based estimates oftephra volume.

AVHRR multi-spectral thermal infrared data was used to Improve the

discrimination of volcanic plumes versus meteorological clouds using a thermal

differencing algorithm. This algorithm is based on identification of areas where the

brightness temperature difference, T4 (10.8 urn) - Ts (11.9 urn), is negative in volcanic

plumes and positive in water/ice clouds. I show that, although the algorithm works for

some images, it does not work for all data. Identifying volcanic plumes from other

features in satellite data are of particular concern for the mitigation of hazards to aircraft

and the utility of the algorithm has been demonstrated for the Pinatubo case. I also show

secondary explosions in the Pinatubo ignimbrite which produced plumes for months after

the June eruption, several ofwhich reached stratospheric (16.5+ km) altitudes.

The climactic eruption plume on 15 June is the largest ever recorded with satellite

data, reaching 550 km in diameter (>230,000 krrr') in just over 3 hours and attaining

-1100 km in diameter (>900,000 km2
) 8 hours after the onset of the eruption. Analysis of

the spreading umbrella plume at Mt. Pinatubo during the climactic eruption suggests that

over the first 4-5 hours the plume spread laterally as a gravitational intrusion before

becoming advected in the ambient winds. I compared the rate of plume growth and

expansion to a model of a radially symmetric, continuously fed intrusion to describe the

motion. The rate ofplume growth shows very good agreement with this simple model for
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the first 4-5 hours. The utility of satellite data in observing large, explosive volcanic

eruptions has been demonstrated. Reliable data on altitude and dispersal characteristics of

eruption plumes is critical for hazard mitigation, determining the level of stratospheric

injection ofaerosol-forming gases and particles, and to corroborate models of volcanic ash

and gas dispersal.

3.2 Introduction

After weeks of precursory activity, Mount Pinatubo (N15°.07', E120°.20') on

Luzon, the main island in the Philippines, produced one ofthis century's greatest explosive

eruptions on 12-16 June 1991. The resulting volcanic eruption plumes yielded the largest

stratospheric S02 plume ever observed by modern instruments, and caused the greatest

stratospheric aerosol event since Krakatau, 1883. The eruption displayed a common

characteristic pattern of increasing spasmodic activity leading up to a sustained maximum

event then diminishing to quiescence. By far the largest volume of ejecta (-80% of the

total), the highest eruption columns (40 km), the maximum column top undercooling (55°

C), and the longest duration of stratospheric injection occurred during the 9.5 hours of

more-or-less continuous high-output activity from about 1330 to about 2300 on 15 June

[all times and dates given are Philippine Daylight Time (PDT) unless otherwise stated].

This climactic phase produced a 2 Ian diameter summit caldera, generated voluminous

pyroclastic flows, and sent a Plinian ash and gas columnto stratospheric altitudes (Scott et

al., 1995).
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Stratospheric sulfate aerosols generated by the Pinatubo eruption plume have had a

far-reaching impact on the Earth's radiation budget, atmospheric and surface temperatures,

regional weather patterns, and atmospheric chemistry and optical properties, including

environmentally important atmospheric effects such as global ozone depletion (Dutton and

Christy, 1992; Hansen et al., 1993; Sato et al., 1993; Self et al., 1995; McCormick et al.,

1995). In order to better model the effects produced by volcanic aerosols it is important

to understand the mechanisms responsible for injecting aerosol producing material to

stratospheric altitudes. Of particular interest to volcanologists and atmospheric scientists

is the altitude and duration attained by eruption plumes as indicators of atmospheric

injection levels and the quantities of ash and gas and dynamic conditions necessary for

plumes to reach these altitudes.

Due to poor weather, hazardous ash-laden lower atmospheric conditions, and the

magnitude of the event, many aspects of the 1991 eruption ofPinatubo volcano could not

be observed or documented from the ground, whereas weather satellites provided a

valuable synoptic view and useful information (Tokuno, 1991a; Tokuno, 1991b; Potts,

1993; Koyaguchi and Tokuno, 1993; Holasek et al., 1995). Satellites can be used to make

many qualitative and quantitative observations of erupting volcanoes that cannot be made

in situ because of the frequent lack of trained personnel in the area, geographical or

political remoteness of many volcanoes, hazards associated with making volcanological

observations from the ground, and inabilityto attain a synoptic view in 24 hour all weather

conditions. Weather satellites provide frequent coverage and day or night imaging

capabilities that are well suited to eruption plume studies (see Chapter 2).
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In this paper I discuss the importance of satellite remote sensing to volcanic

eruption plume studies from Pinatubo and their importance in understanding the sequence

ofvolcanic events, dynamics, hazards, and for providing information on the ultimate cause

ofvolcanically induced climate change. I first discuss the satellite data, then how it is used

to monitor characteristics and changes of the Pinatubo eruption plumes. Next I discuss

the two different methods for determining maximum column top altitudes and the

importance of this information. I then show the utility of plume identification using a

thermal differencing algorithm followed by a discussion of the dynamic conditions in the

gravitationally intruding climactic umbrella plume of 15 June. Finally, I discuss

applications of the interpretations, including making estimates of tephra volume based on

maximum column heights and hazards posed to aircraft from both drifting volcanic plumes

resulting during the eruption and from secondary explosions in the ignimbrite that occur

for months to years after the eruption.

3.3 Satellite Instruments and Data Manipulation

In this study, a time series of the Geostationary Meteorological Satellite Himawari

4 (GMS-4) and selected National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiation (AVHRR) archived digital satellite data were

used. I examined 31 visible and 55 thermal IR GMS-4 images taken hourly on 14-16 June

and scenes from the NOAA 10 and 11 satellites taken during this time and for several

months after the June 1991 eruption, during which minor venting and secondary explosion

plumes were observed.
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3.3.1 GMS Instrument

The hourly data used in this study were gathered with a two channel GMS

instrument called VISSR (Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer) which contains a

visible channel (0.5 - 0.75 J,1m) for high resolution daytime imaging and a thermal IR.

channel (10.5 - 12.5 urn) to allow day and night imaging. GMS visible data is digitized

into 64 levels (6 bits) at a nominal resolution of 1.25 km and the thermal IR. data is

digitized into 256 levels (8 bits) at a nominal resolution of 5.0 Ian. Due to the amount of

time that the GMS satellite scan takes, the time of image acquisition over Pinatubo (N15°

.07', E120°.20') is approximately 10 minutes after the start of the scan. Therefore, in this

work 10 minutes are added to the image start times to obtain a more accurate estimate of

when the data were gathered over the Pinatubo area. The header data, and therefore

default annotation provided in the small print at the bottom of the imagesby the computer

image processing software on the GMS images, record the start time of image acquisition

and therefore do not represent the time data were gathered over Pinatubo as accurately as

the adjusted times. The confidence level for the timing is approximately ±1 minute,

however, timing errors after the first image are less significant to measurements of

sustained features between images because consecutive image times for the same general

location are considered relative to each other and the data gathering times should be

approximately equal.
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3.3.2 NOAA Instrument

The NOAA polar-orbiting satellite instrument used in this study is the AVHRR

which gathers data in five spectral bands (visible and thermal IR) and provides coverage

twice a day by each satellite at equatorial latitudes. AVHRR data are available at full

resolution as local area coverage (LAC) with 1.1 Ian nominal resolution, and as global

area coverage (GAC) with 4.4 Ian nominal resolution. The AVHRR, therefore, offered

the advantages of higher spectral and, generally, spatial resolution, while the GMS offered

the advantage ofhigher temporal resolution. Additional information on both the GMS and

AVHRR instruments are given in appendix A.

3.3.3 Data Manipulation andErrors

Image and graphical analysis were performed on UNIX-based workstations with

McIDAS, Terascan and IDL software, allowing image navigation to be used to correct for

the geometric effects of satellite views of the Earth's curved surface. One effect not

corrected for in image navigation is the displacement of features at altitude. The GMS

satellite sub-point is on the equator at 1400 E longitude. The instrument makes an angle

of -2.6° N and -3.4° W with the normal to the Earth's surface at Pinatubo. As a result,

features at altitude will be displaced northward and westward by tan (latitude or longitude

+ satellite angle to feature) which translates into a ground level northward displacement of

-32% and a westward displacement of-43% of the altitude of a feature above sea level at

Pinatubo. As the AVHRR instrument has a polar orbit, the angular effects on features at

altitude is more complex and varies with the individual NOAA spacecraft position.
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Understanding the geometric relationships of the satellite instruments with volcanic

plumes is important because many of the plumes are at stratospheric levels (>16.5 km)

resulting in significant relative displacements for a given map projection.

Calibration of GMS visible and thermal IR data is performed by the Japanese

Meteorological Agency. Errors in the thermal infrared sensor are -0.5°C at 27°C

increasing to -1.5°C at -53°C. AVHRR data (visible and thermal IR) are calibrated using

the parameters in the procedure by Kidwell (1991). Generally, the accuracy of these

temperatures is also limited to ±O.5°C but errors as great as 3°C can arise from the non

linear response of the detectors (Weinreb et al., 1990). The thermal IR data were first

thermally mapped and set to a pre-determined color table (level slicing) before

measurements were made.

Based on varying solar elevation angle and the resolution of the data, errors for

GMS visible shadow determined plume altitudes range from -0.8 to 4 Ian. Shadow

lengths, and the edge of the plume, were determined from DN values in the GMS data.

Typical DN values for shadows are < 40 while other features (plume, ground, etc.) have

DN values significantlyhigher (> 90). Boundaries were assumed to be accurate to 1 pixel.

Given the 1.25 Ian nominal resolution, and the oblique EIW geometry associated with the

mid to late afternoon observations of June 15, this results in a pixel elongation of -0.4 km

which translates to a vertical plume error range of 0.8 to 4.0 km. At earlier times during

the day, the lower solar elevation angle causes a much longer shadow and measurements

of the shadow length (d in figure 2.4) become more accurate than at higher solar elevation

angles, allowing a more accurate determination of altitude error. The effect of varying
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error in visible altitude determinations based on the time of the day is partly shown in

Figure 3.1, but more clearly demonstrated in Figure 2.1. The geometry of the plume,

particularly the edge of the plume, can have an effect on the error. Because the geometry

of the plume edge is unknown, plume edges are assumed to be square. Qualitatively,

lower solar elevation angles also give an improved location of the top of the plume edge,

while a high solar elevation angle will give greater errors of the plume edge when

observing non-square edges. In either case, the effect of varying plume edge topography

is to cause underestimates ofplume altitude.

Errors in plume altitudes, Z, from thermal IR data are related to the difference in

apparent temperatures from the background surface, Ts, and the plume surface, Tp, the

lapse rate in the stratosphere, r, and the emissivity, G, ofthe plume surface by

= _ (B(Tp ) _ B(Ts ».18 (dB) -1

r dT

(3.1)

For a typical plume top temperature of -60°C and a lapse rate calculated from NMC

stratospheric temperature data of 2.4°C/km, the change in altitude as a function of the

change in emissivity from unity is 13 A8. Assuming the optical depth of the plume is > 1,

in agreement with the highly opaque nature of the proximal plumes I am studying, and

making a conservative estimate of 0.9 for the emissivity of the plume top, the change in

altitude (error) that would result is ±1.3 km. Errors of this range are small compared with

the typical plume altitudes determined in this study.
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3.4 Satellite Plume Chronology

i \ccurate observations of the volcanic eruption plumes at Pinatubo were not

possible from the ground. However, weather satellites provided hourly day and night

images with a synoptic view of the development and dispersal of eruption plumes over

Mount Pinatubo. From this data, I have determined an eruption plume chronology of

events from 12-16 June 1991. Table 3.1 relates the chronology of plume-producing

events at Pinatubo determined from satellite, radar, visual, infrasonic and acoustic

recordings during the course of the June eruption (Hoblitt et al., 1995; Oswalt et al., 1995;

Tahira et al., 1995). Table 3.1 identifies at least 14 individual stratospheric level (>16.5

Ian) eruptions from 12-16 June, 11 based on satellite analysis.

3.4.1 Co-ignimbrite andPlinian Columns

Ground observations of eruptions indicate that they were primarily Plinian-style

eruptive columns ascending directly over the vent. Video footage obtained from the

USAF combat photographers assigned to record the evacuation of Clark AFB, however,

includes a briefview of an eruption plume at 0600 on 15 June (plate 3.1) which is clearly a

co-ignimbrite eruption column rising from the Sacobia River valley north of Pinatubo and

located -20 Ian from the vent. Co-ignimbrite columns result from elutriation of fine

grained ash from the top ofpyroclastic flows as material sediments from the flow, and the

upper portion of the hot gas and ash flow becomes less dense than the ambient air,

allowing it to lift off, incorporate and heat ambient air, and buoyantly rise (Sparks and
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Wilson, 1976; Woods and Wohletz, 1991). Indeed, this may be the largest rising co

ignimbrite column ever recorded, with a rising base of>40 km in this photograph.

The GMS visible image at 0634 on 15 June shows the top of this eruptive column

and its resultant spreading plume -30 minutes after the ground photograph was taken

(plate 3.2e). The upper surface of this plume is remarkable because there is a

topographically raised central region approximately 1.5-2 km higher (Table 3.2) than the

rest of the plume. The main plume is slightly oblate, with the NE-SW dimension (-130

km) somewhat longer than the NW-SE dimension (-115 km), consistent with it having an

elongate source, i.e., the pyroclastic flow. The topographic high is oblate in the same

direction with the long dimension.-60 km and the narrow dimension -30 km. The plume

had already drifted towards the west by -50 km at the time the image was recorded.

I conclude that the co-ignimbrite eruption shown in Plate 3.1 and Plate 3.2e

resulted in a much more oblate eruption column as it lifted offa large source region from a

pyroclastic flow acting as a linear source. There are several instances of topographically

high overshooting column tops during the course of the Pinatubo eruption, but they are

typically circular (plate 3.2gj,k,I,m) and do not display this oblate geometry (plate 3.2e).

The 0634 satellite image displays the elongate raised region which is the top of the rising

co-ignimbrite column. The rest of the plume is the resultant spreading from that central

source. Although the climactic eruption plume is thought to be the result of a Plinian

eruption (Koyaguchi and Tokuno, 1993; Hoblitt et al., 1995), large co-ignimbrite columns

occurred on 15 June leading to significant upwind transport of fine ash and widespread

deposits (Layer B in Figure 4 in Koyaguchi and Tokuno, 1993).
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Thermal IR satellite data at 0141 on 15 June indicate that a similarly oriented

topographically raised elongate feature with -36 x 29 km dimensions exists at the center

portion of the 92 x 80 km main plume (plate 3.3a). Because the overshooting plume top

displays this elongate feature, it may be the result of a co-ignimbrite source. The thermal

IR satellite image at 0634 (plate 3.3b) shows a similar thermal anomaly indicating the

location of the elongate overshooting co-ignimbrite plume established in the visible image

(plate 3.2e) and ground photo (plate 3.1). Also, the altitude reached by the two finite

(non-continuous) plumes are similar, 21.5 km for this image over the source and therefore

earlier in its history, and 20.5 km for the 0634 image (Table 3.2) which is descending as it

drifts westward and therefore would have been slightly higher earlier in its history. In

addition, the first visible image of the climactic eruption gathered at 1341 on 15 June

shows a large, round overshooting column top that is presumably over the Plinian column

rising from the vent (plate 3.2k). Close examination reveals that there is also a

topographically raised region -18 km to the west of the overshooting central top of the

plume that is casting a shadow and may be the top of a co-ignimbrite column produced

from pyroclastic flows flowing to the west of the vent. Indeed, the most substantial

ignimbrites (up to 200 m thick) were deposited on the N, S, and W sides of the vent, the

result of flows >20 km long (pinatubo Volcano Observatory Team, 1991), which may

have provided the source for this plume.
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3.4.2 Climactic Eruption

The most significant stage of the eruption at Pinatubo is the 17 hour period of

continuous activity starting at about 1030 on 15 June to 0330 on 16 June which produced

the highest eruption columns (Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1) the greatest undercooling due to

decompression of the rising column top (Table 3.2), and the largest umbrella plume (plate

3.2, 3.4, 3.5) recorded. During this period there was a series of explosions beginning at

1027 on 15 June (Hoblitt et al., 1995) producing a fluctuating eruption column and

umbrella plume directly over the volcano (Tokuno, 1991a; Tokuno, 1991b ; Koyaguchi

and Tokuno, 1993; Holasek et aI., 1995), which gradually escalated into a climactic phase

thought to begin at 1342 (Tahira et al., 1995) and lasting for 9 hours (Hoblitt et al., 1995).

In contrast, satellite observations indicate the onset of the climactic eruption by

1341, noted by the presence of a new overshooting column top attaining an altitude of

over 37 km, ascending through a previous plume, and an associated spreading umbrella

plume (plate 3.2k and Plate 3.4a). This is also evidence that the climactic phase of the

eruption started shortly before 1341, judging by the eruption column height and well

developed umbrella plume, -90 km in diameter in this image. In addition, the climactic

phase of the eruption probably lasted slightly more than 9 hours because satellite data

indicate the top ofa >26 km high column over the vent at 2241, diminishing to >22 km at

2341 (Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1). The climactic phase of the eruption, therefore, started

before 1341 and probably ended shortly after 2241, giving a total time of-9.5 hours.

The first GMS image of the climactic phase collected at 1341 (plate 3.2k and Plate

3.4a) shows the center of the eruption column directly over Pinatubo (within the
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positioning errors of the satellite images). A change in location of the rising center of the

plume is not due to wind-induced movement of the column, as the center of the rising

column was more or less stationary at this position during the following 9 GMS satellite

images (9 hours) through the climactic phase of the eruption (plate 3.5). It is noted

elsewhere (pinatubo Volcano Observatory Team, 1991; Oswalt et al., 1995) that the

closest pass of Tropical Typhoon Yunya to Pinatubo (50 Ian N) at 1400 approximately

coincided with the escalation of climactic eruptive activity. Plate 3.2a and Plate 3.4a

clearly show how close the typhoon came to the eruption column. However, in spite of

the minor Yunya-induced fall in atmospheric pressure (6.3 mbar), I agree with Oswalt et

al. (1995) that nothing more than coincidence has been substantiated for the unusual

occurrence ofthese two dramatic events.

The most intense part of the climactic eruption occurred during an initial period of

less than 3 hours, (Figure 3.1) when maximum eruptive rates and resultant column

altitudes were greatest. Plate 3.2k-1 and Plate 3.4a-d show the development of this initial

stage of maximum activity in the visible and thermal IR. satellite data, respectively, from

1341 to 1641. The visible data support the assumption that an apparently maintained

overshooting column-top existed from 1341 to 1541. Upper level winds blew the

overshooting plume top to the west, creating a disperse, and high altitude plume over the

main, giant umbrella plume that is still expanding radially.

By 1641 the plume had expanded to 550 km in diameter, covering an area

>230,000 krrr'. Both the visible and thermal IR. satellite data (e.g., at 1541 and 1641)

show the development of concentric rings of wave forms in the umbrella plume. The
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wave structures in these images are observed to change in altitude by -2-3 Ian between

crests and troughs, highlighted by shadows in the GMS visible data (plate 3.2m,n) and

changes of temperature due to a stratified ambient in the GMS and AVHRR thermal IR

(plate 3.4c,d and Plate 3.6). These structures are interpreted as atmospheric gravity

waves propagating radially outward.

In addition to the gravity wave structure of the upper umbrella plume surface there

is a rotational Coriolis effect on the material as it expands. The Coriolis force induces a

clock-wise motion in the individual particles as they expand outward from the central

source. This movement gives the whole umbrella plume an apparent counter-clockwise

motion, much the same as typhoon Yunya (plate 3.2a), which by 1441 on 15 June was

completely obscured by the umbrella plume. The rotation is particularly apparent in both

visible and thermal IR GMS data at 1641 (plate 3.2n and Plate 3Ad) and in the thermal IR

AVHRR data at 1834 (plate 6) as outwardly propagating ridges and troughs. In addition,

the advancing plume front 1.'1 all directions is observed to develop a lobate structure,

possibly due to instabilities as a result of the large size of the expanding umbrella plume.

The gravity wave structure and other dynamics of the climactic umbrella plume are

discussed in more detail in Woods et al. (1995).

3.5 Plume Altitudes and Undercooling

Delineating plume heights reached during various phases of activity allow

constraints on models ofaerosol injection and indicate eruptive rates at the vent (Wilson et

al., 1978; Sparks, 1986; Woods, 1988). Visible shadow length and thermal IR methods
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for determining plume top altitudes were used in conjunction with GMS and AVHR.R.

weather satellite data to document events during the Pinatubo eruption (Table 3.2).

3.5.1 Shadow DeterminedAltitudes

Visible satellite images acquired during daylight hours sometimes show significant

shadows cast by volcanic plumes. This information can be used to determine plume top

heights and constrain altitudes determined from thermal IR. data. Indeed, the shadow

method for determining altitudes is sometimes the most reliable (see Chapter 2; Glaze et

al., 1989). If there is a shadow cast by a plume and a measurement of the length of that

shadow can be made, an estimate of plume altitude can be determined with the use of

astronomical ephemeris data for solar elevation and zenith angles (Glaze et aI., 1989;

Chapter 2). Shadow-determined altitudes for available visible images ofPinatubo plumes

that displayed measurableshadows are listed in Table 3.2.

Shadows produced by volcanic plumes are often cast onto meteorological clouds

and care must be taken to determine the altitude of the clouds in these cases. If the

shadow is cast onto a ground or water surface it is relatively easy to determine the altitude

of the surface within the shadow, however, shadows are often cast onto other features

such as meteorological clouds (plate 3.2) and the height calculation will give the altitude

of the plume above the feature in the shadow, not above the ground or water surface.

Altitudes for cloud deck surfaces can often be determined with the thermal method

(discussed below). The value for the cloud top altitude is then added to the shadow

determined altitude for the volcanicplume top to get the altitude ofthe plume (Table 3.2).
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Shadow-determined altitudes of plumes may not represent the maximum height.

The plume top topography may be irregular and shadows cast from the edge may not

represent the higher, central portion of the plume in cases where this exists. However,

some plumes exhibit multiple shadows both from the edge of the plume and from

topographic highs on the plume surface (plate 3.2k-n). In these instances, the shadow

determined altitudes from the plume edge and topographic highs on the surface of the

plume can be added to obtain a better estimate of the maximum altitude of the plume top

(Table 3.2). Several images of the climactic stage on 15 June indicate the presence of an

overshooting top that is 15 km higher than the main plume (plate 3.2I,m and Table 3.2).

3.5.2 Thermally DeterminedAltitudes

The thermal method for finding volcanic plume top altitudes requires an

instrument-perceived thermal value and ancillary data for ambient atmospheric

temperatures to determine the temperature of the top surface of a volcanic plume in the

atmosphere. Because hourly thermal infrared satellite data over Pinatubo is available, a

relatively high temporal resolution estimate of altitude for the volcanic plume tops can be

made using ancillary information such as radiosonde or NMC (National Meteorological

Center) grid point atmospheric profile data.

Thermal IR images were enhanced by ascribing temperature increments to a color

scale (level slicing). These thermally mapped images indicate various temperature regimes

within the plume top (plate 3.4 and Table 3.3; Plate 3.6). Matching the satellite

instrument-perceived temperature value with that of the ancillary data of the atmospheric
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temperature profile may allow the determination of a unique height for the upper surface

of the plume (Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3). In this study I have used radiosonde and NMC

grid point data to determine atmospheric temperature and sometimes wind direction and

velocity data at various altitudes around the Pinatubo region.

There are some exceptions and potential problems with the above method of

volcanic plume altitude determination. Satellite instrument-perceived temperatures may

correspond to more than one altitude on the temperature profile, as the temperature in the

troposphere typically decreases upwards before increasing again above the tropopause

(Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3). However, because radiosondes often provide wind

directional and velocity data, the direction and rate of movement at two different altitudes

can usually be resolved allowing the plume altitude to be ascertained.

Care must be taken when determiningthe temperature of volcanic plumes because

values at the column top are not necessarily indicative of the ambient atmospheric

temperature due to undercooling. Measurements from the column top may lead to

significant errors when comparing the satellite-perceived temperature values to ancillary

data for thermal profiles (Woods and Self, 1992). In Chapter 2 I indicated that, for the

Mount St. Helens eruption on 18 May 1980, >30 minutes was required for some plumes

to reach the temperature of the ambient atmosphere after being undercooled. In addition,

some thermal data may indicate higher than ambient temperatures if they image the

column while it is still relatively "hot" and rapidly rising as indicated in Table 3.2 for

images gathered at 1541 on 14 June and 0841 on 15 June. Finally, plume top thermal

measurements should be made on a portion of the plume that is opaque to the thermal
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sensing instrument, otherwise a signal including features under the plume will result in a

hybrid thermal signal that would not be representative ofjust the plume top temperature.

Additional problems can occur when the atmospheric profile is not consistently

warming in the stratosphere or displays any non-uniform changes in values such that a

single temperature may correspond to a wide range of altitudes (see Figure 2.6).

Although wind directional and velocity data may help to more closely delineate the actual

altitude within a widely varyingtemperature range, the shortcoming of the thermal method

in a non-uniformly changing thermal atmospheric profile are apparent. Also, while night

images provide thermal emissivity information alone, day images have both thermal

emission and reflectance. The hybrid signal in day images is therefore not as accurate for

determining temperatures (Sawada, 1987).

3.5.3 Thermal Data and Plume Top Undercooling

A series of thermally calibrated and mapped images were used to examine the

change in thermal characteristics of the plume top surfaces. The range of digital data

numbers and temperatures with their corresponding color representations for GMS data

are shown in Table 3.3 and the AVHRR. temperature scales are incorporated into the

individual images. The coldest temperature detected is -86.0°C on the AVHRR image at

1834 on 15 June (plate 3.6) and occurs over the column top. It occupies only a few pixels

while other plume top temperature values corroborate those observed in the GMS data.

The GMS thermal lR image at the same time indicates a warmer minimum temperature

(Table 3.2) but this is likely due to the AVHRR having a significantly higher spatial
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resolution (1.1 km) than the GMS (5 krn), allowing more detail in thermal values over

small areas such as the column top. Radiosonde and NMC grid point data do not indicate

this cold a temperature value (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.2), therefore this image displays the

undercooled portion of the columntop resulting from decompression of the quickly rising

gas and ash plume, as described in Woods and Self(1992).

The warmest values in the 1834 AVHRR image also occurred over a few pixels at

a temperature of approximately -30°C, corresponding to an altitude of -35 km based on

comparisons with NMC atmospheric profile data (Figure3.2). Ifthe maximum plume top

altitude is 35 Ian then the difference between the maximum and minimum temperatures

yieldsvaluesfor undercooling relative to a givenaltitude. Undercooled values are given in

parenthesis in Table 3.2 and, in this case, the maximum undercooling observed during the

eruption of Pinatubo of>55°C. Indeed, this is the greatest undercooling documented for

an eruptioncolumn and at the theoretical limits predictedfor plumes reaching this altitude

(Woods and Self, 1992).

3.5.4 Shadow versus Thermal Altitudes

Altitude measurements of plume tops from both the shadow and thermal method

are listed in Table 3.2 and values from the climactic stage are plotted in Figure 3.1. Many

ofthe values, particularly those measured during the climactic stage of the eruption, show

remarkably good agreement (-1 km). The thermally determined altitude at 1341 on 15

June (26.3 km) does not show good agreementwith the shadow determined altitude at the

same time (37.6 km) which is likely due to an underestimate in the thermally-determined
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altitude as a result of initial undercooling at the column-top at the beginning of the

climactic phase ofthe eruption.

3.6 Volcanic Plume Identification

Distinguishing between ash and gas in volcanic plumes verses other features,

particularly meteorological water/ice clouds, has been difficult without the aid of

multispectral data (Hanstrum and Watson, 1983; Matson, 1985; Sawada, 1987). Volcanic

plumes often look like meteorological clouds when examining broad-band visible and

thermal IR data such as that gathered with GMS. Because the AVHRR has several

spectral bands, however, multispectral processing techniques have been developed that

allow volcanic plumes to be discriminated from meteorological clouds. Several authors

have used AVHRR thermal IR bands 4 and 5 to successfully identify and track volcanic

plumes (prata, 1989a; Prata, 1989b; Holasek and Rose, 1991; Barton et al., 1992; Potts,

1993; Schneider et al., 1994; Schneider and Rose, 1994).

3.6.1 AVHRR Thermal Differencing (T.,-Ts) Algorithm

Currently, the most promising multispectral algorithm for delineating volcanic

plumes is differencing thermal infrared AVHRR data from band 4 and band 5 (T4-Ts).

Because the emissivity of water/ice clouds in the thermal IR region (10 - 12 urn) increase

with increasing wavelength the T4-Ts algorithm generally produces positive values for

optically thick meteorological clouds (Yamanouchi et al., 1987). Emissivity of ash and

gas in a drifting volcanic plume has a much more dispersive nature than water/ice and
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typically decreases with increasing wavelength, thereby producing a negative T4-T5 value

(prata, 1989a; Prata, 1989b; Potts, 1993). However, when water/ice is mixed in with the

volcanic plume, the temperature difference can be positive, negative or zero (prata,

1989b) and the proximal regions of eruption plume tops appear to frequently contain a

large amount ofwater/ice (see Chapter 2). For optically thin plumes, the negative value is

thought to be the result of scattering and absorption of thermal emission from material

underneath the volcanic plume by the plume itself (Schneider and Rose, 1994; Wen and

Rose, 1994; Holasek and Rose, 1991) but is greatly affected by the particle sizes,

particularly iflooking at optically thick plumes (prata, 1994; Prata, 1989b; Potts, 1993).

According to theoretical calculations, mean modal particle sizes of s 3 urn will

produce negative T4-Ts values while sizes> 3 urn will produce positive T4-Ts values

(prata, 1994). The model ofWen and Rose (1994) indicates particle sizes up to 5 urn can

be present before the negative T4-Ts effects dissipate. Because the particle sizes are a

mode value, however, particles of> 20 um could be present and still produce negative T4

T, values (A.I. Prata, pers. comm., 1994). In any event, particle sizes and other

microphysical properties of an ash plume are of critical importance to understanding how

any algorithm works. Neither laboratory studies of simulated ash plumes or direct

sampling of an ash plume to determine these properties has, as yet, been accomplished.

Some in situ sampling of disperse aerosols from volcanic plumes that are many weeks or

months old has been accomplished (Mackinnon et al., 1984) but none have sampled

plumes that are hours or days old. Direct knowledge of ash plume microphysical

parameters will greatly improve our understanding of both how different algorithms
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identify volcanic plumes and theoretical calculations of particle size, optical depths and

therefore estimates ofmass ofthe ash in a drifting plume (Wen and Rose, 1994).

Plate 3.7a shows an AVHRR visible band 2 image of a 5 hour old drifting plume

on 12 June at about 1400. The plume looks very similar to meteorological clouds in this

image and it is difficult to identify without a priori knowledge that an eruption has indeed

occurred. Plate 3.7b is a false color T4-Ts image at the same time with negative values

colored red. Here the plume is easily delineated from water/ice clouds. Figure 3.4 shows

a scatter diagram of Ta-Ts plotted against band 4 for area A in the drifting plume and area

B in a meteorological cloud (see Plate 3.7). The negative values for the volcanic plume in

the T4-Ts image display a characteristic arch shape in the scatter plot while the

meteorological clouds have positive values (potts, 1993; Prata, 1989b). Plate 3.8b shows

another false color temperature differenced image at 0224 on 14 June. Here two drifting

plumes -27.5 and -18 hours old from eruptions on 12 and 13 June, respectively, can be

clearly identified (red) from other features in the image.

Plate 3.8a shows a thermally mapped AVHRR thermal IR channel 4 image at 0212

on 15 June. Four individual plumes from different eruptions ~12 hours old can be seen

drifting westward over open water with little cloud cover. These drifting plumes should

have a varying opacity related to the time when they were erupted so the oldest plume

(plume I) is optically thin and the youngest one (plume IV) is optically thick. The image

was gathered at approximately the same time of the day as the image in Plate 3.8b. One

might expect this to be an ideal case for the differencing algorithm to identify the optically

thin (older) plumes and not the opaque (young) plumes but it did not work for either.
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Figure 3.5a shows a scatter diagram for a proximal plume and a meteorological cloud in

Plate 3.8a and Figure 3.5b shows a similar diagram for Plate 3.8b. The proximal volcanic

plume and meteorological cloud from Plate 3.8a plot directly over each other in the

positive range while the plume and cloud from Plate 3.8b are clearly separated in Figure

3.5b. In addition, we found several instances where the T4-Ts algorithm worked during

low level «16 krn) late stage venting in the month following the climactic eruption, and

other instances ofapparently similar characteristics where it did not.

3.7 Umbrella Plume Spreading

I used GMS visible and thermal IR satellite data to track the hourly growth and

movement ofthe eruption plume for over 11 hours, from its onset in the satellite images at

1341 on 15 June (plate 3.2a and Plate 3.4a) through the following morning at 0034 (plate

3.4a and Plate 3.4b). Figure 4.3a,b relate the N, S, E and W spreading distances and

rates, respectively, ofthe climactic plume as determined from thermal IR GMS data for 15

June. The plume reached a maximum westward extent of>1000 km in <11 hours and

thermal IR data indicated a strong signal and therefore optically opaque central portion of

the plume until the end of the data set at 1531 on 16 June, 26 hours after the start of the

climactic eruption.

Using both visible and thermal IR satellite images I studied the rate of spreading of

the climactic umbrella plume which formed during the June 15 1991 eruption. As shown

in Figure 3.6a, during the first 4-5 hours after 1341, the umbrella plume spread at nearly

the same rate in each direction and therefore remained nearly symmetrical. In Figure 3.7 I
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have plotted the radius of the plume in the N-S and E-W directions and in Figure 3.6 I

plotted the directional speed of the leading edge of the umbrella plume, and this confirms

that the plume does indeed spread symmetrically for the first 4-5 hours. At longer times,

the plume began to become more elongate in the E-W direction, as the wind shears out the

plume. The easterly motion of the plume progressively slows down and after about 4-5

hours, it is matched by the wind, which is blowing the plume to the west.

During this initial period of spreading, the location of the center of the plume

drifted to the west very slowly, with a speed of only 4-5 mls. In Figure 3.7 I compare the

position of the center of the plumewith the position of the leading edge of the plume and

the radii of the plume. The mean speed of the plume in both the N-S and E-W directions

was significantly in excess of the wind speed, and during this stage, I argue that the

dominant motion of the plume is approximately given by a symmetrical gravitational

intrusion.

Subsequently, the plume becomes more distorted by the wind, with the plume

drifting in the E-W direction at a greater rate of about 12 mls. This may be partially a

result of the settling of the plume into the higher wind speeds as it intrudes laterally.

However, the radius ofthe visibleplume continues to increase at speeds of 12 and 10 mls

in the N-S and E-W directions. This latter spreading regime is presumably driven both by

the wind shear as well as continued gravitational intrusion. Since the plume center begins

to drift significantly from the source, the details of the spreading of the plume are

complex.
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However, during the first 4-5 hours, the gravitational spreading far exceeds the

wind drift, and also the center of the plume is close to the center of the spreading

intrusion. Therefore I expect that the model of a radially symmetric, continuously fed

intrusion should describe the motion quite accurately. Woods and Kienle (1994) have

described the model of a radially spreading intrusion, and this model is successfully

compared with the initial stages of the motion of the umbrella plume which developed at

Mount S1. Helens on 18 May 1980 (Appendix B).

The theory predicts that the radius of the plume should Increase with time

according to the formula

(3.2)

where Q is the volume supply rate to the umbrella plume, which was estimated as being of

order 5 x 1010m3s·1 at Mount Pinatubo (Koyaguchi, 1994). N is the ambient stratification,

which I estimate had a value of order 0.017s·1 in the stratosphere above Mount Pinatubo,

and a. is a constant, which I expect to be of order 0.1-0.6 from comparisons with

laboratory experiments and field observations of Mount St. Helens and Mt. Redoubt (see

Chapter 4).

In order to test this model, I have estimated a time 10 - 800s at which the plume

radius, measured at 1341, matches the radius predicted by the theory, equation (3.2). I

then plotted the logarithm of position as a function of the logarithm oftime (Figure 3.8).

The figure shows that the data has a best fit slope of 0.64 and 0.66 for each of the radii.

This is in remarkable agreement with the theory. In particular, the N-S data is modeled
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very accurately by this spreading rate. I deduce that the simple intrusion theory, based on

a buoyancy inertia balance, equation (3.2), represents a good leading order approximation

of the motion of the plume, over the first few hours after the eruption. Even though the

ambient winds begin to influence the motion, after 5 hours, it appears that the simple

gravitational intrusion model is able to reproduce the spreading rate relative to the moving

center ofthe plume.

However, as the plume drifts away from the volcano, one might expect the theory

to become less accurate, and this is indeed the case, as shown in Figure 3.9. In this figure,

the model equation (3.2) is shown as a function of time, in comparison with the radii of

the plume. Here I have taken the value a = 0.3. It is seen that initially the model fits the

data very well, but that the effect of the wind shear is to spread the plume in the E-W

direction after 2-3 hours, and by 4-5 hours, the model does appear to capture all the

details of the spreading in the E-W direction, although the spreading in the N-S direction,

which may be less affected by the easterly wind, is modeled quite accurately by the theory.

When the buoyancy-inertia balance applies, the speed of the intruding umbrella

plume, u, should scale with depth according to a relation ofthe form

u=aNh (3.3)

where h is the thickness of the intrusion. An estimate of the thickness of the umbrella

plume can be made usingN= 0.017s·1 as the ambient stratification in the stratosphere and

letting a = 0.3 (as above). Taking the speed of the initial climactic intrusion for times <5

hours as -20 mls (Figure 3.7), the thickness of the intruding umbrella plume would be -4
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Ian. This corroborates previous estimates of plume thickness between 3 and 6 Ian

(Koyaguchi, 1994).

3.8 Applications

3.8.1 Tephra Volumes

Eruption rates and therefore erupted volumes can be estimated from the plume

altitudes obtained by analysis of satellite and radar data during the 1991 eruption. Plume

altitudes during the approximately 9.5 hour long climactic stage of the eruption from

about 1330 to 2300 on 15 June allowed calculations of eruption rates using the plume rise

equations ofMorton et al. (1956) given as

H= 8.2Q1I4 (3.4)

(3.5)

where H is the plume height from a continuous eruption in a standard atmosphere in

meters, Q is the rate of production of thermal energy at the source in joules, a is rock

density (kg/m'), v is eruption rate (m%), S is specific heat (J kg-1K1), Th is the

temperature of the erupting fluid (1200 0K), T; is the temperature to which the erupting

products ultimately cool (300° K), and F is an efficiency factor of heat usage. Knowing

the altitudes, the rate of production of thermal energy at the source (Q) can be calculated

with equation (3.4). Letting a> 2500 kg/m', S= 1.1 x 10-3 J kg-1K-1, Th - T« = 900°K, and

F = 0.7 (Wilson et al., 1978) then substituting into (3.5), eruption rate (v) was

determined. These equations assume an environmental lapse rate in a standard
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atmosphere (6.5°C/km) and an adiabatic lapse rate of 9.8°C/km. It is also assumed that

the predominant gas is water and that the erupting fluid is at atmospheric pressure.

Equation (3.4) applies to vertical rise in a still atmosphere. A heat efficiency of 70% in

Plinian columns was assumed, following Sparks and Wilson (1976).

Integrating over the climactic plume altitude range in Figure 3.1, with a -1.5 km

correction factor for average column starting altitude (summit elevation = 1750 m), yields

an average eruption rate of 1.4 x io' m3s·1 and approximately 4.7 km' DRE total erupted

volume of tephra. Calculating eruption rates from all satellite observations from 12-16

June yields 5.5 km'. Radar observations of Oswalt et al. (1995) extend the observation

period of plume altitudes at Pinatubo until late September 1991 (Figure 3.10). Although

most of these observations were from post-climactic eruptive events, they observed more

than 500 typically small « 18 km) plumes. Calculations of eruptive volume from these

radar data yields slightly more than 0.5 Ian3
. Therefore, the total 1991 Pinatubo erupted

tephra volume based on calculations of eruption rates derived from plume altitude

measurements made with satellite and radar data is approximately 6.1 Ian3 DRE. My

estimates of erupted volume are in general agreement with independently derived ground

estimates ofPaladio-Melesantos et al. (1995) who calculated 1.6 - 2 km' ash fall based on

layer C volume estimates and Scott et al. (1995) who calculated 2.1 - 3.3 km' ignimbrite

for a total oD.7 - 5.3 lan3 DRE erupted products.

As suggested in section 3.4.1, satellite data may allow discrimination of Plinian

versus co-ignimbrite styles of eruptive activity. The majority of the eruptive sequence,

including the climactic phase, are suggested to be the result of Plinian activity and
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calculations for erupted volume are based on continuous and instantaneous (Morton et al.,

1956) Plinian columns. Field studies suggest that a fraction (-35%) of the total erupted

juvenile material will be elutriated in a co-ignimbrite style eruptive column (Sparks and

Walker, 1977). Because of significantly (by -213) smaller volumes of hot material are

available to transfer thermal energyto the rising column, eruptions forming co-ignimbrite

columns cannot inject material significantly higher than Plinian eruptions involving the

same volume of magma (Woods and Wohletz, 1991). However, the amount of thermal

energy transferred to the rising co-ignimbrite volcanic system from the portion of the

ignimbrite that is not elutriated is poorly understood (Woods and Kienle, 1994).

Although2.1 - 3.3 Ian3 are reported as ignimbrite deposits on the ground (Scott et

al., 1995), co-ignimbrite column rise is not likely to have produced the majority of the high

eruptivecolumns, particularly duringthe climactic phase, because the mass flux of erupted

volume necessary to produce co-ignimbrite columns this high and for such a long period

(-9.5 hours) is significantly higher than for Plinian columns. Based on Woods and

Wohletz(1991) model for co-ignimbrite columns, a total erupted volumeof>13 km' DRE

would have been necessary during the climactic phase to produce the observed column

altitudes. I therefore hypothesize that the high columns are due to Plinian column rise,

punctuated by occasionalcolumn collapse producing the ignimbrite deposits and some co

ignimbrite column rise. The co-ignimbrite column rise could have easily been at a level

lower than the giant umbrella plume suggested to be the result of Plinian activity and

therefore hiddenfrom satellite observation.
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As discussed above, plume altitude measurements made using the shadow method

may be underestimates due to observations of features making shadows versus the actual

maximum height of a plume top. Also mentioned above, the thermally determined plume

altitudes may be underestimates due to plume undercooling effects which, in a warming

upward stratosphere, would produce lower altitude values when cross referencing with

atmospheric temperature profile data. Hence, the values for erupted tephra volume

obtained by applying plume rise equations to the satellite determined plume heights should

be considered minimumvalues.

3.8.2 Hazards to Aircraft

Identifying and tracking volcanic plumes is of particular importance due to the

hazards posed to aircraft. Several instances where aircraft sustained severe damage and,

in some cases, lost all engines have occurred as a result of flying into volcanic plumes

(Kienle et al., 1991; Casadevall and Murray, 1991; Casadevall, 1994a). There have been

more than 80 aircraft encounters with ash since 1953 (mostly wide-body jets) and a record

of 17 ash encounters in 1991 with a total damage estimated at more than a half billion

dollars (Casadevall, 1994b). Because single channel analysis of satellite data (i.e., GMS)

provide limited help in delineating volcanic plumes (Sawada, 1987; Potts and Whitby,

1993) the T4-Ts algorithm is clearly more useful when it is available, particularly in older,

drifting plumes (Barton et al., 1992; Potts, 1993; Prata, 1994; Schneider and Rose, 1994).

Because the AVHRR can be used to detect volcanic plumes in the days and even

weeks following an eruption, it is possible for government agencies to economically
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enhance their volcanic plume detection and tracking capabilities with the use of the T4-T5

algorithm in addition to other satellite monitoring techniques. The recent introduction of a

new generation of geostationary weather satellites such as GOES-I with improved multi

spectral capability including 2 thermal IR. bands in the 10-12 urn region and high temporal

resolution (Menzel and Purdom, 1994) will greatly facilitate the operational possibilities of

using the thermal differencing algorithm for early plume detection, tracking and warning in

real to near real-time.

Although Plate 3.7b and Plate 3.8b (Figure 3.4 and 3.5b) clearly demonstrates the

utility of the temperature differencing algorithm to identify drifting volcanic plumes, Plate

3.8a (Figure 3.5a) presents an example of several drifting plumes of various age and

therefore opacity with little cloud cover over open water (providing a relatively uniform

background) at a similar time to Plate 3.8b where one might expect the algorithm to

identify the optically thin plumes but it does not. The algorithm is currently being used

with some success by the National Weather Service, however, there is a clear need for

more research to better understand why the algorithm works for some eruption plumes

and not for others. This type of research may culminate in near-real time use of plume

detection algorithms with little interference from false alarms that currently plague such

operations (R.J. Potts, pers. cornm., 1994).

3.8.3 Secondary Explosion Plumes

A phenomena recognized for its continued hazards around Pinatubo volcano,

particularly to aviation safety, are the occurrence of secondary explosions and pyroclastic
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flows that result from water interacting with hot ignimbrites, causmg subsequent

explosions and sometimes remobilization of pyroclastic flows. Secondary explosions are

the result of a hot ignimbrite being exposed to water through one or more of three

mechanisms; ground water reaching the hot region, erosional effects due to streams or

drainage allowing the water to come into contact with the hot region, and seepage into the

hot region due to precipitation. All of these effects are enhanced by precipitation and it is

during heavy rains at Pinatubo that most of the secondary explosions occur (pinatubo

Volcano Observatory Team, 1991).

Secondary explosions and remobilized pyroclastic flows allow hot volcanic ash to

interact with ambient atmosphere, causing rapid heating of the air and therefore buoyant

rise of the air mixed with fine-grain ash that can result in plumes reaching stratospheric

altitudes (Sparks and Wilson, 1976; Woods and Wohletz, 1991). Several instances of

secondary plumes reaching altitudes » 10 km have been documented around Pinatubo

from June 1991 to present (pinatubo Volcano Observatory Team, 1991) and will likely

continue for several more years. On 4 September 1991 a 20-m-thick block of ignimbrite

in the upper Marella River (south of the vent) broke loose during heavy rains. The

resulting remobilized secondary pyroclastic flow went about 5 km down the river valley as

it send up a secondary co-ignimbrite/explosion plume (pinatubo Volcano Observatory

Team, 1991). Plate 8a shows an AVHR.R visibleband 2 image from 4 September at about

1440 with the secondary plume rising through the meteorological cloud deck to 18-19 km

as determined from thermal infrared comparisons with atmospheric temperature data and

shadow measurements.
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This image shows the plume early in its history and the round (-56 km diameter)

plume top has not been greatly affected by the ambient winds. Because the optically

opaque secondary explosion/co-ignimbrite plume is composed of fine-grained ash, one

might expect it to produce some negative values with the thermal differencing algorithm

(prata, 1994). I applied the T4-Ts algorithm to this image of the secondary co

ignimbrite/explosion plume and found it partiallyhighlighted values in the column top with

negative values all greater than -1 (plate 3.9b). However, because the image is at the top

of the column and early in the plumes history, the spreading plume probably has a

relatively large mean grain size and also might contain a significant amount water/ice (see

Chapter 2) which could produce a range of Ta-T, values (prata, 1989b) and may explain

why, in this image, the algorithm only marginally differentiates the plume. The T4-Ts

algorithm did not work in any of the large, near vent, opaque plumes during the 14-15

June eruptions, probably the result of their having larger grain sizes. Because the T4-Ts

algorithm is at least partially successful on the secondary plume at 1440 on 4 September, I

believe that a significant portion ofthe plume is composed ofgrain sizes ~ 3 um.

3.9 Discussion

Data gathered by geostationary and polar orbiting weather satellites allowed

consistent, repetitive, synoptic observations of volcanic plumes produced from the 1991

eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. These observations allowed us to construct a chronology of

plume-producing events on 12-16 June that would have been difficult and dangerous to

determine from the ground. The satellite and other remote sensing observations helped us
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identify at least 14 individual stratospheric level eruptions. I interpret the beginning of the

climactic eruption to start before the image at 1341 on 15 June showing the onset of a

massive umbrella plume, and therefore extend the beginning of the eruption to a time

slightly earlier than thought in previous work (Hoblit et aI., 1995; Tahira et aI., 1995).

The hourly synoptic observations allowed us to delineate two different types of

overshooting eruption column top geometry's, one that is round and much higher than the

surrounding umbrella plume, the other is elongate and only slightly higher than the main

plume. I believe these different overshooting plume tops relate to Plinian and co

ignimbrite eruption columns, respectively, and I show cases where these plume top

geometry's are observed in the satellite images with some confirmation by ground truth,

including photographic data. These observations allow the use of satellite data to

remotely determine varying eruptive mechanisms (plinian versus co-ignimbrite) and are

complementary to the techniques discussed in Chapter 2 where changes in reflectance and

thermal profile data were used to identify transformations in eruptive style from Plinian to

co-ignimbrite for the 18 May 1980 Mount St. Helens eruption.

Eruption column heights can be determined from satellite data by several methods

(Glaze et al., 1989; Chapter 2). Visible and thermal IR images of the Pinatubo eruption

plumes allowed us to use shadow lengths and temperatures, respectively, to calculate

maximum plume altitudes. Understanding the plume-satellite-sun geometric relationships

allowed extrapolation of altitudes from shadows cast by the volcanic plumes. Due to the

variable topography that can exist in plume tops, however, the shadow-determined
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maximum plume altitudes do not necessarily reflect the highest point in an eruption plume

and can lead to underestimates ofaltitude (Chapter 2; Wilson and Mouginis-Mark, 1995).

Thermal IR. images indicate plume top temperatures of rising columns that were

colder than any reported in the atmospheric profile data, indicating undercooling due to

decompression of the rapidly rising volcanic ejecta and entrained air. Over the proximal

regions of the plume (top of eruption column), plume temperature is not necessarily the

same as the ambient temperature because of undercooling. This can lead to incorrect

estimates of plume top altitude based on comparisons with atmospheric temperature data

(Woods and Self, 1992). Temperature comparisons for plume altitudes were done on

areas that were around but not over the undercooled column top, where the plume

temperatures were assumed to have adjusted to ambient. Indeed, for plumes that attain

altitudes significantly high in the stratosphere, the ambient temperature is warming upward

and therefore there is an easily observed contrast between the undercooled column top

and adjusted to ambient plume around it. The warming upward temperature profile can

lead to underestimates ofplume altitude ifmeasurements ofthe undercooled portion ofthe

plume are used to compare with ambient temperature profiles. Shadow and thermally

determined plume altitudes determined in this work should be considered minimum values,

although they agree remarkably well, generally within 1 km (Table 3.2).

Relatively frequent plume altitude determinations allowed us to develop a plume

top altitude history and therefore calculate eruptive rates based on the equations of

Morton et al. (1956) and Wilson et al. (1978). I was able to use this data, integrated over
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time, to determine the amount of erupted tephra (6.1 km') DRE from the 1991 eruption of

Pinatubo.

Processing of AVHRR multispectral thermal IR. data allowed several plumes to be

delineated from other features, particularly meteorological clouds. Using the T 4-Ts

algorithm, I was able to differentiate some plumes, but the algorithm did not work in all

cases. I believe this is due to varying composition, particularly regarding water/ice, and

the relationship of grain size to plume opacity. Near-vent plumes can contain large

amounts of water (see Chapter 2), are optically thick, and have a relatively large average

grain size. Older plumes are optically thinner and have a smaller average grain size.

Because the T4- Ts algorithm depends on microphysical characteristics and seems to work

best for small mean modal grain sizes, <3 urn (prata, 1994), < 5 urn (Wen and Rose,

1984), it is ineffectual in the near vent eruption plumes at Pinatubo due to the large mean

grain sizes in the umbrella plume (Koyaguchi and Tokuno, 1993). The algorithm did work

for the 4 September secondary (fine-ash) eruption umbrella plume located over the vent,

but only marginally, possibly due to a large amount of water as well as a relatively larger

near-column-top mean grainsize.

Several authors have suggested that scattering and absorption of thermal emission

from material under a plume by the plume itself is responsible for the algorithm working

and therefore that the plume must be optically thin for the T4-Ts algorithm to work. The

algorithm worked for drifting (older) plumes at Pinatubo that were optically thin relative

to the near vent (younger) plumes, but there were several cases where drifting plumes

could not be identified by T4-Ts when the drifting plumes were clearly optically thin and
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imaged at the same time of the day. Indeed, there were cases of multiple drifting plumes

ofvarying ages and hence varying opacity when the algorithm would not work. There is a

need for more research to determine why the algorithm works for some optically thin

plumes and not for others and further, I stress the need for in-situ sampling of volcanic

plumes as there is currently a lack of data on the composition, grain size and distribution

in drifting plumes ofa relatively young (hours to days) age.

Measurements of the initial horizontal movement of the climactic umbrella plume

show it expanded in the stratosphere nearly uniformly in all directions, including the

upwind direction, indicating a velocity greater than that of the maximum stratospheric

winds. Comparisons of the movement of the climactic umbrella plume with a simple

model of a continuously fed gravitational intrusion are in good agreement for the first 4-5

hours. This corroborates the findings ofBursik et al. (1992) that plumesinitially spread as

gravitationally driven currents before becoming advected in the wind field.

3.10 Conclusions

Weather satellites allowed observations of the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo volcanic

eruption that were not possible from the ground. Satellite and other remote sensing

instruments allowed us to determine the sequence of eruptive plume events from 12-16

June 1991. During this period, there was a minimum of 14 stratospheric level (16.5+ Ian)

eruptions culminating in a nearly continuous 17 hour event starting at -1030 on 15 June.

The climactic eruption started before 1341 on 15 June and lasted continuously for -9.5

hours. During this phase, the eruption reached 40 Ian altitude, underwent 55°C
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undercooting at the top of the column, and produced a »1,000,000 km2 umbrella plume.

Hourly visible and thermal IR. satellite data allowed calculations of maximum plume

altitudes during the sequence of eruptions. The plume height chronology was used to

determine an average eruption rate of -1.4xl0s m3s·\ yielding 5.5 km' DRE erupted

tephra from 12-16 June. Incorporating additional radar data on plume altitudes (Oswalt,

et al., 1995) until late September 1991 yields 6.1 km' total erupted volume of tephra.

These and other parameters are the greatest ever recorded for a volcanic eruption with

modem instruments.

AVHRR multi-spectral thermal IR. data were used to delineate drifting volcanic

plumes from other features, particularly meteorological clouds. I applied the temperature

differencing algorithm (T4-Ts) to several images of eruption and secondary plumes at

Pinatubo. The algorithm worked for some optically thin and opaque drifting plumes and

marginally on the fine-grained secondary explosion plume on 4 September, but did not

work in all cases. I conclude that composition (lack of water/ice) and grain size as it

relates to plume opacity are determining factors in the efficiencyof the algorithm, and that

there is a real need for further research on both the microphysical characteristics and

composition ofvolcanic plumes.

Analysis of the umbrella plume at Mt. Pinatubo on 15 June 1991 suggests that

over the first 4-5 hours of the climactic eruption the plume spread laterally as a

gravitational intrusion, with only a small drift in the wind. However, over longer times,

the plume began to drift to the west at speeds of about 12 mis, while it continued to

spread radially at a rate of about 11 mis, although becoming somewhat elongate in the E-
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W direction. Comparisons of measurements of the rate of growth of the plume with a

simple model of a continuouslyfed gravitational intrusion, are in very good agreement for

the first 4-5 hours. Subsequently, the spreading in the N-S direction is well modeled by

the data, while the plume becomes sheared out in the E-W direction.

Weather satellite analysis can provide details such as the timing of volcanic events,

changes in eruptive style, maximum column height estimates, or the thermal history of

eruption plume tops which reflect their altitude in a stratified atmosphere (Matson, 1984;

Glaze et al., 1989; Tokuno, 1991a; Tokuno 1991b ; Holasek and Rose, 1991; Chapter 2).

Eruption column altitudes are a function of thermal energy flux at the vent and if

maximum column height can be remotely determined, then quantitative estimates of

eruption rates can be made at volcanoes imaged by satellite-borne detectors. Also, reliable

data on altitude and dispersal characteristics of eruption plumes is critical in determining

the level of stratospheric injection of aerosol-forming gases and particles and to

corroborate models of volcanic ash and gas dispersal (Glaze et al., 1991; Bursik et al.,

1992; Appendix B; Chapter 4).
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Table3.1. Chronology of eruptive plume events at Pinatubo.

Eruptive
Phase?

Date
1991

Time
PLT

Column
Height,

km

Observations and Comments

?
19.0

18.0
?

20.0
5.0

21.0

21.5

824
-23.5

1516
1541

1853
1858

1941
2218
2320
2321
2341
0115

0141
0212

June 13
June 14

June 15

11 June7 -1700 8.0 Increased gas/ashemissions; dome growth and continuous ash emission begin.a

June7- - 2.0-3.0 Nearly continuous tephraemission until the first largevertical eruptioncolumnon
12 June 12.a......· iII..· "j~~~..i"2 · o"3"i·o · · 1 ·..·..·Vigor~~~·tr~~~~;·grad~ily ..i~~re~si~gT~·a~pii~d~:a · ..

0851 19.0 Vertical eruptionplumeidentified visually and on weather radar.a• b
1400 17.0 AVHRR visibleand thermal IR observations of plumedriftingto the SW.
2252 824.0 Vertical eruptionplumeidentified on weather radar."
0841 824.0 Vertical eruptionplumeidentified visually and on weather radar.a
0224 - AVHRR visibleand T4-Ts thermal IR observations of 2 distinctdriftingplumes.
1309 21.0 Vertical eruptionplumeidentified visually and on weather radar.a

.........................................................!.~~L ~~:.~ QM~.y!~!~~~.~~.~.~~~~.~ ..~~~~ry~!!:~~~.~f..p.~~~~}!?9.!~~ ..~y~~.y~~!: ..
IV 1410 15.0 Vertical eruptionplumeidentified withaerialand ground observations as wellas

weather radar.a
Vertical eruptionplumeobserved fromwest sideofvolcano."
GMS visibleand thermal IRobservations of plumerisingthroughmeteorological
clouds overvent.
Vertical eruptionplumeobserved on weather radar."
AVHRR visibleand thermal IR observation of smallcolumn directly overvent.
Likely an underestimate of column altitude as it is a new/rising column and is
therefore probably undercooled.
GMS thermal IR observation of plumelocated overvent.
Vertical eruptionplumeobserved on weather radar.a
Vertical eruptionplumeobserved on weather radar."
Infrasonic recording of eruptive signal.C

GMS thermal IR observation of plume located overvent.
High-amplitude tremors recorded but unable to observe vertical column.a
Infrasonic recording of eruptive signal.C

GMS thermal IR observation of plume located overvent; possible co-ignimbrite.
AVHRR visibleand thermal IRobservations of 4 distinct driftingplumes.

........
\0



Table 3.1. (Continued) Chronology oferuptive plume events at Pinatubo.

?

?

34?

20.5
12.0

21.5

40.0
38.0
32.0
34.5
35.0
29.0
28.0
27.0

20.5

12?
17.5

?

1038

1041

1441
1541
1641
1741
1834
1941
2041
2141

1342

0257

0810
0841
1027

0341
0555
0556
0600

'0634

High-amplitude tremorsrecorded but unableto observe vertical column.a
Infrasonic recording of eruptive signal.C

GMS thermal IR observation ofplume located overvent.
Vertical eruptionplumeobserved on weather radar.a
Infrasonic recording of eruptive signal,"
Visualobservation of co-ignimbrite eruption column.b
GMSvisibleand thermal IR observations of plumerising throughhurricane Yunya
locatedovervent. Oblateovershoot geometry indicates co-ignimbrite origin.
Vertical eruptionplumeobserved on video from CampO'Dcnnell."
GMSvisibleand thermal IRobservation of plumelocated overvent.
Rapidonsetof high-amplitude tremorand correlative atmospheric-pressure
infrasonic signal.a,c
Radar signaled onsetof vigorous sustained eruptive activity that included the
climacticexplosions.c
GMSvisibleand thermal IRobservations of plumelocated overvent.
Weather radar reported plumealtitude at ~15 km at this time.a

1117 ? High-amplitude tremorsrecorded, visualobservation from north flank.a
1213 8 Vertical eruption plumeobserved on weather radar,"
1234 24.5 GMSvisibleand thermal IR observations of continuingplume located overvent.

.........................................................~.~.~.~ ..? Wg.~:~~p.H~.~~~J~~~Q~.~ ..~~~Q~~~.~.~~.L~~~~!~.~S!.Q~.~~.ry~.y.~!1~!?~L£~.~~~:.~ .
V 1341 37.5 GMSvisibleand thermal IRobservations of newplumethroughprevious plume;

possible co-ignimbrite overshooting column Wof the Plinian overshooting top.
Abruptonsetof high-amplitude tremors and correlative infrasonic signalrecorded
but unableto observe vertical column.a,e
GMSvisibleand thermal IRobservations of continuing plume located overvent.
GMSvisible and thermal IR observations of continuing plume located overvent.
GMSvisible and thermal IRobservations of continuing plume located overvent
GMS thermalIR observation ofcontinuing plumelocatedovervent.
AVHRR and GMS thermal IRobservations ofcontinuingplume located overvent.
GMSthermallR observation ofcontinuing plumelocated overvent.
GMSthermalIR observation ofcontinuing plume located overvent.
GMSthermal IRobservation ofcontinuing plumelocatedovervent.

......
IVo



Table 3.1. (Continued) Chronology oferuptive plume events at Pinatubo .

22.5
820

20.0

26.52241

0141

2341
0034June 16

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
VI ~2230? Emission of diminished tephra plume(s) from vents within newly formed caldera

continuing with decreasing vigor until late July."
GMS thermal IR observation of continuing plume located over vent, final image of
climactic eruption plume.
GMS thermal IR observation of continued plume located over vent.
GMS thermal IR observation of descending plume over vent, cannot identify the
new, lower plume altitude through the previous plume.
GMS thermal IR observation of continued but lower and much less voluminous
plume over vent.

0241 . 19.0 GMS thermal IR observation of continued plume over vent.
0341 17.5 GMS thermal IR observation of continued plume over vent.
0441 16.0 GMS thermal IR observation of continued plume over vent.
0541 14.0 GMS thermal IR observation of continued plume over vent.
0641 14.0 GMS thermal IR observation of continued plume over vent.
0741 14.0 GMS thermal IR observation of continued plume over vent.
0841 13.0 GMS thermal IR observation of continued but diminishing plume over vent.
1041 15.0 GMS thermal IR observation of new plume over vent.

June 16· • 0.2· Cubi point radar observations (> 500) of post-climactic eruptive and secondary
Sept. 25 19 columns at or near the vent (see Figure 3.10).d

.....
IV.....

a Wolfe's summary in Hoblitt et al. (1995)
b USAF combat photographers
C Tahira et at. (1995)
d Oswalt et at. (1995)



Table 3.2. Altitudes of plumes estimated from the shadow and thermal method showing good agreement (~l Ian). The temperatures
given in parenthesis are minimum (undercooled) temperatures at the top of the column.

Phase" Date Time Satellite Plume Edge Overshooting Cloud Deck Total Shadow Temperature Plume Top Relative
1991 PLT Height, km. J~lumeHeight, km Height, km Height, km Height, km Temperature, DC Undercooling, DC

III June 14 1341 GMS 16.52 - 6.0 22.52 19.1 -70.85·..····'Iy·..·······']U"iie..i'4······..1S·4"i""·····..···GMS..·· · ···5jjO··..·..·.. ···· · ··~..····· ·· · ·..14:0..···..·.. ··..············i·9:o·..···..··..········..···2i.·6······· ···..··· ···:6i·9·5··· ··..ih~ii··~~d ..~i~iiig?·····
June 14 1941 GMS - - - - 19.8 -67.95
June 14 2341 GMS - - - - 18.2 -75.55
June 15 0141 GMS - - - - 21.6 -63.95
June 15 0341 GMS - - - - 20.5 -65.25
June 15 0634 GMS 2.30 1.61 14.0 20.4 20.5 -65.25
June 15 0841 GMS - 3.39 14.0 17.39 22.0 -62.65 'hot' & rising?
June 15 1041 GMS - - - - 21.6 -63.95
June 15 1234 GMS - - - - 24.3 -57.75 -..··· y· "JU"ne..i'S· ·..13'4'i" · ·GMS · ·..·..·9:·44 · ·14j6· · 14:0 · ·..·..'j::;:6·0 26·j · ·..·~5T25·(::(i6j5·j ·..· · ·42'§j · ..

..... June 15 1441 GMS 18.97 16.26 5.0 40.23 39.1 -21.55 (-63.95) -45.95
tvtv June 15 1541 GMS 16.67 16.67 5.0 38.35 37.1 -25.75 (-72.35) -49.85

June 15 1641 GMS 21.00 2.93 8.0 31.93 32.0 -37.35 (-62.65) -25.15
June 15 1741 GMS - - - - 34.6 -30.95 (-67.95) -36.45
June 15 1834 GMS - - - - 30.0 -42.55 (-69.45) -26.90
June 15 1834 AVHRR - - - - 35.0 -30.25 (-86.00) -55.75
June 15 1941 GMS - - - - 29.0 -44.35 (-70.85) -26.05
June 15 2041 GMS - - - - 28.0 -46.25 (-75.55) -28.75
June 15 2141 GMS - - - - 27.0 -48.15 (-69.45) -21.30

.........................!.~.~}.~ ~~~} 9M§ ~ 7 7 7 ~~.} ::~}:.~~.(~?.~:.?~1 71:1Q .
VI June 15 2341 GMS - - - - 22.5 -61.35

June 16 0034 GMS - - - - >19.8 ?
June 16 0141 GMS - - - - 19.8 -67.95
June 16 0241 GMS - - - - 19.2 -70.85
June 16 0341 GMS - - - - 17.5 -78.95
June 16 0441 GMS - - - - 15.9 -77.25
June 16 0541 GMS - - - - 14.2 -65.25



Table 3.2. (Continued)

June 16 0641 OMS
June 16 0741 OMS
June 16 0841 OMS
June 16 1041 GMS

a Eruptive phasesfromHoblitt et al. (1995).

......
N
UJ

14.2
14.0
12.7
14.8

-65.25
-63.95
-52.25
-69.45



Table 3.3. GMS thermalIR level slicing data.

DN range Temperature Isopleth
range (Oe)

Min Max Min Max Color
239 242 -86 -81 white
236 238 -80 -76 blue
233 235 -75 -71 navy
230 232 -70 -66 sky
226 229 -65 -61 cyan
222 225 -60 -56 avocado
217 221 -55 -51 green
212 218 -50 -46 aquamarine
206 211 -45 -41 yellow
200 205 -40 -36 violet
194 199 -35 -31 pink
187 193 -30 -26 coral
180 186 -25 -21 red
173 179 -20 -16 orchid
165 172 -15 -11 sienna
157 164 -10 -6 gray
Range of digital numbers (DN=8 bits=256 levels) and

temperatures with their corresponding color representations
for GMSthermal IR images.
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15-16 June 1991 Pinalubo Plume Allitudes
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Figure 3.1. Plume altitudes and eruption rates during the 15-16 June eruption. Note the
errors for the thermal IR altitude determinations are the same.

Philippine Temperature Profile 910615

Figure 3.2. NMC grid point temperature profile for the area over Pinatubo.
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Olongapo, Philippines Weather Station
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Figure3.3. Radiosonde temperatureprofile for available data at Olongapo on (a) 13 June
and (b) 14 June 1991.
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Legaspi, Philippines Weather Station
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Figure 3.3. (Continued) Radiosonde temperature profile for available data at Legaspi on
(c) 15 June and (d) 17 June 1991.



Laoag. Philippines Weather Station
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Figure 3.3. (Continued) Radiosonde temperature profile foravailable data at Laoag on (e)
13 June and (f) 16June 1991.
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Brightness temp. (T4) vs. Temp. difference (T4-T5)
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Figure 3.4. Scatter diagram of AVHRR T4-Ts data from area A in Plate 3.7 plotted
against band 4 data from area B inPlate 3.7.
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Brightness temp. (T4) YS. Temp. difference (T4-T5)
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15 June 1991 Plume Spread from GMS IR Data
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Plate 3.1. USAF combat photographers photo of a rising co-ignimbrite column at 0600 on 15 June 1991.
Photo taken from Clark AFB looking west.



Plate 3.2. Sequence of 14 (a-n) select GMS visible images from 1441 on 14 June to 1641
on 15 June showing a series oferuptions leading up to the onset of the climactic eruption
and growth ofthe giant umbrella plume.
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Plate 3.3. GMS thermal IR false color images of (a) a possible co-ignimbrite plume top at
0141 on 15 June and (b) a definite co-ignimbrite plume top at 0634 on 15 June. Both of
these images show the characteristic elongate overshooting column top signature of a co
ignimbrite in contrast to the circular and typically much smaller (in area) Plinian
overshooting column top.
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Plate 3.4. Sequence of 12 (a-I) hourly GMS thermal IR. false color images from 1341 on
15 June to 0034 on 16 June showing the onset of the climactic eruption and growth of the
giant umbrella plume.
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Plate 3.5. (a) Composite of GMS visible satellite images showing the growth and
migration of the radially expanding climactic umbrella plume from 1341 to 1641 on 15
June 1991. (b) Composite of GMS thermal IR. satellite images showing the growth and
movement ofthe umbrella plume from 1341 on 15 June to 0034 on 16 June.
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Plate 3.6. (a) AVHRR thermal IR band 4 false color image at 1834 on 15 June showing
the temperature levels of the top of the climactic umbrella plume and (b) the same data
displayed in 3D which highlights the high temperatures at the overshooting column top
and the change in temperature ofthe gravity waves.
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Plate 3.7. (a) AVHRR visible band 2 image at 1400 on 12 June 1991. (b) AVHRR
thermal IR. band 4 - band 5 (T4-Ts) false color image at the same time. Negative values
are colored red showing where the algorithm highlights the drifting volcanic plume and
not the meteorological clouds.
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Plate 3.8. (a) AVHRR thermallR band 4 false color image at 0212 on 15 June showing
temperature levels of 4 drifting plumes (I-IV) of varying age and therefore opacity. The
T4-T5 algorithm did not work for this data. (b) AVHRR thermal IR. band 4 - band 5 (T4

Ts) false color image at 0224 on 14 June. Here the T4-Ts algorithm worked on the
drifting plumes erupted on 12 and 13 June.
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Plate 3.9. (a) AVHRR visible band 2 image at 1439 on 4 September showing a secondary explosion plume rising
through the meteorological cloud deck. (b) AVHRR thermal IR band 4 - band 5 (T4-Ts) false color image at the same
time marginally highlighting the top of the secondary plume.
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CHAPTER 4

Experiments on Gas-Ash Separation Processes in Volcanic Umbrella Plumes

4.1 Abstract

I present a series of laboratory experiments which simulate the separation of ash

and gas and the formation of secondary intrusions from finite volcanic umbrella plumes. I

examined the lateral spreading of mixtures of fresh water and particles released into a

laboratory tank containing a uniformly stratified aqueous solution. For times smaller than

the sedimentation time of particles through the intrusion, the current remains coherent and

intrudes laterally. As some of the particles settle into the underlying ambient fluid, a layer

of particle-depleted fluid develops below the upper surface of the current and the density

of the residual fluid is reduced. Over longer times, the intrusion ceases to be coherent,

with small fingers of relatively buoyant, particle-depleted fluid rising from the upper part

of the intrusion into the overlying fluid. Meanwhile, the lateral motion of the injected

solution induces a return flow in the ambient fluid which sweeps some of the particles

sedimenting from the lower surface of the intrusion inwards. As a result, relatively dense

particle-laden fluid collects below the intrusion and then sinks into the underlying fluid.

Eventually this fluid reaches a new neutral buoyancy height, where it intrudes to form a

second laterally spreading current below the original intrusion. The process then repeats

to form further weaker intrusions below.
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These results of the separation of the ash and volcanic gas in an umbrella plume

are consistent with field observations at Sakurajima volcano where positively electrically

charged plumes, thought to consist of volcanic gas, have been observed above negatively

charged plumes of ash. This work also suggests that volcanic aerosols may form up to a

kilometer above the original injection height of the ash. In a strong wind shear, this could

result in very different trajectories ofthe ash and gas and so is important for evaluating the

impact of ash plumes on both aviation safety and volcanic aerosol formation. The

separation of the ash from the umbrella plume, after a time of order 103_104 s,

corroborates recent models of the May 18, 1980 eruption at Mount St. Helens that, after a

few hours, the motion of the ash was simply controlled by wind dispersal and gravitational

settling. The complex motion of the sedimenting ash may also explain some of the

observations of multiple intrusions in short-lived umbrella plumes such as observed at

Redoubt, Alaska in April 1990.

4.2 Introduction

During explosive volcanic eruptions, ash and volatiles are carried upwards into the

atmosphere eventually reaching their neutral buoyancy height and intruding laterally to

form an umbrella plume (Sparks et aI., 1986). The evolution of umbrella plumes above

volcanic eruption columns has important implications for the subsequent long-range

dispersal of the ash and volcanic gases (Bursik et aI., 1992a; Appendix B). In tum this

controls the height at which aerosols form in the atmosphere and also has important

implications for the interpretation of satellite images of volcanic plumes 0Noods and Self,
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1992; Appendix B). Bursik et al. (1992a) have developed a model for the near-field

sedimentation from an ash plume assuming that the current behaves as a coherent,

gravitational intrusion. This has been shown to model the near-field deposition of ash in

the Fogo A Plinian deposit very accurately (Bursik et al., 1992a). However, as particles

sediment, the longer-term dynamics of volcanic gases and finer ash in umbrella plumes

become more complex. Observations of the umbrella plumes which formed during the

eruption of the dome at Redoubt in April 1990 (Woods and Kienle, 1994) and from the

lateral blast plume at Mount St. Helens 1980 (Sparks et al., 1986; Chapter 2) identified

that umbrella plumes which form in relatively short-lived eruptions may break up into a

series of intrusions at different heights as the particles sediment and the density of the

residual fluid changes. In addition, measurements of the charge distribution through small

eruption plumes at Sakurajima (Lane and Gilbert, 1992) suggest that soon after

emplacement, a relatively particle-poor layer develops above a particle-rich layer in the

umbrella plume. In this work, I examine some of the effects of particle sedimentation

upon the dynamics and structure ofumbrella plumes.

I focus upon the initial stages of spreading of finite umbrella plumes, when the

motion is driven by a buoyancy-inertia balance, and is largely independent of the ambient

winds. Depending on the size of eruption and sedimentation time, I show that this stage

may last for 103_104 s, as was observed during the May 18, 1980 eruption of Mount St.

Helens (Sparks et al., 1986; Chapter 2), the April 21, 1990 eruption of Mt. Redoubt

(Woods and Kienle, 1994), and the June 15, 1991 eruption ofMt. Pinatubo (Koyaguchi

and Tokuno, 1993; Chapter 3). In accord with recent models (Appendix B), these
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experiments suggest that after this time, the motion of the ash becomes decoupled from

the plume ofgas, and instead becomes dominated by ambient winds.

I have developed a series of novel laboratory experiments to study the dynamics of

such laterally spreading particle-laden intrusions. The experiments build upon earlier

experimental studies of particle laden umbrella plumes spreading in a uniform ambient

fluid (Carey et al., 1989; Sparks et al., 1991). In these earlier experiments, a spreading

umbrella plume was produced by a continuous input of buoyant particle-laden fluid

injected into a laboratory tank containing fluid of uniform density. The input fluid

therefore rose to the upper free surface of the fluid, and spread laterally, sedimenting

particles. These experiments represent a good analogue of the sedimentation from a

continuously fed umbrella plume, and models of sedimentation developed from the

experiments have been successfully compared with field data from the Fogo A Plinian

deposit, Sao Miguel (Sparks et al., 1991; Bursik et al., 1992a).

However, the absence of a vertical density gradient in the laboratory experiments

of Sparks et al. (1991) inhibits certain processes which may occur in natural umbrella

plumes. In particular, as the particles sediment from the plume, the residualfluid becomes

less dense and may therefore ascend in a stratified environment, whereas in an

environment ofuniform density, buoyancy-driven intrusions develop either at the base or

top ofthe layer. Also, secondary intrusions, which develop below the mainintrusion from

denser fluid, can only develop in a stratified environment. In this work, I examine the

more complex processes that occur as a finite, particle-laden current spreads into a

stratified environment. The analogue laboratory experiments, described in section 4.3,
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involved the release of a finite volume of particle-laden fresh water into a large laboratory

tank containing a stratified aqueous salt solution. In section 4.4 I explain how, as a result

of particle sedimentation, secondary intrusions developed below the main intrusion. In

section 4.5, I compare the spreading rate of the experimental particle-laden intrusions with

some theoretical models (Wu, 1969; Amen and Maxworthy, 1980). In section 4.6, I

examine the implications of the results for the evolution of umbrella plumes, including a

discussion of the potential significance of ash-gas separation to volcanic aerosol formation

and aviation safety.

4.3 Experimental Procedure

Volcanic umbrella plumes spread laterally into the atmosphere at their neutral

buoyancy height. The initial mass fraction ofdense volcanic ash in these plumes may be as

large as 1-10 wt% (Woods, 1988). Part ofthe umbrella plume has a density that is greater

than the ambient atmosphere because it has overshot the neutral buoyancy level as a result

of its vertical momentum. Thus, part of the upper umbrella surface collapses as it moves

outward. At the neutral buoyancy height, the gas within the plumes is hotter and less

dense than the surrounding air. In order to model such umbrella plumes in the laboratory,

I examined the motion of particle-laden intrusions of relatively fresh water spreading

through a laboratory tank filled with a linearly stratified aqueous salt solution. I now

describe the experimental apparatus and experimental procedure.
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4.3.1 Apparatus andMethodology

The experimental apparatus consisted of a perspex tank 236.4 cm long, 15.3 cm

wide and 57.0 cm high, in which I placed a feeder box, of size 10 x lOx 15 em, so that it

fit across the width of the tank (Figure 4.2). The side-walls of this box were removed and

a pipe was connected to the upper surface of the box in order to supply the source fluid

for the intrusion.

In each experiment, the tank was filled with a uniformly stratified aqueous salt

solution. The ambient stratification in the experimental tank was produced using the Oster

double bucket technique which uses two reservoirs, one filled with fresh water and the

other with a salt solution of known salinity. The reservoirs are connected together at their

base with a pipe, so that as the fluid from the saline reservoir is pumped into the

experimental tank, fresh water flows into the saline reservoir. As a result, the salinity of

the fluid supplied to the experimental tank decreases uniformlythereby producing a linear

stratification (Oster, 1965). The fluid was pumped from the saline reservoir into the

experimental tank through a Styrofoam float with a sponge base in order to inhibit mixing

with the more saline fluid deeper in the tank.

A few hours after the stratified solution was set-up, when the ambient motions had

settled down, the source fluid was supplied to the experimental tank through the feeder

pipe and into the feeder box. The feeder box was positioned at a level of known density in

the tank allowing the input fluid to be injected at its neutral buoyancy level. Typically it

took 10-15 s to supply all the source fluid to the tank. The source fluid consisted of fresh

water or an aqueous salt solution with a known mass of uniform size silicon carbide
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particles. A small quantity of sodium hexametaphosphate powder was added to lower the

surface tension and prevent the particles from adhering. Also, a small quantity of blue dye

was added to the source fluid for visualization. This mixture was stirred vigorously using

a mechanical mixer before being added to the feeder box to ensure that the particles were

well-mixed.

In each experiment, the evolution of the intrusion was recorded by a VHS video

camera, and subsequently analyzed to measure the lateral extent and thickness of the

current as a function of time, as well as to study the motion of the input fluid and particles

in more detail. In order to obtain nearly uniform illumination, the tank was back-lit with a

neon light and the back of the tank was covered with semi-transparent paper. The front

wall ofthe perspex tank was marked off in 10 em squares to facilitate measurements of the

spreading current.

4.3.2 Experiment Design

Once the experimental technique had been developed and calibrated, so that the

results were repeatable, I conducted a range of experiments, some of which are listed in

Table 4.1. In the main sequence of experiments, the feeder box was located in the center

of the tank, equidistant from the end-walls. I also conducted a number of experiments

with the box located at one end wall, and in which I varied the volume of source fluid, the

ambient stratification and the size of the particles from 17 to 23 to 37 microns. As will be

shown in section 4.5, the settling speed and therefore time required for particles to

decouple from the intruding current is dependent on the particle size, density contrast with
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the ambient, and scale height. I used the above particle sizes because their settling

velocities with the range of ambient fluid densities in the experimental tank are well

constrained (Sparks et aI., 1991). In addition, the particle decoupling time for this size

range occurs over a time period (100-300 s) which allows maximum opportunities for

observations and measurements of the particle-liquid (ash-gas) separation in the tank.

Even with the different particle sizes used, the qualitative features of all the experiments

were similar.

4.4 Experimental Results

4.4.1 Phenomenology

During each experiment, there was an initial period of about 15 s during which

time the fluid was added to the tank. This led to some vigorous turbulent mixing with the

ambient fluid, which persisted for about las, after which a steadily intruding current was

established at its neutral buoyancy height. Measurement of the magnitude of the dyed

region in the tank suggests that during this initial mixing, the volume of the intrusion

increased by a factor of three to four depending upon the mass of fluid input to the tank.

However, subsequently, the volume ofthe intrusion did not increase significantly. Indeed,

once the intrusion had begun to spread laterally, about 25-30 s after the initial injection,

the intrusion became progressively thinner, as shown in the time sequence of lateral

movement, x, and depth, h, of the currents (Figure 4.3), and the sequence of photographs

from experiment 56 (plate 4.1). Also, a layer of relatively particle-free source fluid

gradually developed on the upper surface of the intrusion. This is the blue layer overlying
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the darker particle laden current in Plate 4.1. As the sedimentation continued, this layer

became thicker (plate 4.1). The current then consisted of two regions: an upper, particle

poor region, and a lower, particle-rich region. As a result, the spreading current ceased to

be coherent and the motion of the source fluid and the particles became decoupled. After

about 100 s, many of the particles had sedimented from the current and were settling

through the lower ambient fluid. Meanwhile the residual source fluid continued to spread

laterally.

4.4.2 Upward Drift and Fingering ofthe Laterally-Spreading Intrusion

As the relatively buoyant, particle-poor layer developed on the upper surface ofthe

current, there was a net upward drift of the current by a few em. However, as well as the

general upward drift of the current, the experiments showed that after about 100 s, small

fingers ascended from the dyed, particle-depleted region and penetrated as much as 5-6

em into the overlying ambient fluid. This created an irregular upper surface to the

intrusion. These protrusions were similar to the interfacial fingers which have been

observed at the interface between particle laden layers of relatively buoyant interstitial

fluid and overlying, stratified, aqueous salt solutions (Cardoso and Woods, 1995). The

photograph from experiment 61 (plate 4.2) clearly shows these large protrusions rising

above the upper surface of the intrusion. In section 4.5 I consider a simple scaling for the

experiments which is consistent with my observations. The fingering mechanism may be

important in driving volcanic gases higher than the main body ofash in an umbrella plume,

and I assess this process in section 4.6.
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4.4.3 Formation oja Lower Secondary Intrusion

As the main intrusion spread laterally from the source and became thinner, a

relatively strong return flow was induced in the ambient fluid just above and below the

intrusion. This return flow was produced to conserve mass, and was visualized by placing

a vertical layer of potassium permanganate dye into the ambient fluid. In Plate 4.2, a very

strong return flow is observed developing below the main intrusion. Also, in this figure,

the return flow may be seen sweeping some of the fingers of buoyant fluid above the main

intrusion back towards the center. Subsequently, as particles sedirnented from the lower

surface ofthe intrusion, they were also swept back towards the source. In the photograph

from experiment 58 (plate 4.3), a zone of clear ambient fluid may be seen to have

propagated backwards below the lower surface of the intrusion, sweeping through this

layer of sedimented particles. The particle-laden fluid which converged below the center

of the main intrusion was relatively dense, and therefore began to descend below the main

intrusion (Figure 4.4). This sinking particle-rich fluid eventually reached a new neutral

buoyancy height under the main intrusion and began to spread laterally to form a

secondary intrusion. As this secondary intrusion propagated outwards, a return flow was

again generated and the cycle repeated, thereby producing a third intrusion even further

below the original intrusion (plate 4.3). The formation of secondary intrusions was most

effective for the smaller sized particles, which settle through the ambient fluid sufficiently

slowly for the intrusion to develop and spread laterally before the particles began to

sediment.
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The process by which secondary intrusions can form from a finite intrusion in a

stratified fluid layer depends critically upon the presence of particles and a stratified

environment. As a result, it did not occur in the earlier experiments of Carey et al.(1989)

or Sparks et al. (1991). However, Carey et al. (1989) did observe dense particle-laden

currents sinking around the edges of particle-laden plumes, although these currents sank

to the base of the tank because the ambient fluid was unstratified.

The process I observed in the laboratory may have played some role in forming the

secondary intrusions during the April 21, 1990 eruption at Mt. Redoubt (Woods and

Kienle, 1994) and during the May 18, 1980 eruption at Mount St. Helens (Sparks et al.,

1986; Chapter 2). Secondary intrusions formed by descending particles may occur in an

umbrella plume supplied continuously from below, although the effect may be much

weaker owing to entrainment of ambient air through the sides ofthe upward rising plume.

4.5 Quantitative Observations

4.5.1 Time-Scale for Separation ofthe Source Fluid andParticles

During the initial motion ofthe current, the current remains as a coherent and well

mixed flow, with the particles and source fluid moving together. However, after about

80-100 s, the particles and source fluid become decoupled, and their motion independent.

The source fluid continues intruding laterally, with fingers rising from its upper surface,

while the particles descend through the tank and form a lower secondary, and sometimes

tertiary intrusion (plate 4.2 and 4.3). I expect that the time scale over which the particles

become decoupled from the current is determined by the particle settling speed, VI' and the
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thickness of the intrusion, h, and is given by hlv, (Hazen, 1904; Sparks et al., 1991). In

the laboratory experiments, the typical depth of the intrusions, h, was of order 10 ern,

while the settling speed of the particles, Vs, was 0.065 and 0.035 cm/s for the 23 and 17

micron particles (cj Woods and Bursik, 1994). Therefore, the time-scale for the particles

to separate from the spreading intrusion, hlv, is of order 100-300 s after the start of the

main phase of the spreading of the intrusion. The clear layer of fluid at the top of the

intrusion had grown to a depth of 1-2 em after only 20-40 s after the main intrusion had

begun, and this is consistent with the above time scale. After about 100 s, the motion of

the particles and the finite mass of source fluid became independent.

4.5.2 Initial Spreading Rate ofthe Intrusion: The Buoyancy-Inertia Balance

There have been a number of fluid-dynamical studies of the motion of finite salt

intrusions spreading into laboratory tanks containing stratified aqueous solutions (Amen

and Maxworthy, 1980; Manins, 1976; Wu, 1969). These studies have identified that,

under some circumstances, there is a main stage during which an intrusion spreads into the

ambient fluid governed by an inertia-buoyancy balance. The generation of internal waves

can transport some of the energy associated with the intrusion into the ambient fluid and

thereby change the spreading rate. However, this effect is primarily dominant in very deep

intrusions of small lateral extent (Amen and Maxworthy 1980); in small umbrella plumes,

such as Redoubt, in which the vertical extent of the plumers 1-2 Ian) is typically smaller

than the scale height of the atmosphere (of order 8 krn), I expect the main phase of the

spreading to be controlled by the buoyancy-inertia balance.
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This dynamical regime becomes established over a time-scale determined by the

stratification of the environment. This time scale is given by liN, where N is the Brunt-

Vaiasala frequency of the ambient stratification defined as N 2 = - ..K- dP. As shown in
Po dz

Table 4.1, in the experiments N was of order 2 s; this is much shorter than the time-scale

over which the particles separate from the current hlv, - 100-300 s. Therefore this

buoyancy-inertia balance should become established and control the spreading of the

current until times of order h/vs, at which point the motion ofthe particles and source fluid

decouple.

Data collected in the experiments may be used to test this dynamical balance in a

particle-laden current. When such a balance applies, the speed of the current should scale

with depth according to a relation ofthe form

u=aNh (4.1)

where a. is a constant of order unity, and h is the thickness of the intrusion (Simpson,

1987). The video recordings have shown that, after the initial injection and mixing, the

volume per unit width in the current, Q, did not increase significantly. Therefore, in the

subsequent motion, the lateral extent of the current, x, is related to the volume according

to the relation

Q=xh=Qo (4.2)

By combining this constraint with the relation (4.1), I deduce that the leading edge of the

intrusion should advance at the rate
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dx
x- =aNiQ

dt 0
(4.3)

If the lateral extent of the current is Xo at the time to when this dynamical regime first

applies, then the subsequent extent ofthe intrusion should be given by the relation

(4.4)

I have tested this simple model for the spreading of the intrusion with the

measured spreading rate from experiments 51, 56, 60 and 61 (Table 4.1). Figure 4.5

shows how x? increased with time in each of these experiments. For each experiment

shown I have re-normalized time to commence at the point to, at which the depth of the

intrusion began to fall (el Figure 4.3). In Figure 4.5, the best fit straight lines show that

to good approximation, the rate of intrusion equation (4.4) for about 40-50 s, and over

this time, x? increases by a factor ofabout 5. However, some smalldiscrepancies do occur

and these may be due to the dissipation of energy by internal waves (Amen and

Maxworthy; 1980). The volume of source fluid, the time of injection, and the ambient

stratification varied from experiment to experiment (Table 4.1) and this may account for

the variation in the slope of the curves, 2aNQo, shown in Figure 4.5. After the initial

mixing, the volume in each side of the intrusion Qo is of order 500-800 cm2 and N is of

order 0.52-0.58; therefore, it follows from the slopes of the lines in Figure 4.5 that in the

experiments, a.has a value in the range 0.2 ±D. I.
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4.5.3 Ascent ofa Sedimenting Gravity Current

Although these models successfully describe the initial spreading ofthe intrusion,

they do not accountfor the effects of the separation of the gas and particles under gravity

or the development of secondary intrusions below the main plume. Since these processes

can change the density and structure of the plume, they may control the subsequent

dispersal of the ash and gas. Although I have described the qualitative dynamics of these

complex motions in section 4.4, there is no full quantitative theoryfor such intrusions.

However, it is of interest to consider a simple scaling for the magnitude of the

ascent of the fingers from the upper surface of the intrusion, which I may compare with

the experimental observations. Analysis of the video recordings shows that after the main

phase of mixing of the source fluid with the ambient fluid, the intrusion contained about

15±5 liters in volume and so the mass of particles in the spreading currents was about 1-2

g per liter (Table 4.1). This increases the density of the fluid by an amount up to 0.2%.

As a result, after sedimentation, I expect that the bulk density of the current may decrease

by an amount of order 0.2%. Since the density of the ambient fluid varies with depth in

the tank by about 0.04% perem, then in the absence of mixing, this can cause the fingers

to rise above the intrusion by about 5 em. This is consistent with the analysis of the video

recordings from experiments 56-58, in which particles of size 17 and 23 microns were

used.
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4.6 Implications for Umbrella Plumes

These experiments have identified a number of novel phenomena which may occur

in spreading intrusions as a result of the separation of particles and the host fluid. I now

examine the possible impact of these processes upon volcanic umbrella plumes by

extrapolation from the analogue laboratory models.

4.6.J Time-Scale for Ash-GasSeparation

In section 4.5, I noted that, after emplacement in the environment, the motion of a

finite-volume intrusion will be governed by an inertia-buoyancy balance for times t in the

range lIN« t « hi Vs, where Va is the mean settling speed of particles in the plume.

Subsequently, the motion of the particles and fluid become decoupled. For simplicity, the

experiments dealt with single grain sizes and a finite volume of injection and therefore

produced a clear layering upon separation whereas one might expect a more uniform

distribution with a range ofgrain sizes. In an ash plume, there is a range ofdifferent sized

ash particles, with the larger particles sedimenting more rapidly. However, the mean grain

size of these particles is typically in the range 0.1-10 mm (Woods and Bursik, 1991), and

so once these particles have sedimented from the plume, their motion will become

decoupled from that of the volcanic gases and very fine ash and be dominated by the

ambient winds. In the upper atmosphere, the typical sedimentation speed of ash particles

of size 0.1-10 mm is in the range 0.1-10 mls (Suzuki, 1984), and therefore the typical

settling time of ash through an umbrella plume of thickness 0.5-10 Ian may be of order

103_104 s (cf. Bursik et al., 1992b). In contrast, the time-scale liN is of order 30-100 s
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(Gill, 1981). As with the analogue laboratory experiments, I therefore expect ash in a

volcanic umbrella plume to spread radially as a particle-laden gravity current under the

buoyancy-inertia balance for times of order hiv, - 103_104 s after emplacement.

Subsequently, the analogue experiments indicate that the plume will separate into an upper

gaseous layer containing only very fine ash while a deeper layer of sedimenting particles

will develop below, and the motion of this coarser ash will be decoupled from the original

umbrella plume. In a finite umbrella plume, the sedimented ash may then generate a

separate secondary intrusion unless the ambient winds begin to dominate the motion.

Ambient winds will begin to dominate the motion of an umbrella plume when the wind

speed exceeds the gravitational intrusion speed (Bursik et al. 1992b). If the wind does

begin to dominate the dispersal of the ash before it has separated from the original plume,

then, up to the point where the ash sediments from the plume, the ash may continue to

spread laterally with the plume in the cross-wind direction (Bursik et al., 1992b).

4.6.2 Models ofSpreading Umbrella Plumes

This model evolution of the structure of the umbrella plume is consistent with

observations at Mt. Redoubt during the April 21, 1990 eruption and the giant umbrella

plume which developed during the May 18, 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens. At Mt.

Redoubt, the umbrella plume was emplaced rapidly over a few minutes. It then spread

laterally as a gravitational intrusion for about 15 minutes, but subsequently became deeper

and less coherent, with the ambient winds carryingthe ash downwind (Woods and Kienle,

1994). The model of an intrusion spreading laterallyunder the buoyancy-inertia balance
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(section 4) has been successfully compared to the spreading, axisymmetric umbrella plume

that developed during the April 21, 1990 eruption at Redoubt, Alaska (Figure 8 in Woods

and Kienle, 1994). In applying the theory to an axisymmetric current of finite mass and

hence volume, V, the equation for the conservation ofmaterial become

rcrh= V (4.5)

IfI combine this equation with equation (4.1), it follows that the radius of the plume, r, at

time t is given in terms ofthe radius r0 at time to by

f3 = 7'/ + 3 a VN(t - to)
7(

(4.6)

In comparing equation (4.6) with the data from Mt. Redoubt, Woods and Kienle (1994)

found that a. = 0.7±O.2. Although somewhat larger than the experimental result (section

4.4), given the errors in measurement of the field observations and intrusion volumes, this

value is consistent with the experiments.

Satellite images of the ash plume which formed during the eruption ofMount St.

Helens on May 18, 1980 suggest that it behaved as a radially symmetric gravity current

during the initial 103 s or so after emplacement. Subsequently the plume was blown

downwind, still spreading under gravity in the cross-wind direction until eventually, after

about 2 hours, the dispersal of the ash was dominated by a balance between settling under

gravity and wind advection (Appendix B). The model of a spreading ash intrusion can be

tested by calculating the time at which the wind speed first exceeded the radial spreading

rate of the plume, and hence at which the radially spreading plume is predicted to become

blown downwind significantly. I first extend the model to account for a continuous supply
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of material, as was the case after the lateral blast during the eruption ofMount St. Helens

on May 18, 1980 (Bursik et al., 1992b). With a constant volume flux of material supplied

to the umbrella plume, Q say, the equation for the conservation of mass in a radially

spreading intrusion is

(4.7)

By combining this with equation (4.1), it may be shown that the radius of the current

increases according to the relationship

and so the speed ofthe current at time t after the start ofthe injection is

dr = (2QNa) 1/3
dt 3m

(4.8)

(4.9)

Bursik et al. (1992b) estimated that the maintained volume flux supplied to the umbrella

plume during the May 18, 1980 eruption ofMount St. Helens was about 1.3 x 109 m3/s

and so from (4.9) I deduce that the speed of the intrusion was approximately 280(1/3 mls.

The ambient wind speeds at altitudes of 12-15 Ian were of order 20-30 mis, and therefore,

using the above values, I predict that the speed of the radially spreading gravitational

intrusion decreased to values close to the wind speed after a time of order 103 s. This is

consistent with satellite images of the spreading plume which show that upwind of the

volcano, the plume reached its stagnation point about 15-20 minutes, - 1000 s, after the

start of the eruption (Sparks et al. 1986). As the plume then moves downwind, it may

continue to spread in the cross-wind direction under gravity until a time of order 104
S
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(Bursik et al., 1992b), at which point most of the ash has sedimented from the plume. The

subsequent motion of the ash is then governed by the ambient winds (Appendix B).

4.6.3 Ascent ofParticle-Depleted Gas Above the Umbrella Plume

In a typical volcanic umbrella plume the mass fraction of ash in the plume is of

order 0.1-0.01 (Woods, 1988). Therefore, once the particles have sedimented, the density

of the plume will decrease by an amount of order 1-10%. Since the Brunt-Vaiasala

frequency of the atmosphere is oforder 0.01-0.035 S·l (Gill, 1981), the density gradient in

the atmosphere, relative to the adiabat, is of order .!. dp - 10.3 - 10-4 km", Therefore, as
pdz

the particles sediment from the umbrella plume, and the density of the plume decreases by

a few percent, I predict that the particle-depleted gas may ascend from the upper surface

ofthe plume by 0.1-1 km. For a settling rate of 1 mis, this ascent would occur over a time

of order 103_104 s, during which the plume would spread laterally from the source over a

distance of about 10-100 km (Bursik et al., 1992b; Woods and Kienle, 1994). Note that

this particle-depleted gas does carry some of the finer ash upwards and this may provide

the nucleation sites for heterogeneous reactions which form aerosols from volcanic gases

(pinto et al., 1989; Turco, 1990).

4.6.4 Explanation ofAnalog Gas-Ash Separation

I tested a model describing the behavior of a generic, finite gravity intrusion. This

model applies equally to the fluids in the experimental tank, the ocean, or atmospheres, as
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long as the appropriate values for the terms used (e.g. N, Vs, h) are selected. The relative

plume rise that occurs in the tank is a function of the reduction of the bulk density as the

particles sediment from the current during the time period over which the buoyancy-inertia

balance applies. The buoyancy-inertia balance applies as long as the current is coherent,

which depends on the rate of sedimentation ofparticles from the current.

As stated in section 4.5.3, there is no full quantitative theory for lateral intrusions

such as I have produced in the laboratory but I present a simple scaling, knowing the mass

of particles, the volume of the current, and the density stratification. These experimental

results are considered to be an analogue to laterally injecting volcanic umbrella plumes

through extrapolation of the same theory, simply using different parameters in the

equations where appropriate (see chapter 3).

The calculations for the separation ofgas from ash in a volcanic umbrella plume in

the atmosphere are determined independently from the analog laboratory experiments. In

other words, the separation in the laboratory experiments occurs due to the same

mechanism as in the atmosphere, but the scaling for the separation observed in the tank

and predicted to occur in the atmosphere relate to the physical parameters known for

each; the scaling ofone is not based on the physical parameters of the other. The rise of a

residual fluid (gas) in the atmosphere is calculated to be 0.1 to 1 krn based on the bulk

density reduction of particles in that intrusion of a given mass, scale height, and density

stratification. The same process is simply predicted to occur in the atmosphere as in the

laboratory tank, given the physical parameters used in the model.
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Other parameters that may affect the velocity of the gravity intrusion (e.g., fluid

viscosity and potential tank edge effects) are incorporated into a. It is worth noting that

the values determined for a in the experiments were - 0.2. This compares favorably with

the value predicted for the application of the model to the Pinatubo umbrella plume (0.3)

as shown in chapter 3. In addition, the value for a for the Redoubt umbrella plume

(0.7±O.2) is consistent with the experimentally predicted values given the errors in the

measurement ofthe field observations and intrusion volumes (Woods and Kienle, 1994).

4.7 Conclusions

I have presented a series of analogue laboratory experiments to study the motion

of volcanic umbrella plumes of finite mass emplaced into the atmosphere by relatively

short lived explosive eruptions. The experiments have identified that there is a main phase

of intrusion of such umbrella plumes, which persists for 103_104 s, in which the motion of

the particles and gases are coupled (ef Bursik et al., 1992a). During this stage, the

sedimentation ofparticles causes the bulk: density ofthe mixture to fall, and therefore there

is a small upward drift ofthe umbrella plume. However, I have found that on longer time

scales, when the particles have sedimented from the, current, the structure of the current

changes, and a relatively particle-free intrusion of volcanic gases and fine ash «0.1 mm)

develops above a decoupled layer of sedimenting particles. Fingers of buoyant gas and

fine ash may rise from the upper surface of the intrusion, and, in the absence of ambient

winds, may ascend as much as 0.1-1.0 km. At the same time, a return flow in the ambient

fluid around the intrusion sweeps sedimenting particles back inwards below the center of
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the original intrusion. This particle-laden fluid then migrates downwards below the

intrusion as a dense particle-laden plume. Eventually, this particle-rich flow reaches a new

neutral buoyancy height, at which point the ash may intrude laterally to form a secondary

intrusion some depth below the original umbrella plume.

For simplicity, our analog experiments used uniform grain sizes. This resulted in a

clear, well defined separation ofthe particle and ash layers and concomitant formation ofa

uniform secondary intrusion. The effect of a varying range of grain sizes as exists in a

volcanic plume may produce a less well defined and more gradual ash-gas separation and

secondary intrusions. In addition, our experiments are for a finite intrusion. A

continuously fed intrusion will result in more turbulent mixing and may therefore not

produce the equivalent secondary intrusions, although the ash-gas separation should still

persist.

The vertical separation of the ash and associated volcanic gases is in accord with

field measurements of the charge associated with small volcanic ash plumes at Sakurajima

volcano, Japan, in which it was found that there is a positively charged plume, assumed to

be gas, as much as 1 km above a negatively charged ash-laden plume (Lane and Gilbert,

1992). If there is a significant wind-shear, as is often the case, then the volcanic gases

emplaced at one altitude may spread at a different rate, and possibly in a different direction

from the volcanic ash, which sediments through the lower regions ofthe atmosphere. This

effect is important for evaluating the hazards ofvolcanic plumes for aircraft safety, and for

calculating the height at which volcanic aerosols may subsequently form from the gases.

Bernard and Rose (1990) have suggested that, as well as silicate ash particles (e.g.,
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Casadevall, 1992), volcanic gas and sulfuric acid aerosols can have a significant,

deleterious effect upon aircraft windows, electronics and frames, and can pose a serious

hazard when an aircraft encounters such plumes. The mechanism of ash-gas separation

identified herein, may also partially explain the observation of enhanced volcanic aerosols

(e.g., Hayashida and Iwasaka, 1985), formed from the 1982 EI Chich6n eruption, several

km higher than the measured intrusion height of the eruption column (Woods and Self,

1992).

These results imply that ash of size >0.1 mm is only transported in gravitationally

spreading volcanic umbrella plumes for a relatively short time of 103_104 s, after which I

expect it to have sedimented from the plume. Subsequently, the motion of the ash

becomes decoupled from the umbrella plume and falls to the ground under gravity, while

being transported by the ambient winds. Meanwhile, the umbrella plume of volcanic gas

and very fine ash, which has not separated from the main plume, spreads out more and

more slowly until the motion becomes controlled by the ambient winds. As a result of

these different transport mechanisms, the far-field sedimentation patterns associated with

very fine ash may be different from the near-field deposition of the coarser grained

material. This picture is consistent with a recent analysis of the thermal infrared satellite

images of the ash plume which formed during the May 18, 1980 eruption of Mount St.

Helens, in which it was found that during the period 104_105 s after eruption, the evolution

of the ash plume may be explained in terms of wind swept ash settling under gravity

(Appendix B).
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Table 4.1. List of the main sequence of experiments showing the particle size, mass of
particles, ambient fluid stratification (dp/dz), Brunt-Vaiasala frequency (N) and geometry
of the placement ofthe feeder box at the "end" or "middle" ofthe experimental tank.

Exp. N dp/dz Part. Size Part. Mass FluidMass Fluid Geometry
Number (s") (x10.3) d (11m) (g) (em') Density

40 0.5873 0.352 17 88 4000 1.0 end
41 0.5873 0.352 23 88 4000 1.0 end
43 0.5873 0.352 37 88 4000 1.0 end
49 0.5873 0.352 23 35 3000 1.0 end
51 0.5873 0.352 23 56 4000 1.0 middle
53 0.5294 0.286 na na 4000 1.0096 end
54 0.5294 0.286 na na 4000 1.0089 middle
56 0.5294 0.286 23 18 4000 1.0 middle
57 0.5294 0.286 23 17.5 3000 1.0 middle
58 0.5294 0.286 17 24 3000 1.0 middle
59 0.5294 0.286 17 12 1200 1.0 middle
60 0.5294 0.286 37 10 1000 1.0 middle
61 0.5294 0.286 23 20 2000 1.0 middle
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of a spreading umbrella plume, showing the evolution of the plume
as it sediments and spreads under gravity.
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Figure 4.2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus, including the feeder box
and pipe.
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expt 56 - lateral distance as a function of time: data are shown for
both left hand (squares) and right hand (circles) currents
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expt 56 - depth of current as a function of time: data are shown for
both left hand (squares) and right hand (circles) currents
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Figure 4.3. Variation of the (a) lateral extent and (b) depth of the current as a function of
time. The data in this figure correspond to experiment 56 shown in Table 4.1. It is seen
that after about 30s, there is a change in the rate of spreading of the current, and this
corresponds to the point at which the buoyancy-inertia balance becomes established.
Also, at this time, the volume ofthe current, estimatedfrom the region of the dyed fluid in
the video, becomes nearly constant.
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I
Schematic of velocity profile

as intrusions spread
laterally from source

Figure 4.4. Schematic ofthe processes involved in generating a secondary intrusion below
the primary intrusion. (i) The return flow around the intrusion sweeps particles inward
below the main intrusion; (ii) the particle laden fluid converging below the current is
relatively dense and therefore sinks into the stratified ambient fluid below; (iii) this sinking
current of particle laden fluid reaches its neutral buoyancy height, and intrudes laterally as
a secondary intrusion, and the process repeats.
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Figure 4.5. Graph showing the square of the distance of the intrusions from experiments
51, 56, 60, and 61 as a function of time. In each case, the best fit straight line has been
drawn on the data, and the time of each experiment has been renormalized to start at the
point at which the depth ofthe current began to decrease.
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Plate 4.1. Sequence of photographs from experiment 56. The photographs were taken at
times 46s, 70s, and 91s after the feeder box was opened. It is seen that after a time of
order 30s, the current resembles a thin, large-aspect ratio intrusion spreading laterally
from the source. It is at these later times that the simple inertia-buoyancy balance
described in section 4.5.2 applies.

Plate 4.2. Photograph of the small fingerlike protrusions of the buoyant residual fluid
which rise above the umbrella plume as particles sediment from the plume from
experiment 61. The photograph was taken 95s after the start of the experiment. A
vertical line of potassium permanganate dye was placed in the tank before the start of the
experiment. As may be seen in this photograph, after the start of the experiment, the dyed
fluid just below the intrusion has been swept inwards by about 30cm. Owing to the
stratification, the return flow is confined to a narrow region around the intrusion.

Plate 4.3. Photograph of the formation ofa secondary intrusion below the main intrusion.
The photograph was taken from experiment 58, 189s after the release ofthe fluid.
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Plate 4.1. Experiment 56
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Plate 4.2. Experiment 61
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Plate 4.3. Experiment 58
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CHAPTER 5

5.1 Summary and Conclusions

This dissertation has focused upon the utility of digital weather satellite data to

study explosive volcanic eruption plumesand on laboratory fluid dynamic experiments that

simulate the lateral injection of a volcanic umbrella plume in the atmosphere. The two

explosive eruptions studied with satellite data, Mount St. Helens on May 18, 1980, and

multiple eruptions ofMt. Pinatubo in June, 1991, have provided new information on the

timing of events during the eruptions, on the dynamic behavior of the umbrella plumes

such as maximum altitudes and undercooling reached at the tops of the eruption columns,

and therefore the quantity of tephra erupted, on changes in eruptive style, and on the

ability to differentiate and consequently track volcanic plumes in the atmosphere. The

laboratory experiments indicated that volcanicgases may rapidly separate from the ash in a

plume and remain at or above the neutral buoyancy altitude reached by the laterally

injecting umbrella plume and showed the formation of secondary intrusions below the

main umbrella plume.

Due to many factors, explosive volcanic eruptions are often poorly observed from

the ground. Satellite data have permitted improved estimates of timing of events during

the volcanic activity studied and therefore a revised chronology ofevents to be established

at Mount St. Helens that is corroborated by available ground observations. Satellite

observations of the Pinatubo eruption provided a chronology of events not otherwise

available, particularly during the climactic phase on June 15, which was observed to last
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approximately 9.5 hours. Both of the eruptions studied showed that the umbrella plumes

acted initially as gravitationally driven currents, before becoming advected in the

prevailing winds. The Mount St. Helens plume on May 18 moved as a gravitational

current for -2 hours and the initial giant explosive umbrella plume at Pinatubo on 15 June

was little affected by ambient winds for the first 4-5 hours, moving almost uniformly in all

directions irrespective of the prevailing easterlies at the altitude of injection (-19-25 km)

in the stratosphere.

The maximum column altitudes reached were -30 km at Mount St. Helens and

-40 Ian at Pinatubo. In addition, plume undercooling due to decompression at the column

tops (Woods and Self, 1992) reached a maximum of -15°C and -55°C, respectively. In

the Mount St. Helens case, the undercooled column top was observed to require >30

minutes to adjust (warm) to ambient temperatures. This observation is important as plume

altitudes are often determined by the comparisons of plume top temperature with

atmospheric temperatures from radiosonde data, and undercooled values near the plume

top can cause significant errors in this technique ofaltitude estimation.

High temporal resolution weather satellite data (every 30 minutes at MSH and

every hour at Pinatubo) and a relatively accurate chronology of eruptive events allows

constraint on the maximum altitudes reached by the volcanic columns during the course of

an individual or series of eruptions. Because column altitude is a function of thermal

energy flux at the vent, this information can be used to determine the eruptive rates and,

integrating over time, the amount of erupted tephra from Mount St. Helens on May 18

was calculated at -0.2 krrr' DRE and that from the June eruptions of Pinatubo were
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determined to be -6.1 km' DRE. Both of these values roughly correspond to independent

ground-based measurements of erupted volumes (deposit isopach maps) but should be

considered minimum values due to errors in determining plume altitudes which can result

in underestimates of maximum column heights.

The Mount St. Helens eruption waned between Plinian to co-ignimbrite styles of

activity. The difference between these two distinctly different eruptive mechanisms

manifested itself in both the visible and thermal IR. GOES satellite data. The visible data

indicated a change in the relative reflectance of Plinian versus co-ignimbrite activity.

Plinian plumes appeared darker (DN < 124) and co-ignimbrite plumes appeared lighter

(DN ~124), probably the result of the differences in ash sizes within the different plumes.

Because of the mechanisms for co-ignimbrite plume rise, they contain a significantly

smaller mean grain size (Sparks and Wilson, 1976; Woods and Wohletz, 1991). This

reduction in grain size causes a decrease in the optical path length of light reaching the

surface of the plume and a concomitant increase in the reflectance, resulting in co

ignimbrite plumes appearing lighter toned than the relatively coarse sized Plinian plumes.

In addition, downwind thermal profiles of the proximal plume top indicate rapid changes

associated with co-ignimbrite plumes and less-rapid variations with Plinian activity.

At Pinatubo, Plinian activity could often be ascertained by the shape of the

overshooting column top and spreading umbrella plume as observed from satellite. Plinian

columns resulted in relatively circular column tops and concomitant umbrella plumes. The

overshooting column tops were often significantly higher (15+ Ian) than the top surface of

the main level of injection at the neutral buoyancy level. Co-ignimbrite activity was
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observed to produce less dramatic (-2 km) overshooting tops that were elongate,

reflecting their large, relatively linear source region. Satellite data corroborate ground

photographs documenting changes of activity between Plinian and co-ignimbrite activity

for both Mount St. Helens and Pinatubo.

AVHRR multi-spectral thermal IR. images were used to delineate drifting volcanic

plumes from other features at Pinatubo, particularly meteorological water/ice douds. The

thermal differencing algorithm, which subtracts AVHRR thermal IR. band 4 and band 5

(T4-Ts) values, often produces negative relative temperature values for volcanic plumes

while producing positive values for meteorological clouds. This algorithm was used to

identify several drifting plumes from the June 1991 Pinatubo eruption but cases where the

algorithm did not differentiate volcanic ash plumes are also shown. I support the

suggestion that the grain size, in addition to plume opacity, is responsible when the

algorithm successfully distinguished ash from water vapor and ice crystals, with small

mean modal particle sizes of <3-5 urn producing positive values when using the thermal

differencing algorithm (Wen and Rose, 1994; Prata, 1994). This is supported by the

ability of the algorithm to marginally detect a rising, selectively fine grained ash laden,

secondary explosion column derived from the ignimbrite at Pinatubo in September, 1991.

The algorithm typically does not delineate ash and gas plumes in the proximal regions of a

vent-derived column due to the larger particles sizes. However, because secondary

explosions selectively contain a large amount of fine particles <40 urn in diameter, the

algorithm could discriminate the ash plume.
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I have presented a series of analog laboratory experiments that simulate the lateral

injection of a volcanic umbrella plume into the atmosphere. The experiments identified a

main phase of the intrusion, lasting 103-10\ during which the motion of the particles are

coupled. On longer time scales, however, when the particles have sedimented from the

current, the structure of the intrusion changes, and a relatively particle-free intrusion of

fluid (volcanic gas) and fine particles (ash <0.1 mm) develops above a decoupled layer of

sedimenting particles. Fingers of buoyant fluid (gas) may rise from the upper surface of

the intrusion and, in the absence of ambient winds, ascend as much as 0.1-1.0 km, At the

same time, a return flow in the ambient fluid around the intrusion sweeps sedimenting

particles back inwards below the intrusion as a dense particle laden current. This current

then migrates downwards below the main intrusion as a dense particle laden plume.

Eventually this particle rich plume reaches a level of neutral buoyancy, at which point the

current then re-intrudes to form a secondary intrusion below the original intrusion, then

the process repeats to form additional, weaker intrusions.

These laboratory results are important because they show that volcanic gases may

separate and rise above a current of ash. This gas-ash separation mechanism is supported

by results at Sakurajima, Japan, in which it was found that there is as positively charged

plume, assumed to be gas, as much as 1 km above a negatively charged ash-laden plume

(Lane and Gilbert, 1992). The difference in altitude between the gas and ash plume can

lead to significantly different trajectories in conditions of strong wind-shear. This effect is

important for evaluating the hazards of volcanic plumes for aircraft safety, and for

determining the height at which volcanogenic aerosols may subsequently form from gases.
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5.2 Future Work

I have demonstrated several techniques for determining plume altitudes for the

eruptions of Mount St. Helens and Pinatubo. Because of the importance of plume

altitudes in determining both the amount of thermal energy and therefore erupted tephra in

a volcanic eruption and the level of injection of aerosol forming volcanic ash and gasses,

the demonstrated techniques for plume altitude determination need to be applied to and

refined on further eruptions. Currently, an algorithm for maximum column altitude and

plume top temperatures is being developed for incorporation into the NASA EOS IDS

volcanology team products. These products are a user-interactive group of algorithms

and software related to volcanic phenomena that will allow the many users of the NASA

EOSDIS to quickly access volcanic algorithms and analyze volcanic eruptions.

Because particle size, distribution and other microphysical parameters are of

critical importance to understanding the spectral properties of a drifting ash plume (prata,

1994), direct knowledge of those characteristics would greatly facilitate models and

therefore estimates of ash and possibly gases in drifting volcanic plumes (Wen and Rose,

1994). Neither laboratory studies of simulated ash plumes or direct sampling of an ash

plume to determine these properties has, as yet, been accomplished. I intend on

continuing a grain size analysis of several co-ignimbrite and secondary explosion ash

samples from New Zealand and Pinatubo. In addition, I have proposed, together with

colleagues Dr. Alfred Prata and Dr. Stephen Self, to conduct a laboratory study of the

optical properties of a suspended ash plume. Using a radiometer that has already shown

its operational abilities to simulate the AVHRR thermal IR. band 4 and 5 in the field and in
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the laboratory (prata, et al., 1991; Barton and Prata, 1994), we propose to examine some

of the optical properties of various tephra samples in a suspended chamber at the CSIRO

in Melbome, Australia. Results from the proposed work may help to constrain the

understanding of optical effects of suspended ash in the thermal IR and possibly shed new

light on the discriminating capabilities of the T4-Ts algorithm.

One way to possibly improve the discrimination of volcanic plumes is to get a

more detailed spectral resolution of the thermal IR region. This can be accomplished by

having many spectral bands in the 8-12 um region where the AVHRR T4-Ts algorithm is

currently used. Some EOS instruments can be of great use for this, namely, the moderate

resolution imaging spectrometer (MODIS) has 4 bands in the 8-12 urn region and is slated

to go up in 1998 on the EOS-AM 1 platform. MODIS offers the advantage of multiple

bands in the thermal IR. which might allow the volcanic plume spectral signature to be

more clearly identified. In addition, Additional EOS instruments such as the atmospheric

infrared sounder (AlRS) which is due to go up in 2000 on an additional EOS platform will

provide ancillary data that will help in determining plume altitudes. The most important

data supplied for this purpose will be accurate temperature (within 1°C) and other

measurements at 1 km vertical resolution. This data will allow more accurate temperature

and other dynamic features to be delineated. Currently, ancillary information that is not

always available, such as radiosonde and NMC grid point data, has to be relied upon for

atmospheric temperature, humidity, winds, etc.
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APPENDIX A

Satellite Instruments

A.l GMS Instrument

The GMS is operated by the Meteorological Satellite Center, Japanese

Meteorological Agency (MSC/JMA) and the National Space Development Agency of

Japan as part of a global system of meteorological satellites which includes the

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) and polar-orbiting NOAA

satellites operated by the United States, the European Geostationary Meteorological

Satellite (METEOSAT) operated by the European Space Agency, the Indian

geostationary Satellite (INSAT), and the Meteorological Earth Orbiting satellite

(METEOR) operated by the former Soviet Union. The GMS is a spin-stabilized satellite

operated at the nominal geostationary altitude of 35,800 km. The scanning system

consists of a mirror that is stepped mechanically to provide north to south viewing, while

the rotation of the GMS provides west to east scanning. The mirror is stepped after each

satellite rotational scan in a sequence of 2,500 (140 urad each) total scans to provide a

complete view of the Earth disk from just beyond the northern horizon to just beyond the

southern horizon in 25 minutes (GMS users guide, 1989). More detail on the GMS

spacecraft and data gathering and handling procedures are available in the GMS users

guide (1989) and Table A.5. GMS data is available from the MSC/JMA, 3-235

Nakakiyoto, Kiyose, Tokyo 204, Japan.
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A.2 NOAA Instrument

The NOAA polar-orbiting satellite instrument used in this study is the AVHR.R

which gathers data in five spectral bands. The odd numbered satellites (NOAA 7, 9 and

11) and all the NOAA satellites starting with NOAA 12 have the following format; band 1:

0.58-0.68 urn, band 2: 0.725-1.1 urn, band 3: 3.55-3.93 urn, band 4: 10.3-11.3 urn, and

band 5: 11.5-12.5 urn. The even numbered satellites prior to NOAA 12 have the same

format, except that band 4 is 10.5-11.5 urn and band 5 is a repeat of band 4. Additional

•
information on the AVHRR instrument and data handling and processing procedures are

available in the NOAA polar orbiter users guide (Kidwell, 1991) and Table A.6. AVHR.R

data is available from the NOAA, National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information

Service (NESDIS), National Climatic Data Center, Satellite Data Services Division,

Washington, DC 20233
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Table A. I. List ofMount St. Helens GOES data.

area ss yyddd hhmmss leor ecor 1r er zr Isiz esiz z aands
------ ----- -- ----- -

101 24 80139 154500 2598 8779 1 1 1 2597 3220 1 NA
102 24 80139 161500 2600 8779 1 1 1 2596 3220 1 NA
103 24 80139 164500 2599 8779 1 1 1 2596 3220 1 NA
104 24 80139 171500 2601 8778 1 1 1 2594 3216 1 NA
105 24 80139 174500 2600 8779 1 1 1 2594 3220 1 NA
106 24 80139 181500 2603 8778 1 1 1 2592 3216 1 NA
107 24 80139 184500 2542 8759 1 1 1 3364 3608 1 NA
108 24 80139 191500 2602 8778 1 1 1 2592 3220 1 NA
109 24 80139 194500 2542 8758 1 1 1 3364 3608 1 NA
110 24 80139 201500 2602 8778 1 1 1 2592 3220 1 NA
111 24 80139 204500 3520 8758 1 1 1 2385 3060 1 NA
112 24 80139 211500 2542 8758 1 1 1 3363 3608 1 NA
113 24 80139 214500 2543 8758 1 1 1 3362 3608 1 NA
114 24 80139 221500 2544 8757 1 1 1 3361 3608 1 NA
115 24 80139 224500 2545 8757 1 1 1 3360 3608 1 NA
116 24 80139 231500 2599 8778 1 1 1 2595 3224 1 NA
117 24 80139 234500 2544 8758 1 1 1 3362 3608 1 NA
118 24 80140 1500 2542 8757 1 1 1 3363 3612 1 NA
119 25 80139 154500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 ....... 8 .. '" ...
120 25 80139 161500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 ........
121 25 80139 164500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 ....... 8 ........
122 25 80139 171500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 ....... 8 ........
123 25 80139 174500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 ........
124 25 80139 181500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 ........
125 25 80139 184500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 ....... 8 ........
126 25 80139 191500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 ....... 8 ........
127 25 80139 194500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 ....... 8 ........
128 25 80139 201500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 ........
129 25 80139 204500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 ..•.....
130 25 80139 211500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 ........
131 25 80139 214500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 ..•.....
132 25 80139 221500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 ........
133 25 80139 224500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 ..•.....
134 2S 80139 231500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 •...•...
135 25 80139 234500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · •..... 8 ••.•.•••
136 2S 80140 1500 2587 8000 4 4 1 800 1000 1 · ...... 8 .•.•....
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Table A2. List ofPinatubo GMS data.
area ss yyddd hhnunss leer ecer lr er zr lsiz esiz z bands

------ ----- ----- -- ----- -
500 12 91165 3100 3805 1794 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1 .... " .........
501 12 91165 13059 3814 1794 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1 .........•... , .
502 12 91165 23059 3811 1795 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
503 12 91165 42359 3760 1794 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
504 12 91165 53059 3708 1793 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
505 12 91165 63100 3648 1791 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1 .....•...•.....
506 12 91165 73059 3593 1790 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1 ................
507 12 91165 83059 3525 1789 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1 ...............
508 12 91165 213100 3664 1779 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
509 12 91165 222359 3720 1794 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
510 12 91165 233059 3770 1795 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
511 12 91166 3100 3801 1797 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
512 12 91166 13059 3813 1797 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
513 12 91166 23059 3814 1798 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
514 12 91166 42359 3768 1797 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
515 12 91166 53059 3719 1796 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
516 12 91166 63100 3661 1794 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1•....•.........
517 12 91166 73059 3601 1793 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
518 12 91166 83059 3535 1791 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
519 12 91166 213100 3671 1791 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
520 12 91166 222359 3719 1792 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
521 12 91166 233059 3767 1794 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
522 12 91167 3100 3798 1795 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1•.•............
523 12 91167 13059 3808 1796 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1•..............
524 12 91167 23059 3808 1796 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
525 12 91167 33100 3790 1796 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1 .•.............
526 12 91167 42359 3762 1795 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1•.......•......
527 12 91167 53059 3713 1794 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
528 12 91167 63100 3655 1793 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1 .•......•..•...
529 12 91167 73059 3597 1791 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1...............
530 12 91167 83059 3530 1789 1 1 1 1400 2400 1 1 .•..•..........
531 13 91165 3100 4088 1747 4 4 1 319 500 1 · .••.•. 8 ••......
532 13 91165 13059 4096 1746 4 4 1 319 500 1 •...... 8 ........
533 13 91165 23059 4097 1748 4 4 1 318 500 1 · .••.•• 8•.......
534 13 91165 42359 4044 1745 4 4 1 318 500 1 ....... 8 ........
535 13 91165 53059 3994 1747 4 4 1 317 500 1 ..•.... 8 ........
536 13 91165 63100 3932 1746 4 4 1 318 500 1 • ...•.. 8 ........
537 13 91165 73059 3874 1745 4 4 1 319 500 1 • .••.•. 8 ...•....
538 13 91165 83059 3806 1745 4 4 1 320 500 1 · .•..•. 8 •..•....
539 13 91165 93100 3746 1745 4 4 1 321 500 1 •.•...• 8 ........
540 13 91165 102359 3699 1744 4 4 1 322 500 1 • ..•..• 8 ........
541 13 91165 113059 3652 1743 4 4 1 322 500 1 • •••••• 8 ••••••..
542 13 91165 123100 3618 1741 4 4 1 324 496 1 · •••••• 8 •••••.•.
543 13 91165 133059 3604 1743 4 4 . 1 325 496 1 · ••..•. 8 ....••...
544 13 91165 143059 3607 1745 4 4 1 326 496 1 · .••.•• 8 .•.••...
545 13 91165 153100 3626 1749 4 4 1 326 496 1 • .••.•• 8 ••.•....
546 13 91165 162359 3657 1748 4 4 1 325 496 1 • •••.•• 8 ••••••..
547 13 91165 173059 3705 1745 4 4 1 325 500 1 · .••••. 8 ........
548 13 91165 183100 3765 1746 4 4 1 324 500 1 · •••••• 8 •..•....
549 13 91165 193059 3825 1747 4 4 1 324 500 1 · ••••.• 8 •.•••...
550 13 91165 203059 3886 1747 4 4 1 323 500 1 · .••.•• 8 .••••...
551 13 91165 213100 3949 1748 4 4 1 322 500 1 · •••.•• 8 •.••••..
552 13 91165 222359 4002 1749 4 4 1 321 500 1 • ••.•.. 8 •••••...
553 13 91165 233059 4050 1749 4 4 1 320 500 1 · .••••• 8 •.•••...
554 13 91166 3100 4085 1750 4 4 1 318 500 1 · •••••• 8 ...••...
555 13 91166 13059 4095 1749 4 4 1 319 500 1 • ••.•.• 8 ...••...
556 13 91166 23059 4100 1748 4 4 1 318 500 1 • .••••• 8 •••.•... ..
557 13 91166 42359 4053 1749 4 4 1 318 500 1 · ••.... 8 •..••...
558 13 91166 53059 4005 1747 4 4 1 317 500 1 • •••.•• 8•.•.....
559 13 91166 63100 39~5 1749 4 4 1 318 500 1 · ...... 8 •••••...
560 13 91166 73059 3886 1748 4 4 1 318 500 1 · .•.... 8 .•.•....
561 13 91166 83059 3816 1748 4 4 1 320 500 1 · .•.... 8 ••......
562 13 91166 93100 3756 1747 4 4 1 321 500 1 · •••.•. 8 •.•••...
563 13 91166 102359 3709 1746 4 4 1 322 500 1 • ••..•• 8 •..•....
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Table A.2 (Continued). List ofPinatubo GMS data

564 13 91166 113059 3658 1745 4 4 1 323 500 1 · .•.... 8•.....•.
565 13 91166 123100 3628 1744 4 4 1 323 500 1 · •..... 8•..•..•.
566 13 91166 133059 3612 1745 4 4 1 325 496 1 · ...... 8....•...
567 13 91166 143059 3610 1746 4 4 1 325 496 1 · .•.... 8....•...
568 13 91166 153100 3628 1747 4 4 1 326 496 1 · •..... 8... _....
569 13 91166 162359 3659 1746 4 4 1 325 496 1 · ...... 8........
570 13 91166 173059 3472 1423 4 4 1 491 584 1 · ...... 8... " ...
571 13 91166 183100 3531 1420 4 4 1 490 584 1 · •..... 8 ........
572 13 91166 193059 3591 1421 4 4 1 490 584 1 · ...... 8........
573 13 91166 203059 3652 1421 4 4 1 489 584 1 · ••.... 8........
574 13 91166 213100 3714 1422 4 4 1 488 584 1 · .•.... 8........
575 13 91166 222359 3762 1419 4 4 1 488 588 1 · ...... s........
576 13 91166 233059 3812 1420 4 4 1 488 588 1 · .•.... 8...•....
577 13 91167 3100 3842 1421 4· 4 1 488 588 1 · .•.... 8. _......
578 13 91167 13059 3855 1420 4 4 1 488 588 1 ....... 8 ... _....
579 13 91167 23059 3855 1419 4 4 1 488 588 1 · .•.... 8........
580 13 91167 33100 3838 1419 4 4 1 487 588 1 · •..... 8........
581 13 91167 42359 3811 1420 4 4 1 487 588 1 · .•.... 8 ........
582 13 91167 53059 3759 1421 4 4 1 487 588 1 · ...... s ........
583 13 91167 63100 3703 1420 4 4 1 486 588 1 · •..... 8.•.•....
584 13 91167 73059 3645 1419 4 4 1 486 588 1 · ••.•.. 8 ...•....
585 13 91167 83059 3575 1422 4 4 1 486 584 1 · .•.... 8 ...•••..
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Table A.3. Pinatubo AVHRR data.

Eruption NOAA Date Julian Time" Time #of Res
Satellite GMT Day GMT Local Bands km

Pinatubo 11 6/II/91 162 18:47 02:47 5 1.1
Pinatubo II 6/12/91 163 06:00 14:00 5 1.1
Pinatubo II 6/13/91 164 18:24 02:24 5 1.1
Pinatubo II 6/13/91 164 06:42 14:42 5 1.1
Pinatubo 10 6/14/91 165 10:58 18:58 5 1.1
Pinatubo 11 6/14/91 165 18:12 02:12 5 4.4
Pinatubo II 6/15/91 166 05:53 13:53 5 4.4
Pinatubo 10 6/15/91 166 09:13 17:13 5 1.1
Pinatubo 10 6/15/91 166 10:34 18:34 5 4.4
Pinatubo II 6/15/91 166 18:57 02:57 5 1.1
Pinatubo 10 6/15/91 166 23:05 07:05 5 4.4
Pinatubo II 6/16/91 167 05:54 13:54 5 4.4
Pinatubo 10 6/16/91 167 08:49 16:49 5 4.4
Pinatubo 11 6/16/91 167 18:44 02:44 5 4.4
Pinatubo 10 6/16/91 167 21:58 05:58 5 4.4
Pinatubo 10 6/16/91 167 22:21 06:21 5 4.4
Pinatubo II 6/18/91 169 06:31 14:31 5 1.1
Pinatubo II 6/19/91 170 06:19 14:19 5 1.1
Pinatubo 11 7/5/91 186 06:37 14:37 5 1.1
Pinatubo II 7/6/91 187 19:02 03:02 5 1.1
Pinatubo II 7/14/91 195 06:35 14:35 5 1.1
Pinatubo 11 7/16/91 197 06:11 14:11 5 1.1
Pinatubo 11 9/4/91 247 06:39 14:39 5 1.1
Pinatubo 11 9/15/91 258 06:12 14:12 5 1.1

Pinatubo local time =GMT+8.
8 Satellite scan start time
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Table A4. List ofE! Chich6n GOES data.

area 55 yyddd hhmms 5 lcor ecor 1r er zr Isiz esiz z bands
----- -- ----- -

201 28 82088 !.20000 4308 3081 1 1 1 2000 4096 1 NA
202 28 82088 123000 4291 3082 1 1 1 2000 4096 1 NA
203 28 82088 130000 4272 3082 1 1 1 2000 4096 1 NA
204 28 82094 120000 4786 3243 1 1 1 1024 4096 1 NA
205 28 82094 123000 4765 3244 1 1 1 1024 4096 1 NA
206 28 82094 130000 4249 3103 1 1 1 2000 4096 1 NA
207 28 82094 133000 4719 3245 1 1 1 1024 4096 1 NA
208 28 82094 140000 4200 3103 1 1 1 2000 4096 1 NA
209 28 82094 143000 4669 3246 1 1 1 1024 4096 1 NA
210 28 82094 150000 4644 3246 1 1 1 1024 4096 1 NA
211 28 82094 153000 4619 3246 1 1 1 1024 4096 1 NA
212 28 82094 160000 4595 3245 1 1 1 1024 4096 1 NA
213 28 82094 170000 4056 3102 1 1 1 2000 4096 1 NA
214 28 82094 180000 4020 3100 1 1 1 2000 4096 1 NA
215 28 82094 190000 3993 3098 1 1 1 2000 4096 1 NA
216 28 82094 200000 3979 3096 1 1 1 2000 4096 1 NA
217 28 82094 210000 3978 3094 1 1 1 2000 4096 1 NA
218 29 82088 60000 3245 3205 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 ....... 8 ........
219 29 82088 63000 3253 3065 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 ........
220 29 82088 70000 3277 3209 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 ....... 8 ........
221 29 82088 73000 3281 3069 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 ........
222 29 82088 80000 3297 3209 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 ........
223 29 82088 83000 3297 3069 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 ........
224 29 82088 90000 3305 3213 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 ....... 8 ........
225 29 82088 93000 3309 3213 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 ........
226 29 82088 100000 3305 3217 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 ••••••• 8 ••••••.•
227 29 82088 103000 3297 3217 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 ........
228 29 82088 110000 3289 3217 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 .•......
229 29 82088 113000 3277 3221 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 ........
230 29 82088 120000 3257 3081 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · •..... 8 ........
231 29 82088 123000 3241 3081 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 ........
232 29 82094 13000 3065 3081 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ...... 8 ...•....
233 29 82094 20000 3093 3221 ,; 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 ........
234 29 82094 23000 3113 3081 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · •..... 8 ........
235 29 82094 30000 3145 3221 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · •..... 8 ..•.....
236 29 82094 33000 3165 3081 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ..•... 8 ........
237 29 82094 40000 3193 3225 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · •...•. 8 ...•....
238 29 82094 60000 3277 3225 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 .•.•....
239 29 82094 63000 3289 3229 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · .•.... 8 ........
240 29 82094 70000 3297 3085 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · •....• 8 •.......
241 29 82094 73000 3305 3089 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ...... 8 ••......
242 29 82094 80000 3309 3089 4' 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ••.... 8 ••••....
243 29 82094 113000 3265 3241 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ••.••• 8 ••••...•
244 29 82094 120000 3249 3241 4 4' 1 1024 1024 1 • •••..• 8 .•••....
245 29 82094 123000 3221 3101 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ••..•• 8 ••••....
246 29 82094 130000 3201 3101 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • •••..• 8 •••••...
247 29 82094 133000 3177 3101 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ...... 8 •.••....
248 29 82094 140000 3149 3101 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ••.••• 8 •••••.••
249 29 82094 143000 3133 3245 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • .•.••• 8 ••••....
250 29 82094 150000 3105 3245 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • .•.... 8 •.••....
251 29 82094 153000 3081 3245 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ••...• 8 ••••.••.
252 29 82094 160000 3057 3245 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ...... 8 ••••...•
253 29 82094 170000 3005 3101 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 · ••.... 8 ••••....
254 29 82094 180000 2969 3097 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ••.•.• 8 •••••...
255 29 82094 190000 2945 3097 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ••••.• 8 ••••••.•
256 29 82094 200000 2929 3093 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • •••••• 8 •••••.••
257 29 82094 210000 2929 3093 4 4 1 1024 1024 1 • ••...• 8 ••.•....
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Table A.5. Characteristics ofthe GMS VISSR.
Item
Number of Sensor

WaveLength

Resolution at Sub-Satellite
Point (SSP)
Instantaneous Geometrical
Field of View (IGFOV)
Scan Step Angle
Noise Equivalent Delta
Temperature ofIR Sensor (NE~1)
Number of Scan Lines

Power Consumption
Weight
Aperture
Focal Length
Signal Level

Specification
VIS 4 (+4 redundant)
IR 1 (+1 redundant)
VIS 0.5-0.75 J.1m
IR 10.5-12.5 urn
VIS 1.25 Ian
IR 5.0km
VIS 35 x 31 urad
IR 140 x 140 urad
140 urad (north to south scanning)
s O.5K at 300k
s I.5K at 220k
VIS 2500 x4
IR 2500
25W
67 kg (includes 6 kg of electronics)
40.6 em diameter
291.3 em
VIS 64 (6 bit)
IR 256 (8 bit)

Table A.6. Characteristics ofNOAA satellites.
Parameter NOAA-6, -8, and - NOAA-7, -9, and

10 all after 11
833 833
102 102
98.9° 98.9°
14.1 14.1
25.5° 25.5°
5.5°E 3.00E

4-5 8-9
±55.4° ±55.4°
1.3 1.3
1.1 1.1

7:30

7:30

2.4
6.9
2400
Every 12 hr

..

2:30

2:30

0.58-0.68
0.72-1.10
3.55-3.93
10.3-11.30
11.5-12.50

2.4
6.9
2400
Every 12 hr

Altitude (km)
Period oforbit (min)
Orbit inclination
Orbits per day
Distance between orbits
Day-to-day orbital shift"
Orbit repeat period (days)
Scan angle from nadir
Optical field ofview (J.1f)
IFOV,at nadir (km)
IFOV,off-nadir maximum (km)

Along track
Across track

Swath width (km)
Coverage
Northbound equatorial

crossing (p.m.)
Southbound equatorial

crossing (a.m.)
AVHRR spectral channels (J.1IIl)
1 0.58-0.68
2 0.72-1.10
3 3.55-3.93
4 10.5-11.50
5 Channel 4 repeat

8 Satellite differences due to differing orbital alignments.
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APPENDlXB

The Wind-Driven Dispersal of Volcanic Ash Plumes and its Control on the Thermal

Structure of the Plume Top

B.I Abstract

We present a simple model of the dispersal of an ash plume as it propagates

downwind with the ash settling under gravity. We show that wind shear, initial plume

height and plume grain size distribution have an important role in the dispersal of the ash,

in particular in determining the evolution of the upper surface and the leading edge of the

ash plume. Once the ash has thermally equilibrated with the atmosphere, the temperature

of the upper surface of the ash plume is directly related to its altitude. As a result we can

use our model to interpret satellite images of the temperature of the upper surface of ash

plumes. We compare our calculations with new analyses of satellite data from the 18 May

1980 eruptions ofMount St. Helens (MSH), in which both thermal IR. and visible GOES

satellite data were examined. In accord with the data, this model is able to predict the rate

at which the MSH ash plume propagated downwind through a combination of the wind

shear and gravitational settling of different size particles. We find that the initial altitude

of the lower surface of the plume was about 14.5 Ian. This model is also able to explain

the observed thermal structure of the upper surface of the ash plume, in which the

temperature initially decreases but then increases with downwind distance, as the ash falls

through the tropopause.
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B.2 Introduction

Satellite images provide a powerful means of tracking volcanicash plumes. Many

analyses of visible wavelength images have shed new light upon the mechanisms of

spreading and deposition of ash from volcanic eruption columns. Much of this work was

motivated by the very well documented 18 May 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens

(MSH) (Sarna Wojcicki et al., 1981; Sparks et al., 1986; Armienti et al., 1989; Bursik et

al., 1992b), but other eruptions including the 1986 eruption of Lascar volcano, Chile

(Glaze and Self, 1991) and Mt. Redoubt in 1990 (Woods and Kienle, 1994) have also

been analyzed. Near the vent, the laterally spreading plume has been shown to behave as a

coherent gravity current. For example, during the 21 April ash plume of Mt. Redoubt

Alaska (Woods and Kienle, 1994) the gravitational slumping dominatedthe motion for the

first 20 minutes after injection into the atmosphere, while during the 18 May 1980

eruption of MSH the gravitational slumping phase dominated for the first 30-60 minutes

(Sparks et al., 1986; Bursik et al., 1992b). The sedimentation from such gravity currents

has been studied in the laboratory (Sparks et al., 1991), and models of the deposition of

larger grain size particles (>100 microns), have been successfully applied to interpret the

near vent fallout of several deposits, including the Fogo A deposit, San Miguel, Azores

(Bursik et al., 1992). The longer range dispersal of the fine ash «100 microns) further

from the vent is controlled by downwind advection, settling under gravity and lateral

mixing due to atmospheric turbulence (Suzuki, 1982~ Armienti et al., 1989; Glaze and

Self 1991). Comparison with satellite images suggest that models of the dispersal based
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upon these processes are quite successful in determining the long range spreading of the

ash; for example the ash plume at Lascar Chile in 1986 (Glaze and Self 1991).

Most of the examples above have used images acquired at visible wavelengths, but

recently additional information has emerged using satellite images ofthermal infra-red (IR)

wavelengths (Chapter 2). Changes in temperature of the upper surface of the ash plumes

may be used to delineate the boundary of the plume, even in periods of darkness. Also,

once the plume has thermally equilibrated with the atmosphere, the height of its upper

surface may be deduced using radiosonde profiles (see Chapter 2; Woods and Self 1992).

This provides additional and very strong constraints upon the evolution of the ash plume.

Typically, the top of the eruption column is undercooled because the material in the

ascending eruption column rises high above its neutral buoyancy height, decompresses and

therefore cools (Woods and Self 1992). However, as the material spreads out laterally as

a gravitational intrusion, the material at the top of the column slumps downwards, is

recompressed and warmsup towards the ambient temperature. The temperature anomaly

therefore decays over a time controlled by the stratification of the atmosphere, and is

typically of the order of a few multiples of the Brunt-Vaiasala period, liN, l:::: 102_103 s.

For example, in Chapter 2 we identified that on emplacement into the atmosphere, the 18

May 1980 ash plume at MSH was undercooled IS-30°C relative. to the atmosphere, but

that after a time oforder 30-60 minutes, much ofthe undercooling was lost, and the plume

equilibrated with the ambient temperature. Note that the thermal equilibration time for an

ash particle of size d is limited by the conduction of heat through the particle, and is of

order JlIK where the thermal diffusivity K - 10"m2/s (cf. Woods and Bursik, 1991).
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Therefore, ash smaller than 1 rom equilibrates with the surrounding air within times of

order lOs; this is very rapid compared to the time scale of the intrusion of the ash and

therefore is not rate limiting.

In Chapter 2 we also analyzed the evolution of the surface temperature as the ash

plume was swept downwind during the 18 May 1980 eruption of MSH. Assuming that

the plume was opaque, they found that the temperature decreased towards the leading

edge of the upper surface, but then increased right at the leading edge (Figure B.2a and

Figure B.2b). This thermal structure persisted up to about 8 hours after the start of the

eruption, with the plume becoming progressively more stretched out over time (Figure

B.2c and Figure B.2d). As the material continued to sink through the atmosphere towards

the tropopause, the plume gradually cooled as it was exposed to lower ambient

temperatures (Figure B.2). In Chapter 2 we also identified that the speed of the leading

edge of the plume had a mean value of about 29 mls. This is significantly less than the

maximum velocity of the wind (~ 36-37 mls) as determined from radiosonde

measurements (e.g., Sarna-Wojcicki et aI., 1980).

In this work we attempt to explain the dominant features of the thermal and

structural evolution of the MSH ash plume as it spreads downwind. First we describe the

initial undercooling which develops in the eruption column. Then we develop a very

simple model of the downwind advection and gravitational settling of the fine ash. We

examine the important effects of the vertical wind shear (Danielson, 1981), illustrating

how wind shear, coupled with the distribution of grain sizes in an ash plume, can lead to

an effective propagation speed of the leading edge of the plume, and also to the temporal
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evolution of the structure of the upper surface of the ash plume (Figure B.l). This model

is able to predict the rate at which the leading edge of the ash plume propagates

downwind, and how the altitude and hence temperature of the upper surface of the plume

varies with time. Although very simple, the predictions of the model are consistent with

data from the satellite images ofthe MSH ash plume.

B.3 Emplacement of the Ash Plume

During explosive eruptions, ash is injected into the atmosphere by large convecting

eruption columns. These may originate directly from the vent to form a Plinian eruption

column, or they may rise off a spreading ash flow to form a co-ignimbrite eruption column

(Sparks and Walker, 1977). In either case, the material may be injected tens of kilometers

into the atmosphere, and, at its maximum elevation, the material is colder than the

surrounding atmosphere. This undercooling develops at the top of the column as a result

of the decompression of material in the eruption column as it rises through the stably

stratified atmosphere (Woods and Self, 1992). Unlike many other atmospheric

phenomena, there is a large dynamic temperature signal associated with a volcanic

eruption column. In chapter 2 we have shown that undercoolings of 15-30°C developed

at the top of the MSH 18 May 1980 column soon after the beginning of the eruption.

Evidence of undercooling has been noted in other eruption columns (Woods and Self,

1992), and during the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991, undercoolings of 55°C were

observed (Chapter 3).
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As the erupted mixture of ash and gas rises from a volcanic vent or ash flow into

the atmosphere, it entrains and heats air and the mixture becomes buoyant (Sparks and

Walker, 1977). The material then continues ascending into the atmosphere driven

upwards by gravity. Eventually it reaches its neutral buoyancy height, at which the density

of the eruption column equals that of the surrounding air (Sparks, 1986; Woods, 1988).

The material continues ascending some distance above the neutral buoyancy height, driven

upwards by its inertia; during this final upward motion it decompresses and cools below

ambient temperature. For eruption rates in excess of 107 kg/s, the neutral buoyancy height

of the plume lies high above the tropopause, in the stratosphere, where the temperature of

the atmosphere typically increases with height. As a result, the material at the top of the

eruption column will become much cooler than the surrounding atmosphere (Figure B.2).

The degree of this undercooting depends most sensitively upon the mass eruption rate and

hence column height, but also increases with the eruption temperature. However, the

undercooting is relatively insensitive to variations in the initialvelocity ofthe material from

100 to 300 mls.

As a result of the dynamic undercooting, it is difficult to estimate the height of the

top of an eruption column by comparing the ambient temperature profile with satellite

measurements of the initial plume top temperature. However, as the ash spreads

downwind and equilibrates to the ambient temperature (section B.2), measurements of the

ash temperature may be used to estimate the height and location of the spreading ash

plume.
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B.4 Downwind Transport of the Ash

Once ash is emplaced into the atmosphere by an eruption column, the material

forms a laterally spreading gravitational intrusion and slumps back towards its neutral

buoyancy height (Woods and Kienle, 1994). As the material spreads laterally, it is also

swept downwind, and the ash begins to settle under gravity. Eventually, the motion of the

ash plume becomes dominated by wind advection (Bursik et al., 1992b). Since the

atmospheric winds have a very large vertical shear, the ash particles tend to spread

downwind at different rates depending upon their altitude and size and the plume loses its

coherence (Danielson, 1981).

To examine the effects of the wind shear and grain size distribution upon the ash

dispersal, we have developed a simple model of the downwind advection of the ash.

Using this model we interpret the thermal IR. and visible wavelength satellite data of the

first 8-9 hours of the spreading plume at MSH on 18 May, 1980. This model provides

some constraints upon the height of intrusion of the ash plume. For simplicity, we

consider a two-dimensional picture, in which ash is emplaced above the volcano, over

some range ofheights, and then spreads downwind, settling under gravity. In this analysis

we neglect the effects of cross-wind spreading and atmospheric dispersion. Estimates of

the cross-flow width of the plume, suggest that during the first 7-8 hours after the initial

slumping, the plume spreads from a width of 100 Ian to 200 km, while it propagates

downwind over a distance of nearly 1000 Ian. This supports the model of predominantly

wind-driven ash transport. The vertical mixing of the ash by ambient turbulence will be

suppressed owing to the stable stratification of the atmosphere, and only becomes
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important over very long times. Although such effects could be introduced in a more

complex model (Armienti et aI., 1989; Glaze and Self, 1991; Bursik et aI., 1992b), over

the first 7-8 hours, the location of the leading edge and the temperature structure of the

upper surface of the MSH 18 May 1980 ash plume can be explained using the present

simplified model.

Ifwe denotethe position of an ash particle at time t as (x(t), z(t), where x(t) is in

the direction of the wind, and z(t) is the height above ground level, then, following

Danielson (1982) andCarey and Sigurdsson (1982),

dx dz
-=w(z) and -=-v
dt dt

(B. la,b)

where w(z) is the horizontal wind speed, assumed to be a function of height, and v is the

settling speed of the particles. For ash particles smaller than about 100 microns, v is

typically approximated bythe Stokes settling law(Suzuki, 1974; Armienti et aI., 1989)

2r 2 pg
v=-~

9#
(B.2)

where p is the density of the ash, r is the radius of the ash particle, g is the gravitational

acceleration and J.l is the viscosity of the air. In these calculations, we allow for the

. variation of air viscosity with temperature, () measured in Celsius, as described by

Armienti et aI. (1989),

0.0078(1.51og«8+273)/300»

~= kg/s/m
0+393

(B.3)

Ash particles larger than about 100 microns require less than about 2 hours to settle

through the tropopause (eq. B.2) and subsequently, the upper surface and leading edge of
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the plume will be composed of finer ash. In the following analysis, we only examine the

evolution ofthis fine ash.

Given the wind speed w(z), equation (B.l) may be solved to find the trajectory of

the ash particle which starts at height Zo above the volcano

:(t)

x(t)=- f w(z)dz
v(z)

=0

(B.4)

This trajectory may then be used to find the location of the ash at any time t after injection

into the atmosphere, using equation (B.1b) to determine z(t) as a function of the initial

height zoo It is readily deduced that in the absence of vertical mixing, ash particles of a

given size which commence higher in the plume remain higher as they spread downwind,

even though they may not spread as far in a given time.

Radiosonde measurements of the wind speed near MSH (Chapter 2) suggest that

on 18 May 1980, to good approximation (Figure B.3), the wind speed w (measured in

mls) varied with height z (here measured in Ian) according to

37z
w(z) = -mls for z < 11.5 Ian

ll.5

below the tropopause, located about 11.5 Ian above sea-level, and

w(z) = 37 - 9.1(z-I1.5) + 0.71(z-11.simls for z> U.5 Ian

(B.5a)

(B.5b)

above the tropopause. Since the wind velocity decreases with height above the

tropopause, ash of a given size which commences closer to the tropopause initially travels

further downwind per unit time. Since satellite images record the structure of the upper

surface ofthe plume then, near the volcano, satellite images record the dispersal of the ash
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originally emplaced at the top of the plume. However, further from the volcano, satellite

images record the ash which was originally emplaced lower in the plume, closer to the

tropopause and therefore has been blown further downwind.

BA.] Effect ofWind Shear and Initial Ash Height

The dispersal distance and shape of the upper surface of the ash plume also

depends on the grain size distribution, since finer ash falls more slowly, and therefore

remains higher in the atmosphere for longer. In order to isolate the effects of the wind

shear and the grain size distribution, we first examine how a plume of given grain size

would be dispersed, and then we show how this result is changed if a distribution of grain

sizes is allowed.

If ash particles of one grain size are supplied for a time t above the volcano, for

heights in the range Zl > Z > Z2, then at time t, the upper surface of the ash plume coincides

with the uppermost ash trajectory (which starts with height Zl) in the region 0 < x < X(t,ZI).

Beyond this point, the satellite will see ash on lower trajectories, which have propagated

further downwind, since they have sampled the higher wind speeds near the tropopause

(Figure BA). Once the lower ash trajectories begin to fall through the tropopause, they

experience a lower wind speed. As a result, the ash trajectory at the leading edge of the

plume will subsequently originate from some height between Zl and Z2.

In Figure B.4, we illustrate this discussion with some calculations of the ash

trajectories originating from heights 18, 16, 14 and 12 Ian above sea-level, assuming that

there was a continuous source of ash supplied to the atmosphere between the heights 12
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and 18 Ian. Curves are shown for grain sizes of (a) 10 and (b) 40 microns. In this figure,

the position of the leading edge of the ash plume is shown as a dotted line at several times

(3, 6 and 9 hours) following the release of the plume. Initially the ash which starts lower

in the atmosphere, near the tropopause, forms the leading edge of the ash plume. In

addition, the height of the leading edge of the ash plume progressively decreases towards

and through the tropopause as the ash plume is swept downwind. As the dispersal

continues, the ash which starts lower in the atmosphere falls through the tropopause into

regions of lower wind speed. As a result, ash which originates higher in the atmosphere

and remains in regions of higher wind speed for longer, is eventually transported further

downwind. Therefore the leading edge of the plume becomes composed of ash which

originates from progressively higher altitudes in the atmosphere. This effect may be seen

in Figure 4 which illustrates how individual ash trajectories differ as a result of differences

in the initial elevation of the ash. In fact, by comparing the trajectories of ash which

originates at heights of 14 and 12 km, it is seen that during the first 8 hours, the maximum

downwind dispersal distance ofthe plume is very sensitive to the minimum height at which

ash is supplied to the downwind spreading ash plume; this is a result of the strong wind

shear near the tropopause.

B.4.2 Effect ofGrain Size

Different dispersal patterns emerge for different grain sizes since the settling speed

increases with grain size. Figure 4 indicates that, typically, the smaller grain size particles

remain higher above the tropopause, and therefore the upper surface of the plume near the
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volcano is composed of the finer ash. In contrast, the larger ash particles settle faster and

become exposed to the higher wind speeds near the tropopause more quickly. Therefore,

for early times, they are dispersed further downwind. However, the fine ash remains near

the high wind region at the tropopause much longer and consequently, over long times, it

is dispersed much further. The finer ash also controls the maximum altitude of the upper

surface ofthe plume in the region near the volcano.

These effects of wind shear and grain size distribution lead to a complex evolution

of the morphology of the upper surface of the ash plume as seen by a satellite. In

particular, different sized ash particles released from the same point travel different

distances in the same time. In Figure B.5, each line represents the locus ofthe positions of

different sized ash particles, released from the same point, at time O. The ash particles are

assumed to have sizes ranging from 3 to 60 microns. The different lines correspond to ash

released at different heights of 16, 15.5, 15, 14.5 and 14 Ian above the volcano. Two sets

of lines are shown and these correspond to the position of the ash 4 and 8 hours after the

eruption commenced. We have also included a horizontal line at an altitude of 16 km,

from the location ofthe volcano to the position ofthe 3 micron ash particles 4 and 8 hours

after release. This represents the upper surface of the ash released after the start of the

eruption.

At a particular time, the structure of the upper surface of the ash plume may be

deduced from these lines. The upper surface is composed of three different regions. The

first region, near the volcano, is composed of very fine ash originating at the maximum

initial height of 16 k.m, and released after the start of the eruption, t = O. The second
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region, which is located beyond this 16 Ian trajectory, is composed of fine ash which

originated at progressively lower heights in the initial plume above the volcano. Finally, in

the third region, the upper surface is composed of ash ofgrain size greater than 3 microns

and which originated at a height of 14 Ian. In the next section we illustrate the effect of

this structure on the temperature of the upper surface of the ash plume, as recorded by

GOES satellite images.

BA.3 Location ofLeadingEdge ofthe Plume

The above diagrams identify how the shape of the ash plume evolves with time as

the ash spreads downwind and settles under gravity. In Figure B.6, we show the temporal

evolution of the position of the leading edge of an ash plume composed of different sized

ash particles. Each solid curve corresponds to the maximum dispersal distance of an ash

particle ofa given size (30, 40, 50 and 60 microns) with the ash initiallyemplaced between

14 and 16 km. The dotted line corresponds to the leading edge ofa plume composed ofa

range of grain sizes (3-100 microns). The figure demonstrates how the larger particles

settle faster and hence form the leading edge of the plume at early times. However, as

they settle through the tropopause, the larger particles slow down and are overtaken by

progressively smaller particles which have spent a longer time in the high velocity zone as

a result of their slower settling speed. This is consistent with Figures B.5 and B.6, in

which it is seen that the leading edge of the ash plume coincides with ash originally

emplaced 14 Ian above the volcano, with the grain size at the leading edge becoming

smaller with time. Figure B.6 illustrates that the plume does not travel with the maximum
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wind speed, but owing to the wind shear and grain size distribution, the leading edge

travels somewhat more slowly than the maximum wind speed. Also, we note that the

leading edge of the plume is composed of progressively smallerash particles.

Figure B.6 was calculated assuming the ash is initially emplaced between the

altitudes 14 and 16 km. As mentioned above, this initial emplacement altitude has a major

impact on the dispersal distance ofthe plume. For example, in Figure B.7 we compare the

maximum dispersal distances of ash particles in a plume with the lower surface located at

14 and 14.5 km. The different initial altitude ofthe lower surface ofthe plume has a major

impact upon the ash dispersal with time (cf Figure B.5). If ash is initially injected near the

tropopause, then the ash is dispersed much further downwind, since the fine ash is

exposed to very high wind speeds for a much longer time; measurement of the rate of

dispersal of the ash provides important constraints upon the altitude of the lower surface

ofthe ash plume.

In Figure B.7, we have also plotted the position of the front of the plume at MSH

on 18 May 1980, as measured from the GOES visible satellite images Chapter 2. These

figures display the good agreement between the visible GOES data measurements and the

model predictions. The good agreement of the prediction of the speed ofthe leading edge

of the plume based upon the combination of wind shear and sedimentation, supports the

simple model ofthe dynamics ofsedimentation, particularly since this speed is significantly

less than the maximum wind speed. The ash injected into the atmosphere during the

eruption of MSH had a mean size of about -2.9, (13 microns), with a variance of 2,

(Woods and Bursik, 1991), so that the range ofash sizes shown in Figure B.7 corresponds
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(B.5i,ii,iii)

well with the actual eruption plume. Only in the initial 1-2 hours of the spreading of the

plume do ash particles larger than 100 microns reach the leading edge of the plume, and

this stage of the spreading is dominated by gravitational intrusion.

B.5 Temperature of the Ash Plume

Thermal satellite images record the temperature of the upper surface of the ash

plume. Although the initial temperature of the ash plume differs from that of the

surrounding ambient, the rapid equilibration of the temperature once the ash particles

begin to move downwind, allows us to model the upper surface temperature of the plume.

We can then compare this with the thermal images of Chapter 2. Radiosonde temperature

profiles taken in the vicinity ofMSH (Chapter 2) show some variability in the temperature

at each height. However, as shown in Figure B.8, we have developed an approximate

model for the temperature, measured in °C, based upon these profiles, of the form

T(z) =-57 for 18 Ian> z > 12 Ian

T(z) =-62 + lO(z -11.5) for 12 Ian> z > 11.5 Ian

T(z) =-62 + 81z/11.5z < U.S Ian

where the height z is measured in km.

Using the results of section B.4, together with the above temperature profiles, we

are able to model the temperature of the upper surface of the ash plume as a function of

time. In Figure B.9, we show the model temperature ofthe upper surface of an ash plume

of 10 micron and 40 micron particles, calculated at 3 hourly intervals, following the start

of the eruption. Owing to the shearing out of the lower part of the ash plume, the
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temperature of the leading edge of each plume is lower than the temperature near the

volcano. However, as the ash continues to propagate downwind, the leading edge of the

40 micron plume actually falls below the tropopause, reaching warmer temperatures and

causing the temperature of the leading edge to increase again. When there is a distribution

of grain sizes in the eruption plume, the same general principles control the evolution of

the temperature ofupper surface ofthe ash plume, although the size of the ash particles at

the leading edge continually changes (Figure B.6 and Figure B.7).

In Figure B.I0, we show how the temperature of the upper surface of an ash

plume with a range of grain sizes from 3 to 60 microns, varies with downwind position 4

and 6 hours after the eruption. Curves are given for the cases in which the lower surface

of the plume is located at 14 km and 13.5 Ian. Figure B.lO showsthat the plume remains

nearly isothermal near the volcano, where the fine ash originated from the upper surface of

the initially 16 km high plume. However, further downwind, the upper surface of the

plume is composed of the fine ash originating at lower altitudes (Figure B.5) causing the

temperature of the upper surface to decrease. Even further downwind, the upper surface

is composed of larger ash particles which have fallen to much lower altitudes. Therefore

near the leading edge, where the ash has fallen through the tropopause, the temperature

begins to increase again. As the plume becomes more dispersed by the wind shear, the

region across which the temperature drops and then increases becomes larger.

These model temperature profiles of the upper surface of the ash plume may be

compared directly with the profiles measured using GOES thermal satellite images (plate

RIa-d). These measurements assume that the plume is opaque. This assumption is valid
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except possibly in a narrow region at the edge of the plume that is not opaque, resulting in

a hybrid thermal signal from both the semi-transparent plume and features below it.

Owing to the very large gradients of temperature and high wind speeds near the

tropopause, the thermal structure of the ash plume is very sensitive to the detailed

parameterisation of the atmosphere, in particular to the altitude and temperature gradients

at the tropopause. Plume temperature profiles were taken at hourly intervals from the

thermal IR satellite data at MSH. During the first 1-2 hours, the fallout of large sized ash

particles (> 100 microns) appears to dominate the temperature of the outer surface of the

ash plume. However, after about the first 1-2 hours, the predictions of the model are in

good agreement with the observed temperature structure of the upper surface of the ash

plume, given the sensitivity of the predictions to the structure of the model atmosphere

and the height of the lower surface of the ash plume. In particular, the model is able to

reproduce the apparent decrease and then increase in the temperature along the axis of the

plume. This occurs as the ash near the front of the plume falls through the tropopause,

which is the coldest part ofthe atmosphere.

We deduce from both the position of the leading front of the plume (Figure B.7)

and the thermal structure of the upper surface of the plume (plate B.1a-d) that the lower

surface ofthe ash plume was located at about 14 km during the MSH eruption on 18 May

1980.
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B.6 Discussion

Typically there are three main stages which govern the dispersal of volcanic ash

emplaced high into the atmosphere by a volcanic eruption column. In the initial stage, a

well-mixed current ofash is driven outwards by gravity. Bursik et aI. (1992a) developed a

model of this initial dispersal includingthe sedimentation ofcoarse grained material (> 100

microns) from the base of the current, and they successfully compared this with field data

from the Fogo A deposit. Eventually, after a time of order minutes to hours, such

gravitational intrusions have spread out and slowed down sufficiently that the ambient

winds begin to dominate the lateral transport of the ash. In this paper, we have developed

a model of this wind-driven dispersal, building upon the work of Danielson (1982) and

Carey and Sigurdsson (1982). We have used the model to predict the morphology and

thermal structure of the upper surface of the plume during the first hours after the onset of

the eruption. This has identified the importance of the initial plume altitude, the wind

shear and the particle grain size distribution in controlling the dispersal of ash of sizes in

the range 10-100 microns as it settles out under gravity during the first few hours after the

eruption. In contrast, the very fine grained ash « 10 microns) may remain in the

atmosphere for several tens of hours and eventually turbulent mixing coupled with the

ambient winds control its dispersal, as described by Armienti et al. (1989).

We have applied the model of the dispersal of the 10-100 micron sized ash to the

eruption of MSH on May 18 1980, using the prevailing atmospheric conditions above

MSH on that day. This has shown that during the first few hours after the eruption began,

ash which was released closer to the tropopause was able to travel downwind more
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rapidly. Therefore, the leading edge of the ash plume was composed of coarser grained

ash initially emplaced low in the plume. However, as this coarse ash fell through the

tropopause to regions of lower wind speed, it was overtaken by finer ash also released low

.
in the plume. The evolving structure of the leading edge and upper surface of the ash

plume resulted in three different regions. First, near the volcano, the upper surface was

composed of fine ash released from the top of the plume. Second, further downwind, the

upper surface was composed of the fine ash released from lower heights above the

volcano. Thirdly, the most distal part of the upper surface was composed of coarser

grained ash released from the lower surface of the ash plume. Near the volcano, the

temperature was nearly constant, but as the upper surface of the plume passed through the

tropopause, the temperature initially decreased but then increased as it entered the upper

troposphere. Although simple, the model is able to predict the position of the leading

edge and the temperature structure of the upper surface of the ash plume as functions of

time.

Other factors, such as the formation of accretionary lapilli, may complicate the

process since they may cause premature fallout of the fine ash (Carey and Sigurdsson,

1982). This may also have an impact upon the thermal structure of the plume. We plan to

apply this simple modeling approach to interpret features of other eruptions such as EI

Chich6n 1982 andPinatubo 1991.
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Table B.1. MSH thermal IR level slicing data.

DNrange Temperature Isopleth
range eC)

Min Max Min Max Color
206 207 -62.2 -61.2 white
204 205 -60.2 -59.2 navy blue
202 203 -58.2 -57.2 cyan
200 201 -56.2 -55.2 avocado
198 199 -54.2 -53.2 green
196 197 -52.2 -51.2 maroon
194 195 -50.2 -49.2 yellow
192 193 -48.2 -47.2 orange
190 191 -46.2 -45.2 wheat
188 189 -44.2 -43.2 gray
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Figure B.I. Schematic of the spreading ofash from the top of an eruption column.
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Figure B.2. Model calculation of the undercooting at the top of an eruption column,
calculated from the eruption column model of Woods (1988). Calculations are presented
for the initial temperatures of 1000 and 1400 K, and eruption velocities of 100 and 300
mls. Other calculations show that changing the gas content of the erupting material makes
very little difference to the magnitude of the undercooling.
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Figure B.3. Profile of the wind speed as a function of height in the vicinity of MSH on
May 18 1980. Data are collected from Spokane, Washington. Solid curve is the model
wind profile ofequation B.5.
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Figure BA. Distance that ash has propagated downwind from the volcano as a function of
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calculations are based on the wind field prevailing in the vicinity of Mount St. Helens on
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Figure B.lO. Temperature of the upper surface of an ash plume composed of ash particles
of size 3 to 60 microns, 4 and 6 hours after the start of the eruption. Calculations are
shown for the cases in which the plume has a lower surface elevation of 14 and 13.5 km
for comparison. The actual temperature of the plume at MSH calculated from the thermal
satellite images are shown as crosses and squares after 4 and 6 hours respectively.
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Plate B.1. Satellite images of the thermal structure of the ash plume as it spreads
downwind. Images are taken at (a) 1050; (b) 1250; (c) 1450 and (d) 1650. A simple
temperature color code is shown on the lower right comer of each image, and a more
detailed temperature delineation is given in Table B.l.
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